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(Translation from the original in Dutch)

Five years have now elapsed since the International

Bank for Reconstruction and Development -- known also as the

World Bank -- commenced operations. During those years the

Bank has granted over 40 loans for projects and programs in

22 countries. Expressed in guilders, those loans total in

excess of 4 billion guilders.

I assume that most of you have heard of the World Bank.

It might be useful, though, to give you a brief sketch of

its principal characteristics. In the first place: the Bank's

task is to promote the economic reconstruction and the economic

development of the territories of its members. Second: the

Bank accomplishes this task by assisting its members by word

and deed, both literally and figuratively. I am referring to

technical assistance on the one hand and to financial assistance

on the other. The financial assistance which the Bank has

extended has attracted most of the attention, as is indeed

understandable. When, as a result of the Bank's loans, the

Colombian farmers are able to purchase more agricultural machinery,

when in India large power installations are being constructed,

when in South Africa railroad equipment is being renewed and, to

stick to our own country, a large number of merchant ships are

purchased, then those are immediately visible results of the

activities of the Bank. No less important, however, is the

assistance which the Bank extends in the form of information

and advice to its members. Thus, the Bank has sent missions



to a number of countries, including Colombia, Turkey and Iraq,

to study the economic possibilities in those countries and to

give practical suggestions for the planning of programs of

economic development. Furthermore, the Bank has in numerous

cases assisted its members with advice in connection with more

concrete problems, such as for instance the establishment of

financial institutions for economic development.

I am now coming to the third point. As its name indicates

the Bank grants its financial assistance in the form of loans,

The Bank does not make gifts. These loans must be repaid

and the Bank only grants a loan after it has satisfied itself

that the loan in qcestion can be justified on economic grounds.

Political loans like gifts are excluded.

This leads me to the last - but certainly not least

important . point in this short summary of the Bank's charac-

teristicst it performs its functions as an international or-

ganism. The Bank is an institution which belongs to the 49 govern-

snwts which are its members. The President and the

awbers of the management and staff are international officials

who in carrying out their functions owe their duty only to the

Bank, and are not responsible to any national authority. This

international character of the Bank is of great importance,

especially as regards its activity in connection with economic

development. Action on an international basis has a better

chance of success than national action in inducing economically

underdeveloped countries to take internal measures which are

necessary but polithally unpalatable. One could hardly accuse
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a cooperative international institution of imperialisa or

of economic exploitation. Finally, an international insti-

tution such as the Bank is a unique means of putting the

combined resources of its meibers to work for the common

goal.

As I have told you a few minutes ago, the Bank has

until now granted loans totalling over four billion guilders,

and I should lile to -se the time left at my disposal to ex-

plain how the Bank obtains the moneys necessary for its opera-

tions.

You might look at the Bank as a limited liability company

with a capital subscribed to by its 1+9 members who are, there-

fore, its shareholders. The United States are the la rgest

shareholder The Netherlands are the seventh largest. The

total capital amounts to more than 30 oillion guilders

equivalent. Only one fifth of this amount, however, is paid-

up; the remaining eighty per cent are subject to call only

when needed by the Bank to meet obligations arising out of

the Bank' a borrowings or guarantees.

The two principal sources of the funds which the Beank

uses for making loans are in the first place, its own capital,

and in the second place, moneys borrowed by the Bank.

One-tenth of the paid-up capital of the Bank has been

paid in gold or dollars and nine-tenths have been paid in

the currencies of the various members. This last part may

only be loaned with the consent of the member concerned.



Originally only the United States had given this consent and

to date the Bank's loans have mainly been made in dollars.

Gradually, however, a growing need has arisen for loans in

pounds, francs and other European currencies. One of the

reasons for this development is that the members of the Bank

are in a better position to repay loans in these currencies

than dollar loans. At the same time, however, Europem

productive capacity has increased very considerably so that

European manufacturers now are in a position to furnish a

large part of the installations and equipment needed for

projects of economic development. It is therefore an

encouraging fact that several European countries have given

their consent to the Bank for the use of part or all of their

currencies paid into the Bank's capital for loans.

Nevertheless the paid-up portion of the capital of the

Bank is not sufficient to permit it to grant all the loans

which it feels are justified. The Bank, therefore, supple-

ments its resources by the issuance of its own bonds. TolAdate

the Bank has mainly addressed itself to the United States mar-

ket in which $ 300,000,000 of bonds is'now outstanding. One

of those dollar issues of the Bank is also being traded, in

the form of Netherlands certificates, on the Amsterdam Stock

Exchange. A five million pound issue was issued in London in

May of this year, while in the beginning of this month a public

issue of 50 million Swiss francs was offered in Switzerland,

after two issues totalling roughly 4+5 million Swiss francs had

been privately placed in earlier years.



The unpaid portion of the Bank's capital is in effect

a guarantee fund for those bonds. This portion amounts to

approximately 25 billion guilders and the United States alone

are liable for more than nirm billion guilders on this account.

I have had to give you a good many figures in the fore-

going. I thought it worth while, however, to give you some

details of the Bank's financing in view of the fact that the

measure in which the Bank is able to obtain funds for its

operations ultimately determines the scope of the contribu-

tion which the World Bank can make towards raising the

standard of living and real income in the territories of its

members.
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CONFLICT AVOIDANCE IN INTERNATIONAL
LOANS AND MONETARY AGREEMENTS*
DAVIDSON SOMMERs,t A. BROCHES,$ AND GEORGES R. DELAUME**

I

INTRODUCTION

Lenders have good reason to take an interest in avoiding the pitfalls set by the
conflict of laws. Characteristically, the lender performs his part of the bargain at the
outset, while the performance of the debtor is stretched over a long period; loans
with terms of 20 to 25 years are no exception. Future changes in applicable law are,
thus, more likely to affect the debtor's performance than the lender's, and history
affords lenders ample ground for fearing that in times of economic stress, changes in
applicable law will work for the relief of debtors.

When the lender advances funds across national, rather than state, boundaries, his
concern with the subject of conflict of laws may be expected to be intensified. Fear
of the unknown will give him a special interest in avoiding the application of the
foreign law to such matters as negotiability, tender, payment, and usury. But inter-
national loans involve additional hazards of a kind not normally encountered in do-
mestic contracts, hazards affecting the medium of payment itself. The risks of
exchange restrictions, freezing orders, and currency devaluation haunt international
lenders; it is one of their occupational characteristics to be suspicious of the actions
of all governments in these fields and, at least in capital-exporting countries, to fear
the actions of foreign governments more than those of their own.1 There is, thus,

* The views expressed in this article are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the views
of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. The authors gratefully acknowledge the
assistance and advice received from their colleague, Franz M. Oppenheimer, of the New York and District
of Columbia bars, in the preparation of this article.

t A.B. 1926, LL.B. 1930, Harvard University. Member of the New York bar; General Counsel,
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

I LL.M. 1936, J.D. 1939, University of Amsterdam, LL.B. 1942, Fordham University. Assistant
General Counsel, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. Formerly Legal Adviser,
Office of Financial Counselor, Netherlands Embassy, and Netherlands Delegation to Bretton Woods Con-
ference. Author, HET ONDEUGDELIJKE OCTROOI IN DE INBREUKPROCEDURE (I939), and Law, in THE

CONTRIBUTION OF HOLLAND TO THE SCIENCES (I943).
** LL.B. 1942, Docteur en Droit 1946, University of Paris. Attorney, International Bank for Recon-

struction and Development. Formerly Legal Counselor, International Monetary Fund; Chargi de Cours des
Facultis de Droit, France. Author, LES CONFLITS DE LOIS A LA VEILLE DU CODE CIVIL (1947); LES
CONFLITS DE Lois s LA VEILLE DU CODE CIVIL DANS LES TRAITs DIPLOMATIQUES (1948); AMERICAN-
FRENCH PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAw (Columbia University Bilateral Studies in Private International
Law No. 2, 1953); and articles on the conflict of laws and comparative law published in American,
Canadian, and European law reviews.

'This attitude might, on occasion, prove to be a treacherous guide. The classic conflict problems
under international loans arose out of gold clauses. A stipulation of American law by an American
foreign lender in the twenties would have helped foreign courts to hold applicable the American Joint
Resolution of June 5, 1933, 48 STAT. 112, 31 U. S. C. i 463 (1952), which invalidated gold clauses, and
would, thus, have contributed to the frustration of the lender's objectives. See also notes 7 and 23, infra.
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reason to expect that international lenders will not only insist on including stipula-
tions of the applicable law in their contracts, but also on making their own law
applicable in preference to other laws.

This article will examine whether this expectation is justified. It will describe
the practice of leading markets in regard to stipulations of applicable law in interna-
tional loans; monetary agreements will be mentioned in passing. It is hoped that
this survey will contribute to an understanding of the variety of considerations which
international lenders and their counsel have to take into account in dealing with
problems of avoiding the conflict of laws.

Descriptions of practice must be put in general terms, and this description does
not purport to be complete in scope or detail. What has been attempted is the delin-
eation of trends, to which there are doubtless many exceptions. Little descriptive
literature has been found, and the authors have had to rely on their own experience,
on examination of such loan agreements and prospectuses as they have been able
to find, and upon information supplied by a number of eminent lawyers and
financiers who have been good enough to give the authors the benefit of their own
first-hand experience.?

At the outset, it should be mentioned that the effectiveness of stipulations of
applicable law is subject to important limitations, and an awareness of these is
necessary for an understanding of current practices. The most important of these
limitations is the doctrine that a stipulation of applicable law will not be given effect
if the law chosen is found to be inconsistent with the public policy of the forum.
This well-known doctrine drastically limits freedom of action and has often pre-
vented enforcement of contracts in accordance with their terms. Another sig-
nificant limiting factor is of a practical rather than of a juridical nature. A choice
by express stipulation of the law of a particular country may turn out to be futile as
a practical matter if the contract cannot be enforced in that country. The field of
international loans offers many examples of cases where such enforcement is im-
possible either because the debtor is immune by law (e.g., in loans to foreign gov-
ernments) or because the debtor cannot be reached by process in the jurisdiction
or has no assets which can be reached.

One further preliminary point should be mentioned. There is no likelihood of
* Information has been supplied particularly from the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada,

France, Switzerland, and the Netherlands. For reasons of professional confidence, it has not been
possible in every case to cite documentary materials by name.

" Such interesting questions as whether there are legal obstacles to stipulating the law of a country
which has no contact with the transaction involved or to stipulating against future changes of the proper
law (see, e.g., HERBERT F. GOODRICH, CONFLICT OF LAws 326 et seq. (3 d ed. 1949); F. A. MANN, THE
LEGAL AsPECT OF MONEY 266 (2d ed. 1953); and Delaume, L'Autonomie de la Volonti en Droit In-
ternational Privi, in 39 REVUE CRITIQUE DE DROIT INTERNATIONAL PRIVf [hereinafter REV.] 321, 336-37
(France 1950)) appear to have little practical application in the field of international loans and monetary
agreements. For an attempt to deal with future changes of law, see the provision found in art. VII, ir
of the Indenture of Oct. 1, 1925, between Rudolf Karstadt, A. G., a German company, and American
bankers reading in part as follows: ". . . the company . . . hereby agrees to waive . . . the benefit and
advantage of any valuation, stay, appraisement and extension law or laws now existing, or which may
hereafter be passed either in Germany or in the United States of America.
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any conflict of laws in respect of the capacity or authority of a governmental or
corporate borrower to contract a debt or to issue securities. It is generally recognized
that these matters are governed by the borrower's personal law-that is, by the law
of the borrower itself, if it is a government, or by the law of the corporate domicile

of the borrower.4 There is, therefore, no real problem of avoiding conflicts of law
on these matters, and international loans normally deal with them, if at all, not by
formal stipulation, but by mere reference to the particular statute or other source of
authority under which the borrower purports to act."

There remains for discussion the problem of avoiding conflicts with respect to the
validity,' interpretation, and performance of the loan contracts. These are the
points on which lenders are apprehensive about the future and on which they try to
protect themselves by stipulations of applicable law. Since the risks of conflicts,
and the means available for meeting them, differ as between types of lenders and
types of borrowers, a description of the practice can best proceed on the basis of a
classification of international loans into four main categories, depending on the
character, private or public, of lender and borrower, as follows:

a. loans by private lenders to private borrowers;
b. loans by private lenders to foreign governments and to international organiza-

tions;
c. loans by public lenders to private borrowers; and
d. loans by public lenders to foreign governments and to international organiza-

tions.7

'In Goodman v. Deutsch-Atlantische T. Gesellschaft, 166 Misc. 509, 2 N. Y. S. 2d 8o (Sup. Ct.
1938), a deed of trust on properties of a German cable company securing bonds and coupons sold in
New York provided that the obligations undertaken by the borrower were "covered" by German law,
although the relations between the parties were generally "governed" by the law of New York. It was
held that the reference to German law was limited to such matters as corporate action and authority to
enter into the deed of trust and that all other matters were governed by the law of New York. On this
problem generally, see REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE FOR THE STUDY OF INTERNATIONAL LOANs [hereinafter
L. N. REPORT] (League of Nations Pub. No. C 145, M 93, 1939, II.A, 573).

"See, e.g., the following prospectuses concerning bonds issued in the United States: French Mail
Steamship Lines 7% External Sinking Fund Gold Bonds of 1924; City of Milan 6'A% External Sinking
Fund Bonds of 1927; City of Oslo 4 V% External Sinking Fund Bonds of 1936. With respect to bonds
issued in the Netherlands and Switzerland, see the prospectus for the Emprunt Ext&ieur de la Ville
de Paris 5% of 1932. It is also frequently stipulated in trust indentures, underwriting agreements, and
direct loan contracts that the borrower represents that it has taken all the corporate or legislative action
required to make its obligations valid and binding upon it.

" What is referred to here is the "essential validity" of the contract, as that term is often used, as
opposed to the formalities of execution and issue.

' This classification, which has been purposely oversimplified for convenience of discussion, omits loans
to political subdivisions, government-owned corporations, and autonomous public institutions, bodies, and
authorities. These entities differ strikingly in legal status. On the one extreme are territorial governments
enjoying a large measure of independence. On the other are entities which, although government-owned,
have essentially the legal status of private corporations. Between these two extremes, there is a whole
range of institutions possessing governmental attributes in greater or lesser degree. In many instances,
their status is not entirely clear under their own law; and foreign jurisdictions will not necessarily adopt
the domestic view. An examination of these questions would go beyond the scope of this article. In
any event, we believe that the oversimplified classification which we have adopted permits an adequate
discussion of the practice.
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II

LOANS BY PRIVATE LENDERS TO PRIVATE BoRROWERS

The normal transaction in this category is one in which there would be no
difficulty in deciding the applicable law by usual and generally recognized principles
of the conflict of laws. Whether the transaction takes the form of a loan agreement or
a bond issue, the arrangements are usually such as to make the law of the lender's
country applicable. The lender's country is usually the place where documents are

signed and delivered, where funds are received by the borrower and are to be
repaid. The language of that country is usually used, and its fashions in draftsman-
ship observed. Where a trustee or a bondholders' agent is appointed, it will normally
be a national and resident of the lender's country, and the same is true of fiscal
agents, paying agents, and registrars. The regulatory requirements of the lender's
country, such as registration and listing, will have been complied with. Thus, there
is usually every reason to assume that the law of that country will be recognized as
governing questions of validity, interpretation, and performance.'

It is, therefore, interesting that lenders in the principal financial markets con-
sistently include stipulations of applicable law in their loan agreements with pri-

vate foreign borrowers and in bonds issued in those markets by private foreign

issuers; and that the law designated by stipulation is usually the law of the lender's

country or state,' which would presumably be applicable even in the absence of a

8 The following cases, for example, relied on all or most of these factors in holding the law of the
lender applicable: Guaranty Trust Co. of New York v. Henwood, 307 U. S. 247 (1939); Bethlehem
Steel Co. v. Zurich Central Accident and Liability Insurance Co., and Bethlehem Steel Co. v. Anglo-
Continentale Treuhand A. G., 307 U. S. 265 (939); Hartman v. United States, 65 F. Supp. 397 (Ct.
Cl. 1946); Compania de Inversiones Internacionales v. Industrial Mortgage Bank of Finland, 269 N. Y.
24, 198 N. E. 617 (1935); Tr&or Public et Soc. Royal Bank of Canada v. Schumann, Court of Appeal
of Paris, May x6, 1951, [1952] Juris-Classeur Periodique [also called La Semaine Juridique, hereinafter
J. C. P.] II. 6887; Aachener Kreissparkasse v. Giroverband, Supreme Court of Germany, May 28, 1936,
63 JOURNAL Du DRoIT INTERNATIONAL [hereinafter CLUNET] 951 (France 1936); Minerva Ins. Co. v. The
Norwegian Government, Supreme Court of Norway, Dec. 8, 1937, 38 BULLETIN DE L'INSTITUT JURIDIQUE
INTERNATIONAL [hereinafter B. I. J. I.] 7I (France 1938); Skandia v. National Debt Office, Supreme
Court of Sweden, Jan. 30, 1937, 36 B. I. J. I. 327 (France 1937); Amsterdam Stock Exchange Committee
v. Ministry of Finance (as translated in German), Supreme Court of Denmark, Jan. 30, 1939, 13 ZEIT-
SCHRIFT FUER AUsLAENDISCHEs UND INTERNATIONALES PRIVATRECHT 825 (Germany 1942); Rotterdam Gold
Bonds Case, Supreme Court of the Netherlands, Feb. '1, 1938, ANN. DIG. PUB. INT'L L. CAsEs [hereinafter
ANN. DIG.] 1919-42, 26 (1947); Rex v. International Trustee for the Protection of Bondholders A. G.,
[1937] A. C. 500; British and French Trust Corp. v. New Brunswick Ry. Co., [19371 4 All E. R. 516,
af'd on other grounds, [1939] A. C. I. But see Mount Albert Borough Council v. Australasian Tem-
perance and General Mutual Life Assurance Co., [1938] A. C. 224. See also, Vienna Loan of 1902
Case, German Supreme Court, Nov. 14, 1929, 126 Entscheidungen des Reichsgerichts in Zivilsachen
[hereinafter R. G. Z.] 196.

"Where the loan is secured by a mortgage or similar charge on property located outside the lender's
country, it is usual to provide, for obvious reasons, that the security arrangement is to be governed by
the law of the situs of the property. See, for example, the following provision (520.07) of an Indenture,
dated Feb. 2, 1950, between Mexican Light and Power Co., Ltd., a Canadian corporation, and National
Trust Co., Ltd., of Toronto, as Trustee, which provides as follows:

"This Indenture and the Bonds and coupons shall be construed in accordance with the laws
of the Province of Ontario, Canada, and the laws of Canada applicable therein, and shall be
treated in all respects as Ontario contracts, save in respect of the security created or to be created
hereby or pursuant hereto upon the immovable properties of the Company and its subsidiaries in
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stipulation. Bankers and their legal advisers seem to believe that a contractual choice
of law can add something to the protection afforded by the rules of the conflict of
laws, even in this relatively well-explored area. The authorities indicate that effect
will normally be given to such stipulations" subject, of course, to considerations of

public policy."
Only one of the leading financial markets, France, does not appear to follow

the general practice in this regard. That exception can probably be explained by
the unique French doctrine of "international transactions," under which effect is
given to the intention of the parties, as expressed in monetary clauses in international
transactions, without regard to the principles of the conflict of laws normally applied
by French courts in other types of cases."

the United Mexican States and the receipt of income therefrom, which shall be governed by
the laws of that country."

Another interesting provision (art. XX) is found in the Form of Obligation issued by the Liquidation of
United Steel Works Corp. (Vereinigte Stahlwerke Aktiengesellschaft) pursuant to a Declaration and an
Agreement of Deposit, dated Jan. 1, 1953:

"Except as herein otherwise provided, this Obligation and the rights of the Obligees hereunder
shall for all purposes be governed by the laws of the State of New York, United States of America,
and shall be construed and enforced in accordance with such laws; provided, that this provision
is without prejudice to any mandatory provision of German law applicable either (a) to the creation
of mortgages or the foreclosure thereof or other proceedings relative to real estate or fixed property
or (b) to any proceedings which may be brought or instituted by the Obligees or either of them
in Germany for the enforcement of this Obligation or any one or more of the provisions, covenants
or agreements herein contained."

Cl. the following provision of a trust deed between an Austrian corporation and an English company
which provides, in part, as follows:

"This Deed and the Bonds shall be construed and have effect as instruments made in England and
in accordance with the Laws of England and the [Borrower] hereby submits to the jurisdiction of
the High Court of Justice in England as regards all matters and questions arising hereunder or
under the Bonds. . .. Provided always that nothing in this clause contained shall hinder or prevent
the Trustees from taking proceedings in the Courts of Austria or other countries where the
mortgaged premises are situated and from exercising all rights and powers under the Laws for the
time being in force in Austria or other countries where the mortgaged premises are situated which
they would have been entitled to take or exercise if this clause had not been inserted."

For a rarer exception to the statement in the text, but one which is, nevertheless, useful as illustrating
the dangers of generalization in this field, see 14 of the terms and conditions of the bonds in the
Prospectus for the 1954 loan issued in Switzerland by International Standard Electric Corp., a New
York corporation, where the New York law (the borrower's law) was designated as applicable. Another
exception is found in the recent English case, In re Helbert Wagg, [1956] 221 L. T. 24, in which the
German law of the borrower rather than the English law of the lender was stipulated to be applicable.

" See, e.g., Soci&6 Antwerpia v. Ville d'Anvers, Supreme Court of Belgium, Feb. 24, 1938, REv. 661
(1938), 66 CLUNET 413 (France 1939); Ver. voor den Effectenhandel v. Bataafsche Petroleum Mij.,
Supreme Court of the Netherlands, March 13, 1936, Nederlandsche Jurisprudentie No. 281 (1936), 31 REv.

733 (France 1936), 36 B. I. J. 1. 315 (France 1936); Amsterdam Stock Exchange Committee v. Gov-
ernment of Finland, Helsingfors City Court, Dec. 23, 1937, 38 B. I. J. 1. 280 (France 1938); Rheinisch-
Westfaelische Elektrizitaetswerk A.G. v. Anglo-Continentale Treuhand, Swiss Federal Tribunal, July
7, 1942, [1942] Recueil Officiel [hereinafter R. 0.] 68. I. 203, 73-76 CLUNET 208 (France 1946-49).

" See Bethlehem Steel Co. v. Zurich General Accident and Liability Ins. Co., 307 U. S. 265 (r939).
In several cases, public policy has been invoked to deny enforcement of foreign laws abrogating gold
clauses. See, e.g., Aachener Kreissparkasse v. Giroverband, Supreme Court of Germany, May 28, 1936,
63 CLUNET 951 (France 1936); Royal Dutch Loan, Supreme Court of the Netherlands, May 13, 1936,
36 B. I. J. I. 304 (France 1936); and Messageries Maritimes Debentures Case Supreme Court of the
Netherlands, April 28, 1939, ANN. DIG. 1919-42, 28 (194y).

See, e.g., Etat Frangais v. Comit6 de la Bourse d' Amsterdam, Cour de cassation (Ch. civ., sect.
civ.), Jan. 21, 1950, [1951] Sirey Jurisprudence 1.1, 39 REv. 609 (France 1950), [1951] Dalloz Juris-
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Even where the practice is to stipulate the applicable law, there is diversity in
the forms of stipulation actually employed. Despite this diversity, most clauses

found in loan agreements and bond issues are precisely drafted and indicate clearly
the matters which the parties intend shall be governed by the designated law. A
typical American example is as follows:"

This Indenture, the Guarantee Agreement, the Debentures issued hereunder and the
coupons appertaining thereto and the guarantee endorsed thereon, and all rights arising
under any of the same shall be construed and determined in accordance with the laws of
[e.g., New York], and the performance of each thereof shall be governed and enforced
according to such law.

Comparable clauses can be found in loans negotiated in other markets. For example,

the following provision is found in bonds issued in the Netherlands:"

This Agreement and all rights and obligations arising thereunder shall be governed by
Dutch law. (as translated)

and this in bonds issued in Switzerland:"

The loan contract provides that all the rights and obligations of the parties thereto shall,
in all respects, be governed by Swiss law. (as translated)

and this in a British trust deed:"

The meaning and construction of this Deed and the rights and duties of the parties here-
under shall be determined in accordance with English law.

Not all forms of stipulation are so specific. A common type of clause provides
that the loan agreement or the bonds "shall be deemed to be a contract made under
the laws of [e.g., the State of New York] and for all purposes, shall be construed
in accordance with the laws of [said State]," 17 or "shall be construed and determined

prudence 749. On this doctrine, see, e.g., among recent publications, ARTmuR NussBAum, MONEY IN
THE LAW 267 et seq. (2d ed. 5950); HENRI BATIFFOL, TRArTr ELEMENTAIRE DE DROIT INTERNATIONAL
PRIVk 675 (2d ed. 1955); Delaume, supra note 3, at 335-37; Lerebours-Pigeonniere, A Propos du Contrat
International, 78 CLUNET 4 (France 1951).

"Bataafsche Petroleum Company Loan 4y/z% of 1927 (this provision was given effect by the
Supreme Court of the Netherlands in the case of Ver. voor den Effectenhandel v. Bataafsche Petroleum
Mij., supra note io). See also Rudolph Karstadt A. G., First Mortage 7% Sinking Fund Gold Bonds,
1925 (Indenture, art. XIII, 14, incorporated by reference into the bonds); Rheinelbe Union twenty-year

7% Sinking Fund Mortgage Gold Bonds, x926; and Banco Nacional (Panama), Guaranteed Sinking Fund
6Y2% Twenty-year Gold Bonds, Series A 1926 (Indenture, art. XI, S7, incorporated by reference into
the bonds).

"Naphtachimie, S. A. Paris, 4%4% loan of 1955. See also Compagnie Internationale des Wagons-
Lits 4% loan of X955; and Anglo-American Rhodesian Development Co., Ltd., 4 V2 % loan of 1955.

West Rand Investment Trust, Ltd., Johannesburg, 4V2% loan of 1954. See also Compagnie
Financiere Belge des Pitroles External Loan 4% of 1954; and Istituto Mobiliare Italiano External Loan
4!/2% of 1955.

Trust Deed between a South African company and an English company.
See, e.g., Trust Indenture, dated October s, 1948, between the Rio de Janeiro Tramway, Light

and Power Co., Ltd., and National Trust Co., Ltd. (art. XIV, S14.05, Law of the Province of Ontario);
Indenture between Aluminium Co. of Canada, Ltd., and Aluminium, Ltd., on the one part, and, on the
other, Montreal Trust Co. and Hanover Bank, dated May 1, 1952 (art. XIII, S13.04, Law of New
York).
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in accordance with the laws of [e.g., the State of New York]."" Presumably, these
provisions are intended to cover both matters of validity and of construction. They
may be intended to cover matters of performance as well, but it cannot be said
that they would inevitably be so understood.

The case of British and French Trust Corp. v. New Brunswick Ry Co.," though
not involving a stipulation of law, gives grounds for being cautious on the point.
This was a suit by a bondholder in an English court to enforce a gold value clause
contained in sterling bonds issued by a Canadian corporation and payable either
in England or Canada at the option of the holder. The House of Lords recognized
Canadian law to be the "proper law" of the contract but, nevertheless, held that
English law, and not Canadian law, applied to the part of the performance that was
to be rendered in England and enforced the gold clause notwithstanding a Canadian
statutory abrogation of gold clauses.

The fact that stipulations of law may sometimes, because of express limitations
of scope or ambiguous language, be inadequate to avoid all conflict-of-laws issues
does not necessarily mean that the limitation or ambiguity reflects either the prefer-
ence of the lender or a lack of skill on the part of the draftsman. Although bankers
and their legal advisers generally prefer to include precise stipulations of applicable
law in their loan documents, they will not always insist on them in the face of de-
termined resistance by borrowers. The limited or ambiguous provisions that are
sometimes found may be explainable as drafting compromises of the kind with which
all lawyers are familiar.

Exchange Contracts between Private Parties

The term "monetary agreements" is generally understood to refer to payments
agreements, clearing agreements, and similar types of agreement normally entered
into between governments. They need not, therefore, be discussed in the category
of private lending. However, the term may also be used to cover exchange con-

tracts, particularly arrangements for the present or future sale of one currency
against another, which frequently are entered into by private parties. Since ex-
change contracts and their enforcement have received special treatment in an inter-
national agreement, the Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund,
some mention must be made of them in relation to the problem of avoiding conflicts
of law in the monetary field.

Article VIII, section 2(b), of the Articles of Agreement of the International
Monetary Fund provides as follows:

" Loan Agreement of February 8, 1945, between The Chase National Bank of the City of New York
and the Kingdom of the Netherlands, 9, para. 9.2. Cf. an even more limited provision in an In-
denture, dated March 1, 1926, relating to the Roman Catholic Church in Bavaria, 25 year Sinking Fund
Gold Bonds, Ser. A, art. X, 3: "This indenture is written in the English language and shall be
executed, and delivered in the City of New York, State of New York, United States of America."

19 [1937] 4 All E. R. 516, af'd on other grounds, [1939] A. C. 1. For a critical appraisal of this
and related cases, see MANN, op. cit. supra note 3, at 264; and NUSSBAUM, op. cit. supra note 12, at 420

et seq.
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Exchange contracts which involve the currency of any member and which are contrary
to the exchange control regulations of that member maintained or imposed consistently
with this Agreement shall be unenforceable in the territories of any member.

This remarkable provision has been officially interpreted by the Executive Directors
of the Fund in a decision which states in part as follows:20

An obvious result of the foregoing undertaking is that if a party to an exchange contract
of the kind referred to in Article VIII, Section 2(b) seeks to enforce such a contract, the
tribunal of the member country before which the proceedings are brought will not, on the
ground that they are contrary to the public policy (ordre public) of the forum, refuse
recognition of the exchange control regulations of the other members which are main-
tained or imposed consistently with the Fund Agreement.

A discussion of the scope and effect of this provision of the Fund Agreement
would carry us beyond the bounds of this article.2' It is sufficient to note that the
provision is, in effect, a stipulation by international agreement that the public policy
of the forum shall not override the applicable municipal law, whatever it may be,
in a proceeding to enforce an exchange contract. Whatever its scope and effect, it
represents an unusual method of avoiding conflicts of law.

III

LOANS BY PRIVATE LENDERS To FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS AND

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

The view has sometimes been advanced that loans by private lenders to foreign

governments, as distinguished from loans to private borrowers, are outside the scope
of the conflict of laws. It has been suggested that, because of the disparity of status
between the parties, such loans should be governed by public international law
rather than municipal law.22 This view has, however, received little support from
the courts. Decisions of national tribunals2s and international tribunals24 support
the application of municipal rather than public international law in this field.

" Fund Circular No. 8 (March 15, 1950).
" See, e.g., NussBAUM, op. cit. supra note 12, at 525 et seq.; MANN, op. cit. supra note 3, at 378

et seq.; Meyer, Recognition of Exchange Controls after the International Monetary Fund Agreement, 62
YALE L. J. 867 (1953); Gold, The Fund Agreement in the Courts (I), i IMF STAFF PAPERS 315 (1951),
(II), 2 id. at 482 (1952), (ill), 3 id. at 290 (1953), The Interpretation by the International Monetary
Fund of Its Articles of Agreement, 3 INT'L & COMp. L. Q. 256 (954), Article VIII, Section 2(b) of
the Fund Agreement and the Unenforceability of Certain Exchange Contracts: A Note, 4 IMF STAFF
PAPERs 330 (1955); Delaume, De l'Elimination des Conflits de Lois en Matiere Monitaire Ralisie par
let Statuts du Fonds Monitaire International et de ses Limites, 81 CLUNET 332 (France 1954) (with an
English translation by the editor); Lachman, The Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary
Fund and the Unenforceability of Certain Exchange Contracts, in NEDERLANDS TiJDSCHurT vOOR
INTERNATIONAAL RECHT 148 (I955); Aufricht, Das Abkommen des Internationalen Waehrungsfonds und
die Unerzwingbarkeit bestimmter Vertraege, in ZEITSCHRIFT FUER OEFFENTLICHEs REcHT 529 (Oesterr ed.
1955).

" For references, see i E. BORCHARD, STATE INSOLVENCY AND FOREIGN BoNDHOLDERs 4 et seq., 64 et
seq. (1951). See also Schmitthoff, The International Government Loan, 19 J. Comp. LEG. & INT'L L. (3d
ser.) 179 (1937).

" See, e.g., Legal Opinion given by the Supreme Court of Austria, Nov. 26, 1935, in the case of the
Austrian Government Loans (League of Nations Loans) of 1923 and 1930, 3 REV. 717 (France 1936),
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The Permanent Court of International Justice, in the Serbian and Brazilian

Loan cases, 5 seems to assume that a special rule of the conflict of laws should be

applied in respect of private loans to foreign governments. In these two cases, the
debtor governments had issued bonds in France, payable in term of gold francs. The

governments contended that French law had been intended to apply, and that under

French law, gold clauses had become unenforceable. Consequently, the governments

argued that they could discharge their obligations by paying depreciated francs

without regard to the gold clause in the bonds. The court rejected this argument in

both cases on the ground that, in the absence of express provision to the contrary, it
is to be presumed that a sovereign state intends to contract under its own law. Since

there was no such express statement, the court held the laws of Serbia and Brazil

applicable and both governments bound by the gold clauses in the bonds."
Most national tribunals have refused to follow the Serbian and Brazilian Loans

cases. In a number of cases arising during the thirties, laws other than those of

borrowing governments, and particularly laws of places of issue, have been held ap-
plicable by national courts on the basis of the same considerations that would
be given weight in cases of loans to private borrowers. For example, in the leading
British case, Rex v. International Trustee for the Protection of Bondholders A.G.,
the House of Lords held that dollar bonds issued in New York by the British Gov-
ernment were subject to the American Joint Resolution of June 5, 1933, and that the
gold clause in the bonds was, therefore, unenforceable.27

Nevertheless, a decision by the Permanent Court of International Justice is not to
be disregarded, and a presumption of the kind suggested in the Serbian and

and judgment of the same court in the same case, July 10, 1936, 64 CLUNET 333 (France 1937);
Amsterdam Stock Exchange Committee v. Ministry of Finance (as translated in German), Supreme
Court of Denmark, Jan. 30, 1939, 13 ZEITsCHRIFT FUER AUSLAENDIsCHES UND INTERNATIONALES PRIVAT-

RECHT 825 (Germany 1942); Amsterdam Stock Exchange Committee v. Government of Finland,
Helsingfors City Court, Dec. 30, 1937, 38 B. I. J. I. 280 (France 1938); Minerva Ins. Co. v. Norwegian
Government, Supreme Court of Norway, Dec. 8, 1937, 38 B. I. J. I. 71 (France 1938); Skandia v. Na-
tional Debt Office, Supreme Court of Sweden, Jan. 30, 1937, 36 B. I. J. I. 327 (France 1937); Rex v.
International Trustee for the Protection of Bondholders, A. G., [1937] A. C. 500. A French case, decided
on jurisdictional grounds only, seems to adopt the same view, Trisor Frangais v. Hibert, Court of Appeal
of Paris, July 20, 1938, 66 CLUNET 104 (France 1939), a view consistent with that prevailing in respect
to governmental transactions other than loans. Carath6odory v. Etat Frangais, French Supreme Court,
May 31, 1932, 6o CLUNET 347 (France 1933).

" Serbian and Brazilian Loans Cases, P. C. I. J., Ser. A, Nos. 21 and 22 (1929); Tilley v. Bengelloum-
Maspero, Mixed Tribunal of Tangiers (App. Div.), May 18, 1935, 31 REv. 131 (France 1936).

" Supra note 24.
" The Court said, Ser. A. No. 20, at 42, No. 21, at 121: "A sovereign state . . . cannot be pre-

sumed to have made the substance of its debt and the validity of the obligations accepted by it in respect
thereof, subject to any law other than its own." This view also prevailed in certain cases decided by
domestic courts. However, it is significant that, in each of these cases, there were other factors sup-
porting the application of the law of the debtor government which, in fact, coincided either with the
lex loci contractus, Hartmann v. United States, 65 F. Supp. 397 (Ct. Cl. 1946), or the lex loci solutionis,
ibid., or the monetary system presumptively intended by the parties, Bonython v. The Commonwealth
of Australia, [1951] A. C. 201, or the law governing the principal contract guaranteed by the debtor
government. Trisor Public et Soc. Royal Bank of Canada v. Schumann, Court of Appeal of Paris, May

6, 1951, [1952] J. C. P. II. 6887.
" [1937] A. C. 500. See also cases cited in note 26 supra.
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Brazilian Loans cases would certainly cause international lenders to be apprehensive.
One might, therefore, expect that in lending to foreign governments, bankers would
be particularly desirous of establishing their own law as the law governing the con-
tract. And, in fact, current practice in drafting loan agreements with foreign gov-
ernments, under loans not involving public issues of bonds, seems to be in accord-
ance with that expectation. Loan contracts of that type between bankers and foreign
governments consistently include provisions stipulating that the law of the lender's
country shall govern."

Surprisingly enough, however, the practice in bond issues seems to be quite differ-
ent. Recent issues by foreign governments in the markets of the United States,
Canada, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom contain no stipulations of ap-
plicable law." The same is true, except in the Netherlands, of the bond issues
floated in those markets by the International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment.s0

The omission of such stipulations is probably not due to any intention on the
part of bankers and their legal advisers to distinguish between privately placed
loans, on the one hand, and publicly offered bond issues, on the other. A more

plausible explanation can perhaps be found in governmental reluctance, presumably

based on considerations of prestige rather than of substance, to agree to submit to

the laws of another government-a reluctance which may well be stronger in regard
to documents that are to be widely published, as in a bond issue, than in regard to
those which are to be seen only by a few lending institutions.

So far as the motivations of the lenders are concerned, there is reason to believe

that they are governed by two principal considerations in acceding to the desires

of governments. In the first place, lenders appear to believe that, notwithstanding

the suggestion of the Permanent Court of International Justice, the law of the place

of issue will be held applicable because so many of the circumstances of the issue

(place of issue, place of payment, medium of payment, nationality and residence of

fiscal agents, paying agents and registrars, compliance with local regulatory re-

quirements, etc.) call for the application of that law. Of more importance, prob-

ably, is the circumstance that in most of these cases, invocation by the borrowing

" See, e.g., Loan Agreement, dated Oct. 31, 1949, between The Chase National Bank of the City of
New York and the Republic of France, 5 io, para. 10.3; similar stipulations are also, according to the

writers' information, found in loans negotiated in other financial centers. For an earlier example, see, Loan
Contract between the Republic of Nicaragua and Brown Brothers & Co., etc., dated Oct. 8, 1913,
art. XV, reprinted in ROBERT W. DUNN, AMERICAN FoREIGN INVESTMENTS 378 (1926).

"For example, no conflict-of-laws provision is found in bonds issued in New York by the Kingdom

of the Netherlands, the Italian Republic, and the Kingdom of Norway in 1947, the State of Israel in

1950, the Kingdom of Belgium in 1954, and the Union of South Africa in 1955; or in bonds issued
in Canada by the Commonwealth of Australia in 1955; or in bonds issued in the Netherlands by the

Union of South Africa and the Kingdom of Belgium in 1955; or in bonds issued in England by the

Commonwealth of Australia in 1948-1949.
" See, e.g., the following IBRD bond issues: in the United States, 3Y/% Ten Year Bonds of 1955;

in the United Kingdom, 3V2% Twenty Year Stock of 1954; and in Canada, 34% Ten Year Bonds of

1955. See, however, for the Netherlands, 3!% Twenty Year Bonds of 1955.
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government of the doctrine of sovereign immunity would prevent any enforcement
in the courts of the lender's country. Lenders, for the most part, do not regard a
right to sue in the courts of the borrowing country as a satisfactory remedy. In
some countries, and particularly in the United States, they, therefore, tend to feel
that the conflict-of-laws problem is overshadowed by the problem of sovereign im-
munity, which would make any stipulation of applicable law ineffective for practical
purposes.

The same reasons presumably explain why, in the cases where stipulations of
the lender's law have been included in loans to governments, the form of stipula-
tion employed is sometimes limited in scope or ambiguous. For instance, the pro-
vision may consist of nothing more than that the contract or the bonds shall be
"construed" in accordance with the law of the place of making or the place of issue,"'
or that "the English text shall prevail."s2

The practice of the Swiss market is exceptional and may shed some light on the
considerations underlying the practice in other markets. Bond issues by foreign
governments in the Swiss market generally include a stipulation that the Swiss law
shall govern. This stipulation, however, is accompanied by a provision for accept-
ance of process in Switzerland and submission to Swiss courts." Under Swiss law,
such a waiver of immunity by a foreign government is considered irrevocable and
enforceable, 4 and the stipulation of Swiss law, thus, rests on a solid legal founda-
tion and has obvious practical significance.

Some European countries, likeFrance," have adopted the same view on govern-

See, e.g., in the case of loans, Loan Contract between the Republic of El Salvador and Minor C.
Keith, dated June 24, 1922, art. XXIII (h), reprinted in DUNN, Op. Ct. supra note 28, at 247: "This
Contract shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York, United States of
America." See also, in the case of bond issues, Argentine Republic Sinking Fund External Conversion
Loan 4% Bonds of 1937, due in 1972, containing the same clause as in the loan just cited. There is
no doubt that similar examples could be found in loans to private foreign borrowers.

3" See, e.g., German External Loan 1924 (The Dawes Loan); The German International 5 i/% Loan
(The Young Loan). As to the construction of the latter loan documents and the slight weight attached
to the quoted provision by the Swiss Federal Tribunal, see Aktiebolaget Obligationsinteressenter v. The
Bank for International Settlements, Swiss Federal Tribunal, May 26, 1936, [1936] R. 0. 62 I. 140. See
also the Austrian Government Guaranteed Loan 1923-1943; the Austrian Government International Loan
1930; The Loan Contract between the Republic of El Salvador and Minor C. Keith, dated June 24, 1922,
art. XXIII (g), reprinted in DUNN, Op. cit. supra note 28, at 247; "This contract shall be drawn up in the
English and Spanish languages, but, in the interpretation of the same, the English text shall govern."
The Indenture, dated March 1, 1926, of the Roman Catholic Church in Bavaria, supra note 18, art.
X, 5 1, contains a similar provision giving preference to the English over the German text of the Indenture.

" See, e.g., Belgian Congo Guaranteed Loan 4% 1953 (Congo Beige Emprunt Garanti 4% 1953),
Kingdom of Belgium External Loan 4% 1952 (Emprunt Exterieur du Royaume de Belgique 4% 1952),
and Union. of South Africa Loan 4% 1952 (Emprunt de l'Union sud-Africaine 4% 1952). See also IBRD
31//a% Twenty Year Bonds of 1955.

" K.k. Oesterreichisches Finanzministerium v. Dreyfus, Swiss Federal Tribunal, March 13, 1918,
[5958] R. 0. 44 I. 49; Etat Yougoslave v. S. A. Sogerfin, Swiss Federal Tribunal, Oct. 7, 1938, [19391

J. C. P. I. 327 (1939). See also I P. GUGGENHEIM, TRAITP DE DRoIT INTERNATIONAL PUaLIc 184 (1953).
" See, e.g., Rochaid-Dahdah v. Gouvernement Tunisien, Tribunal Civil Seine, April so, 1888, 15

CLUNET 670 (France 1888); Ben Aiad v. Bey de Tunis, Tribunal Civil Seine, June 30, 1891, 19
CLUNET 952 (France x892). Both cases involved waivers of immunity in direct loan contracts be-
tween French bankers and the Tunisian Government. The same solution would presumably obtain
in the case of governmental bonds, although no case has been found.
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mental waivers of immunity. But in the United States, it is far from clear that

such a waiver would be held irrevocable;" and in England, it appears to be settled
that the waiver may be revoked by a foreign sovereign pleading immunity at
the time of suit.8 7

Even where under prevailing practice bond issues contain no stipulation of ap-
plicable law, attempts are often made to protect by substantive provisions against
particularly important risks that may arise under the law of the borrowing govern-
ment. For example, it is quite common, in governmental as well as in private issues,
to include covenants that payments shall be made free of taxes imposed by the laws
of the borrower's country.' And in Switzerland where lenders are generally resent-
ful of exchange controls and proof-of-ownership requirements, they often insist on
elaborate covenants on these points.3

"e See, e.g., De Simone v. Transportes Maritimos de Estado, 199 App. Div. 602, 191 N. Y. S. 864,
867 (1st Dep't 1922) (dictum), af'd on rehearing, 200 App. Div. 82, 192 N. Y. S. 815 (1st Dep't
1922); Lamont v. Travelers Ins. Co., 281 N. Y. 362, 370, 24 N. E. 2d. 81 (1939) (dictum), reversing
254 App. Div- 511, 5 N. Y. S. 2d 295 (1st Dep't 1938); Fields v. Predionica I Tkanica A. D., 265
App. Div. 132, 37 N. Y. S. 2d 874, 883 (ist Dep't 1942) (dictum), reversing 35 N. Y. S. 2d 408

(Sup. Ct. 1942); United States of Mexico v. Schmuck, 293 N. Y. 264, 56 N. E. 2d 577 (944). But
see Hannes v. Kingdom of Roumania Monopolies Institute, 260 App. Div. 189, 20 N. Y. S. 2d 825
(ist Dep't 1940). See also, Harvard Draft Convention, art. 8(c), 26 Am. J. INT'L L. SUPP. 451, 456

(1932). In Frazier v. Hanover Bank, 119 N. Y. S. 2d 319 (Sup. Ct. 1953), afl'd, 281 App. Div. 861, 119
N. Y. S. 2d 918 (1st Dep't 1953), the court refused to read a waiver of immunity in a provision of
bonds issued in New York by the Peruvian Government providing that the law of New York applied
to the construction of the bonds.

Nevertheless, waivers of immunity are not unknown in loans made by American bankers to foreign
governments. For example, the loan agreement of Feb. 8, 1945, between The Chase National Bank of the
City of New York and the Kingdom of the Netherlands, provides, in part, in S 4, para. i:

"The Government hereby irrevocably waives all claim or right to sovereign or other immunity in
relation to the enforcement in any jurisdiction of any or all of its obligations and of its warranties
and representations under this Agreement, including enforcement of the mortgage of the Se-
curity hereunder or in relation to any claims for breach of warranty or misrepresentation by the
Government based on or arising out of this Agreement, and irrevocably agrees that the rights of
the Manager or of the Banks or of any of them with respect to repayment of all advances under
the loan, with interest and commitment charges thereon, and in and to the Security and with
respect to all of its other obligations hereunder and of its warranties and representations may, to
the extent deemed necessary or desirable by them or any of them, be finally adjudged or determined in
any court or courts of the State of New York or of the United States of America having jurisdiction in
the State of New York, or in any other court having jurisdiction, even though, such adjudication
finally determines the rights or claims of the Government; and the Government hereby submits
generally and unconditionally to the jurisdiction of said courts and of any of them in respect of
such advances under the loan, with interest and commitment charge thereon, the enforcement of
the mortgage of such Security, the enforcement and execution of any judgment against it, and all
of its other obligations hereunder."

" Duff Development Co. v. Government of Kalantan, [1924] A. C. 797; and Kahan v. Pakistan
Federation, [1951] 2 K. B. 1003.

A typical provision, in this respect, reads as follows:
"All payments of principal of and interest on the Bonds shall be exempt from, and shall be paid
by the [name of debtor] without deduction on account of, any and all taxes and duties of whatsoever
nature, including estate and succession duties, now or hereafter imposed by or within the [name of
debtor] or any subdivision or taxing authority thereof, except to the extent of any liability imposed
by law when a Bond is beneficially owned by a person residing in or ordinarily a resident of [name
of debtor]."
See, e.g., Union of South Africa, External Loan Bonds of December 1, 1955, issued in New York.
A typical provision (as translated) provides that the borrower undertakes to assure the transfer of

funds necessary to service the loan: ". . . at any time, without any restrictions and under all circum-
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IV

LOANS BY PUBLIC LENDERS TO PRIvATE BoRRowms

Normally, governments do not lend directly to private foreign borrowers. The

usual transactions in this category are loans by public lending institutions. But it
would seem that in either case the loans would be governed by municipal law and
that these loans should, therefore, not differ materially from loans by private lenders
to private borrowers in respect of choice of law by stipulation. Nevertheless, stipu-
lations of applicable law seem to be less consistently employed in loans of this type.

For instance, the Export-Import Bank of Washington, a government corpora-
tion organized under United States law and wholly owned by the United States
Government," does not customarily resort to stipulations of applicable law in its
loan agreements with private borrowers. Presumably, these agreements are gov-
erned either by American law or by the law of the borrower's country or perhaps, in
some respects, by each.

A different practice is adopted by the High Authority of the European Coal and
Steel Community in its loans to enterprises within the Community. The European
Coal and Steel Community is an international organization created by international
agreement and composed of sovereign governments.' Its loans to private borrowers,
like those of the Export-Import Bank, are presumably subject to the ordinary rules
of the conflict-of-laws. Unlike the Export-Import Bank, however, its consistent
practice in loans to private borrowers is to make use of stipulations of applicable law.
Its standard form of loan contract provides, in article XVII:42

The parties agree that this contract shall be governed by the law of [name of member
country in which borrowing enterprise is located]. (as translated)

The inclusion of this stipulation is not necessarily to be attributed to a desire
to avoid conflicts of law. The leading motivation may well have been a desire on

the part of the High Authority to conform to normal financial patterns in its mem-

ber countries and to avoid having all its loan contracts governed by the laws of one

stances, without any discrimination as to nationality or domicile of the holder and without asking pres-
entation of an affidavit or the fulfilment of any other formality." See, e.g., Union of South Africa

4% Bonds of 1952, Prospectus, cl. 6(c). The practical effectiveness of such a provision, like that of
other governmental covenants, depends largely upon the willingness of the government to stand by its
undertaking. Thus, a transfer clause, similar to that quoted above, in bonds issued in 1939 in Switzer-
land by the French government did not prevent that government from requiring after the war from
the holders affidavits as to their residence or citizenship, despite Swiss protest against this practice.
See Frey, Capital Export from Switzerland, in INTERNATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION, 3d CONFERENCE REPORT

237 (1950). The dispute was, however, amicably settled in 1951.
4059 STAT. 526 (1945), as amended, 12 U. S. C. 635 (1952).
4 Treaty of July 18, 1952 between Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, and the Nether-

lands.
This Article (as translated) reads further:

"Those questions which shall not be settled by an express provision of this contract, or by such law,
shall be solved by the Court of Justice which shall take into account the general principles of law
applicable in the six members of the Community. However, controversies or conflict of laws issues
relating to the notes executed pursuant to this contract shall be settled pursuant to the Geneva
Convention of June 7, 1930."
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particular member country, Luxembourg. Moreover, loans by the High Authority
to private borrowers are normally secured by mortgages, and the law of the bor-
ower's country has the additional advantage of being that of the situs of the mort-
gaged property.4

Another public international organization, the International Bank for Recon-
struction and Development, likewise makes loans to private borrowers. However, it
is the International Bank's practice, in accordance with a provision of its charter,4 4

to require a guarantee of each of its loans by the government of the country in which
the project being financed is located, unless that government is itself the borrower.
Therefore, the International Bank's loans to private borrowers differ from those made
by the Export-Import Bank and the European Coal and Steel Community and are
best discussed in the next category of loans.

V

LOANS BY PUBLIC LENDERS To FOREIGN GovERNMENTS AND

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

This category takes us out of the field of the conflict of laws and into that of public

international law. Loan agreements between governments and guarantee agree-

ments between governments, being international agreements, are governed by the

rules of law that apply, by custom and international convention, to the relations be-
tween sovereign states. 5  Under the law of treaties, a party to an international
agreement cannot invoke its own domestic law to escape its international obliga-
tions." For this reason, international agreements normally do not give rise to prob-
lems of the conflict of laws, and it is, therefore, to be expected that agreements falling
into this category will not normally contain stipulations of applicable law.

In this field, the practice of lenders and borrowers is fully in accordance with
that expectation. Intergovernmental loans consistently contain no stipulations of

applicable law.

" Blondeel and Vander Eycken, Les emprunts de la Communauti Europienne du Charbon et de
l'Acier, in i9 LA REVUE DE LA BANQUE 249, 274 (Belgium 1955).

"Art. III, S 4 (i), 2 U. N. TREATY SERIES [hereinafter U. N. T. S.] 134, 144 (1947).
" As to loans, see, e.g., Loan Agreement between Belgium and France, Sept. 7, 1949, 123 U. N. T. S.

15 (1952); Loan Agreement between Belgium and the United Kingdom, Sept. 7, 1949, so6 U. N. T. S.
61 (i95i); Agreement between the United Kingdom, Australia, India, Pakistan, and Ceylon, on the
one hand, and, on the other, Burma respecting a loan of 4 6 million to be made by the five Common-
wealth governments to Burma, June 28, 5950, 87 U. N. T. S. 153 (1951); and Financial Agreement
between the United Kingdom and France, March 27, 1945, 98 U. N. T. S. 227 (i95i), with a Supple-
mentary Agreement of April 29, 1946, 98 U. N. T. S. 123 (1951).

As to guarantees, see, e.g., the Greek loans of 1833 and 1893 guaranteed by England, France, and
Russia; the Egyptian loan of 1885 guaranteed by Austria, England, France, Germany, Italy, and
Russia; and the Austrian Government Guaranteed loan of 1923, guaranteed by a number of powers
and issued under the auspices of the League of Nations. See also, Wells, Guarantees in International
Economic Law, 4 INT'L COMP. L. Q. 426 (1955); Fawcett, The Legal Character of International Agree-
ments, 30 BRIT. Y. B. INT'L L. 381 (1953); and x BoRcHARD, op. cit. supra note 22, at 65.

"See 5 G. H. HACKwORTH, DIGEST OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 185 (1943); 2 C. C. HYDE, INTERNA-
TIONAL LAW 1454 et seq. (2d ed. 1947); 5 L. F. L. OPPENHEIM, INTERNATIONAL LAW 829 et seq. (6th
ed., Lauterpacht, 1947).
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The same is true of monetary agreements, such as payments agreements, clearing
agreements, and the like. These are also normally entered into between govern-
ments and are, therefore, governed by public international law. They, thus, afford
no occasion for avoidance of the conflict of laws and do not normally contain any
provision on the subject. 7

When loans to governments are made not by governments themselves, but by
public lending institutions, the determination of the applicable law is more difficult.
For instance, the Export-Import Bank of Washington, in its lending operations,
sometimes acts as agent of the Government." Since, in these loans, the United
States is the contracting party, the contracts are international agreements governed
by public international law. When, on the other hand, the Export-Import Bank
lends for its own account to foreign governments, it might be argued that the Bank
does not enjoy international personality and that its contracts are, therefore, not
governed by public international law." Notwithstanding this possible distinction,
the Export-Import Bank's loan documents do not include stipulations of applicable
law in either class of case.

The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development is an international
organization whose members are governments. It was created by international
agreement according it full juridical personality in the territories of members and
giving it wide international responsibilities in the economic field. As such, it must
be considered to possess international personality and to be a subject of international
law. 0 As mentioned above, its loans are made either to governments or with the
guarantee of governments. Since the lender and the borrower (or, in the case of
guarantee agreements, the lender and the guarantor) are both subjects of international
law, the relationship should be governed by public international law." The Bank's

' For general discussion of agreements of this kind, see, e.g., Hug, Le droit des paiements interna-
tionaux, 79 RECUEIL DES COURs 515 (France 1951).

" Such was the case in respect to the Marshall Plan loans and the loan made in 1954 by the United
States Government to the High Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community.

" The issue is raised in two articles by Mr. Mann. See Mann, The Assignability of Treaty Rights,
30 BRIT. Y. B. INT'L L. 475 (1953); and Mann, The Law Governing State Contracts, 21 id. at is
(1944). The following statement appears in 5 UNITED NATIONS, REPERTORY OF PRACTICE 295

(1955) with respect to the registration of treaties and international agreements under art. 102 of the
United Nations Charter: "Agreements between States and certain governmental or semigovernmental
agencies, such as the Institute of Inter-American Affairs and the Export-Import Bank, were also con-
sidered [by the Secretariat] as not subject to registration after consultation with the Governments con-
cerned."

" That "international personality" is not an attribute of states alone was recognized by the Inter-
national Court of Justice in the Reparations for Injuries case in which the Court held that the United
Nations possesses international personality. [1949] 1. C. J. Rep. 174, 178, 179. The international per-
sonality of the Bank was explicitly recognized by Switzerland in art. i of the Agreement of June 29,
1951 between, the Swiss Federal Council and the Bank. See also Wells, supra note 45; and Adam,
Les Accords de Prat de la Banque Internationale pour la Reconstruction et le Developpement, in 55
REVUE GfNiRALE DE DROIT INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC 41, 57 (France 1951).

" The Regulations adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations to implement the
Charter provision (art. 102) for the registration of treaties and international agreements include among
"international agreements" agreements between states and specialized agencies such as the Bank. Loan
and Guarantee Agreements between the Bank and member governments are registered or filed by the
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loan documents are consistent with this conclusion. They make clear the intention
of the parties that the terms and conditions of the contract shall not be frustrated
by conflicting domestic law. The Bank's Loan Regulations, which are incorporated
by reference into the Bank's loan agreements with member governments, contain
the following provision:"

The rights and obligations of the Bank and the Borrower under the Loan Agreement
and the Bonds shall be valid and enforceable in accordance with their terms notwith-
standing the law of any state, or political subdivision thereof, to the contrary.

Two other international organizations, the International Monetary Fund and
the European Payments Union, also engage on a large scale in financial transactions
with governments. Their transactions take the form of exchange transactions rather
than of loans, and the essential elements of the obligations imposed by the transac-
tions are defined by international agreement and by regulations issued thereunder."
There would, therefore, normally be no need for any stipulation of applicable law in
regard to these transactions, and neither institution has made a practice of using
such provisions.

Loans from governments to public international organizations should, on the
analogy of loans from public international organizations to governments, likewise
be governed by public international law, and stipulations of applicable domestic law
are not to be expected in these transactions. Examples are the loan from the United
States Government to the United Nations to finance the construction of the head-
quarters building" and the loan from the United States Government, acting through
the Export-Import Bank, to the High Authority of the European Coal and Steel
Community." Neither contains any stipulation of applicable domestic law.

Bank with the Secretariat of the United Nations as international agreements and are accepted as such by
the Secretariat. See note 50 supra.

" See Loan Regulations of the Bank No. 3, dated Feb. 15, x955, art. VII, 7.01. A similar provision
is included in Loan Regulations No. 4, dated Feb. 15, 1955, covering loans made, with governmental
guarantee, to borrowers other than governments.

" The Article of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund are found in 2 U. N. T. S. 39 (1947).
The Articles of Agreement of the European Payments Union are found in 77 CLUNET 996 (France
1950).

" Loan Agreement of March 23, 1948, i9 U. N. T. S. 43 (1948).
' Official Gazette of the Community, May 7, 1954, at 325. For a different view, see however, Blondeel

and Vander Eycken, supra note 43, at 273-74. In pointing out that "American" law was probably
intended, these writers emphasize that: "The United States are the place of contracting, the place where
the funds were raised and must be repaid; all other factors such as the language [of the agreement],
[its] legal terminology, the currency involved, contribute to point out that it is really the American law
which is applicable." Id. at 274. But see art. 6 of the Charter of the European Coal and Steel Com-
munity, which provides:

"The Community shall have juridical personality.
"In its international relationships, the Community shall enjoy the juridical capacity necessary

to the exercise of its functions and the attainment of its ends.
"In each of the member States, the Community shall enjoy the most extensive juridical capacity

which is recognized for legal persons of the nationality of the country in question. Specifically, it
may acquire and transfer real and personal property, and may sue and be sued in its own name.

"The Community shall be represented by its institutions, each one of them acting within the
framework of its own powers and responsibilities."

46 AM. J. INT'L L. 109-io (Supp. 1952).
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Yet, the fact that a loan is governed by public international law and the law of
treaties does not necessarily eliminate all conflicts problems. Unlike international
agreements dealing with such traditional subjects as the termination of hostilities, the
fixing of boundaries, and the like, intergovernmental loans have to do with the sub-

ject matter of private commercial contracts. They, therefore, tend to use words such
as the English "tender," "trust," and "delivery" and the French "payable," which,
through years of use in commercial practice and in codes, statutes, and court decisions,
have acquired technical meanings. It would, therefore, seem quite within the bounds
of possibility that the parties to an intergovernmental loan agreement, desiring to
avoid disputes as to the meaning of technical terms, might stipulate that the agree-
ment should be interpreted in accordance with the law of one party or the other.
No example has been found of such a provision in an intergovernmental agreement.
The early loan contracts of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment, however, contained a provision of this character." The purpose of this
provision was occasionally misunderstood by borrowers, and the Bank now does
not normally include such a provision in loan documents. The Bank was in-
fluenced by the consideration, among others, that since these agreements are entered
into in the United States and drafted in English, usage in the United States and
other English-speaking countries would, in any case, be looked to as a guide in

their interpretation."
Problems may arise that go beyond matters of interpretation. For example, a

pledge, mortgage, or other security arrangement may be given to secure a loan pro-
vided for by international agreement, and the property charged as security may be
situated in territory under the jurisdiction of a government which is not a party to
the agreement. If it is desired that the security arrangement should be enforceable
by ordinary domestic procedures, it will presumably be necessary to frame the
contract so as to permit the security arrangement and its enforcement to be

governed by the law of the situs. For example, under a loan from the Inter-
national Bank for Reconstruction and Development to Iraq," the obligations of the
borrower were secured by an assignment of oil royalties due Iraq from a British
company. And under the loan from the United States of America to the High

" See, e.g., Loan to Crdit National pour faciliter la R6paration des Dommages Causis par la
Guerre, guaranteed by the Republic of France, May 9, 1947, art. IX, 2: "The provisions of this Agree-
ment and of the Bonds and of the Guarantee Agreement shall be interpreted in accordance with the law
of the State of New York, United States, as in effect at the date of this Agreement." The Guarantee
Agreement and the Loan Agreement annexed thereto were registered with the Secretariat of the United
Nations on Jan. 13, 1953, under No. 2014.

" See, e.g., 5 HACKWORTH, op. cit. supra note 46, at 222 et seq.; 2 HYDE, op. cit. supra note 46, at

1471 et seq.; i ROUSSEAU, PRINCIPEs GiNPRAUX DU DROIT INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC 708 et seq. (1944);
Delaume, De l'Application et de l'Interprtation des Traitis par les Tribunaux Internes dans les Relations
Franco-Amiricaines, 8o CLUNET 584, 622 et seq. (France 1953) (with an English translation by the
editor).

o This loan was registered with the Secretary General of the United Nations on Jan. 13, 953, under
No. 2038.
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Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community, the borrower's obligations
are secured by a pledge of obligations owed by private companies to the High
Authority under an indenture of which the trustee is the Bank for International
Settlements, a corporation organized under a special charter granted by Swiss
law, pursuant to an international convention.' Although the documents relating
to these two loans contain no affirmative stipulation that the domestic law of a
particular country shall govern the security arrangements, they equally do not contain
any provision which would expressly preclude application of the appropriate do-
mestic law as determined by ordinary rules of conflicts.

The problem of determining applicable law may arise in yet another way. The
International Bank, whose loans often involve repayment in several currencies and
in several countries, incorporates in its loan contracts a special provision on exchange
restrictions reading as follows:"0

Exchange Restrictions. Any payment required under the Loan Agreement to be made
to the Bank in the currency of any country shall be made in such manner, and in currency
acquired in such manner, as shall be permitted under the laws of such country for the
purpose of making such payment and effecting the deposit of such currency to the account
of the Bank with a depository of the Bank in such country.

This provision suggests that even in loans which are governed by public interna-
tional law, it may, on occasion, be desirable for the parties to stipulate that any
performance to be rendered in a country not a party to the loan contract shall be
rendered in accordance with the laws of that country. However, no example has
been found of such a stipulation in intergovernmental loans.

Finally, rights under an international agreement may be assigned to private
parties. For instance, the International Bank sometimes transfers to private invest-
ing institutions all or part of its rights to receive principal and interest due on loans
made by it. Such transfers may be made by simple assignment or by transfer, by
endorsement or otherwise, of bonds or notes received by the lender from the bor-
rower under the loan contract. In fact, the International Bank has, during the past
year, sold and agreed to sell obligations of its borrowers payable in various cur-
rencies in an aggregate principal amount equivalent to about $ioo million. The
loan contracts of the International Bank do not contain provisions purporting to
specify the law applicable to the rights of the holders of such obligations after their
transfer. The contracts, thus, leave open the provocative question, posed by an emi-
nent writer, of determining the law applicable to treaty rights assigned to private
parties.'

" See 5 MANLEY HUDSON, INTERNATIONAL LEGISLATION 307 (1936).
" Loan Regulations Nos. 3 and 4, art. III, 3.o6 (Feb. 15, 1955).
" See Mann, supra note 49.
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VI

CONCLUSION

In the field of private international lending, avoidance of conflicts does not pose
serious problems for lenders and borrowers. The established practice of stipulating
applicable law appears adequate to avoid most conflicts, even in the relatively rare
cases where generally accepted rules of the conflict of laws furnish no clear guide.
However, it is still too early to come to any definite conclusion as to the attitude
which national courts will take towards article VIII, section 2(b), of the Fund Agree-
ment in the field of exchange contracts.

In the field of loans and monetary agreements between governments or between
governments and public international organizations enjoying international person-
ality, avoidance of conflicts is at present of little concern to the parties. However, as
governments and public international organizations engage more and more in trans-
actions resembling private financial transactions, problems of conflicts of law, or at
least analogous problems, are increasingly likely to arise, and, as Sir John Fisher
Williams prophesied some thirty years ago," usage will correspondingly tend to be
influenced by the norms of private financial practice.

In the field of loans between persons subject to different legal orders, i.e., between
private persons on the one side and governments or international organizations on
the other, there is no unanimity of view as to the applicable law; and except in a few
countries, the practice of avoiding conflicts by stipulation has not developed to the

point of furnishing a solution. The confusion created in this field by the gold

clause cases of the thirties led the Financial Committee of the League of Nations
to suggest as a possible solution an international convention to establish a code of
substantive rules applicable to loans from private lenders to governments."

It is to be doubted whether a solution will soon be found along the lines sug-
gested by the Financial Committee of the League. The difficulty of reaching multi-
lateral agreement among parties with diverse interests on substantive issues involving
important questions of public policy is apparent; and the fact that nothing has come
of the Committee's suggestion fifteen years after it was originally made is sympto-

" ". . . quand on a mis de cot6 des questions, soit d'ind6pendance, soit de souverainete, quand on
traite les affaires on hommes d'affaires, quand les Etats 6laborent les details de leurs rapports financiers,
nous constatons une tendance tres apparente, pour ne pas dire une necessite, d'assimiler leurs op&ations
celles des particuliers et des personnes morales dans le champ du droit priv6. C'est ainsi que les rapports
financiers internationaux, plus peut-8tre, que toute autre categorie d'op6rations internationales, Se classent
par categories juridiques et qu'on peut les r6gler par des doctrines juridiques bien connues, ou tout au
moins les y adapter.

Mais aussit6t que les Etats se recontrent en hommes d'affaires, aussit&t qu'il s'agit d'elaborer
les details de leurs rapports financiers, les juristes, les practiciens, les experts qui s'en chargent vont force-
ment suivre les routes qui leur sont connues en droit priv6, et les obligations financieres des gouvernements
vont s'exprimer sous des formes qui ressemblent merveilleusement aux obligations, que contractent par
exemple les grandes societes anonymes qui exploitent des services d'utilite publique." Williams, L'Entr'aide
Financiere Internationale, 5 RECUEIL DES COURs 8, 143 (France 1924).

" L. N. REPORT 83. The International Institute for the Unification of Private Law, at Rome,
has prepared a Preliminary Draft Uniform Rules Applicable to International Loans. 20 INSTITUTE
PAPERS: INTERNATIONAL LOANS (Doc. 5a(i) (1947)).
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matic. If, contrary to the expectations of the writers, a code of substantive rules
could be adopted, the conflicts problems would be solved along with the substantive
problems "by removing the subject from the field of municipal law into that of
international law."" But even this would not be a complete solution, for in the
minds of most lenders, both these problems are overshadowed by the problem of en-
forcement. Lenders would continue to feel that, in the absence of changes in their
own national law regarding sovereign immunity and in the absence of an interna-
tional tribunal having jurisdiction, their only real protection is the good faith and
credit of the borrowing government.

" L. N. REPORT 83.
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Proceedings of the Ameriean Soiety of International Law at its
Fitty-Fifth Ananal Meeting held at Washington, D.C., April 27-29, 1961

Third Session

Friday, April 28, 1961, at 10:00 a.n.

PAUL 1: ARBITRATION BFEMW GOVERMZM AND FOREIGN PMATE FIM

Commeuts by 4. A. Broches

4-. A. Broches oited three examples in which the Zntemtiual Bak
has bee direotly involved in settling certain kins of disputes. He called
the Baak's autivity quasi-arbitration or conciliation. The parties had
come to the Bank not because of &n advance agreemeat but after other
methods to settle the dispute had failed and both parties realised the need
of a settlement. The first instance arose out of the nationaliation of the
Suez Canal. The Bank's good offices were requested by the United Arab
Republic, France sad Great Britaia, all members of the Beak. The Bank
assisted in the negotiations between the Sues Canal Company ad the
United Arab Republic and agreed to a.ssumertain limited functions in
connection with the settlement. The second instance was Er. Blak's me-
diation, on an informal basis, in connection with the fnanial settlemant
between the United Arab Republic and the United Kiagdam. (The agre.-
ments oncluded in both of these cases were published in the ournal,
Vol. 54, pp. 498, 511 (1960).) The third instance was a dispute t_"**
the French bon llders said the City of Tokyo arising out of a band issue
maA in 1912. The dispute began iu 1926, went through the French courts
and the Japanese courts in the 1930's eM an agreement was reashed by
the parties in 1939, which was never carried out becanse of the war. After
the war renewed negotiations proved fruitless. Finaly, the bodholdars
and the City of Tokyo requested the President of the International Bank
to act as a conciliator and to present a plan of settlemat, which in fact was
a non-binding arbitral award. After briefs were filed and hearings held.,
Mr. Black gave his opinion and plan of settlement which both parties
accepted.

The question next considered was the substance to be included in an
arbitration agreemeat when it is possible to provide for future arbitration
in contracts with foreign governments.

Mr. Broches pointed out that the International Bank as a public inter-
national institution might be in a better legal position than private persons
in insisting on contractual provisions for the enforcement of arbitral
awards. However, in its agreements with governments who are ambers
of the Bank, the Bank makes no provision for the enforcement of arbitral
awards against those governments. According to Mr. Breaboap Wnores-
meAt is not really a serious problem since govenments are very unlikely
to refuse to abide by arbitral decisions and, in addition, in the case of the
Bank, the self-interest of the members of that institution would le.A them
to comply, since failure to do so would put them at odds with the entire
international community.
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Text of an address by A. Broches, General Counsel
of the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, at the Third Annual Institute on Cor-
porate Counsel, devoted to Foreign Operations of
American Enterprises, organized by the Fordham
University School of Law, December 8, 1961.

I felt greatly honored when I was invited to address you today and

very pleased at the prospect of coming back to Fordham Law School as an

alumnus. But I did wonder what I could contribute to this Institute

which is devoted to the subject of foreign operations of American enter-

prises. The organization for which I work is neither American nor a

business enterprise. The World Bank, an international institution, owned

by 73 governments, does engage in foreign operations but of a kind quite

different from the operations you engage in.

Yet the operations of the World Bank, and of its affiliates, the

International Finance Corporation (IFC) and the International Development

Association (IDA), are by no means irrelevant to the theme of this In-

stitute.

The promotion of foreign private investment is high among the ob-

jectives of the Bank; and the IFC was created as an affiliate of the Bank

which would concentrate entirely on promoting the growth of productive

private enterprise, particularly in the less developed areas. IFC's

operations are directly relevant to private investors in capital-exporting

countries, because IFC, which has a capital of about $100 million, males

risk-type capital available for productive private enterprise in less

developed areas. In doing so, it may, and frequently does, invest in

association with foreign private capital. In quite a few instances IFC
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has associated itself with American industrial and investment capital.

The relevance of most of the World Bank's operations to investors

in the United States and other capital-exporting countries may be less

direct, but certainly not less important.

The Bank, which has a subscribed capital of more than 20 billion

dollars, makes its loans either to member governments or to private or

public entities for projects within a member's territories. If the loan

is not made directly to the member government, the Bank requires the

government's guarantee. In most cases private borrowers which have re-

ceived loans have been locally owned and locally managed enterprises. But

in some cases, particularly in the public utility field, the Bank has made

loans to enterprises which were partially or wholly foreign-owned, but

which operated in an underdeveloped country.

Another aspect of Bank operations which has some fairly direct

relevance to private enterprise is the Bank's sponsorship of and loans

to privately-owned and managed development banks in underdeveloped coun-

tries. The purpose of these loans is to promote the growth of entre-

preneurial activity in the countries concerned and their industrial de-

velopment. The resources and facilities of these development banks are

available to private enterprises operating in the countries concerned,

including joint ventures or foreign-owned enterprises.

Thirdly, and least directly relevant though possibly most important,

are the Bank's loans designed to strengthen what has come to be known as

the infrastructure of the economies of underdeveloped countries, thereby

laying the groundwork for economic development in general and for in-

dustrial development in particular, including operations of foreign
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investors whether or not in conjunction with local private capital or

entrepreneurs. The bulk of the Bank's lending has gone for such basic

economic needs as transport and electric power. Loans in these cate-

gories have amounted to approximately $1,900 million and $1,800 million

respectively out of a total of $6,000 million.

IDA, the Bank's soft loan affiliate, with initial contributions by

members of nearly $1 billion, has made credits to member countries for

such projects as roads, irrigation and flood control, and watersupply,

but in addition has recently granted a credit to be reloaned by the

recipient government to a privately-owned and managed development bank.

We in the Bank are only too well aware of the tremendous capital

requirements of the underdeveloped countries as well as of their nearly

unlimited need for technical and managerial skill. We are also fully

convinced of the important role that private foreign enterprise can play

in meeting both of these needs, especially the latter. It is under-

standable therefore that we have always taken a very lively interest in

the removal of obstacles that stand in the way of private foreign invest-

ment. And I would like to devote the main portion of my talk to a dis-

cussion of this problem. For a good many years, the problem of the

removal of obstacles to private foreign investment, or to put it posi-

tively, the promotion of the flow of private foreign investment, through

international action, has occupied many minds. These efforts have con-

centrated on identifying the risks associated with private foreign invest-

ment and on the means either to avoid these risks or to compensate inves-

tors for losses, should these risks materialize.
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All this can be described under the broad heading of "investment

climate". It must of course be conceded that some business corporations,

some investors, are deterred to a certain extent by the mere fact of

having to operate in unfamiliar or different surroundings and expect

rather heavy compensation for this exposure to the unknown. Such cam-

pensation may be provided as a matter of national policy, both by the

national governments of the corporations involved and by the host coun-

tries, in the form of tax and other incentives, but I should think that

there are definite limits to action in this field, determined by over-

all political considerations in the capital-exporting as well as the

capital-importing countries: Privilege creates envy.

I want to talk about investment climate in a somewhat narrower

context: governmental attitudes and actions friendly or unfriendly to

private foreign enterprise and the likelihood of effective protection

of legal rights. It is clear that in many parts of the less developed

world the investment climate, as judged by those elements, is not good.

Given this fact the question arises what, if anything, can be done to im.

pro-e it. According to one school of thought, attitudes are the real

crux of the problem, and therefore all that can be done is to attempt

to change these attitudes by a process of persuasion and education.

Others, without denying the overriding importance of national attitudes

as determinant of government action, believe that as a concomitant of

the process of education and persuasion, more direct and positive inter-

national action can be taken. In the proposals for such action, three

approaches may be distinguished.
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The first approach is the most direct. It aims at international

recognition of certain minimum rules of conduct to be observed by host

countries with respect to private foreign investment. Efforts in this

direction were made as long ago as the days of the League of Nations.

They were renewed at the time of the negotiation of a charter of the

proposed International Trade Organization and again in Bogot% (19)4) and

Buenos Aires (1957). However, it did not prove possible to agree on

meaningful international rules. More recently, the question of an invest-

ment code was revived in Europe. Principally on the initiative of the

German and Swiss Governments, a draft Convention for the protection of

private investment has been under discussion in the former O.E.E.C.

(now the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) for a

number of years. The inspiration for this draft came from a private

proposal known as the Abs-Shawcross Convention. As a matter of fact,

a new round of discussions in the O.E.C.D., of which as you know the

United States and Canada are now full members, started early this week.

In a very few articles the draft covers such substantive matters

as national treatment for foreign private investment, prohibition of

nationalization in violation of an undertaking not to nationalize, or

without adequate compensation payable in the investor's currency, and

certain obligations with respect to transfer, all this coupled with a

provision for compulsory adjudication of disputes, in which the aggrieved

investor may proceed directly against the offending government.

The advantage claimed for trying to adopt a convention among sup-

posedly like-minded countries, is that the underdeveloped countries would

approach the idea of an investment code more willingly, if they had a
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clear demonstration that the capital-exporting countries were prepared,

as among themselves, to assume the same obligations that they expect the

capital-importing countries to undertake, After having adopted the con..

vention, the O.E.C.D. countries would open it for signature by other

countries, that is, by and large, the underdeveloped countries.

The argument advanced - by the United States delegation, among others -

against the approach under consideration in the O.E.C.D. is that it would

tend to be regarded by the capital-importing countries as a ganging-up by

the industrialized countries and that they, i.e., the capital-importing

countries, would resent being presented with a convention drafted by

others on a take.-it-or.leave-it basis. It has further been argued that

if the underdeveloped, countries were to be permitted to propose amend..

ments, a new round of negotiations would start with no substantially

greater hopes for success than the pre-war and I.T.O. (Havana Charter)

negotiations.

Whatever the merits of these arguments pro and con, it is a fact

that to date no decisive progress has been made in O.E.C.D. with the con-

vention, in large part, although certainly not entirely, due to the un-

enthusiastic attitude of the United States.

The investment code approach constitutes a direct attack on the in-

vestment climate problem by prohibiting, by international agreement, a number

of specific actions which make for a bad climate. An alternative approach,

somewhat more recent and until now actively promoted only by private indi-

viduals and organizations rather than by governments, does not seek

directly to remove the causes of the bad investment climate, but would

offer an internationally based and operated program of guarantees against
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the effects of governmental action harmful to private foreign investment.

I am referring to the multitude of proposals for an international invest-

ment guarantee or insurance program, nearly all of them contemplating,

incidentally, that such a program would be in some way administered by,

or associated with the activities of, the World Bank.

In characterizing the investment code proposals and insurance pro-

posals as alternative approaches, I do not mean to suggest that their

scope is identical. It clearly is not in one very important respect: the

investment code would necessarily apply to existing investments and new

investments alike, a feature which represents both its strength and

weakness, whereas for obvious practical financial reasons an insurance

program would have to be limited to new investments. In another respect

as well there is a difference in scope between the two approaches. The

proposals for insurance of investments against so-called political risks

contemplate protection not merely against the risk of expropriation, the

political risk par excellence, the elimination of which is the principal,

if not the exclusive, object of the Code, but as well against the risk of

inconvertibility and of such calamities as war, revolution, riots and

civil commotion, none of which, in the nature of things, can be legislated

out of existence or prohibited by an investment code.

Early this year the Bank decided to study the merits of the idea of

multilateral investment insurance, and last July a formal request for a

study of the problem was addressed to the Bank by a group of countries,

including the United States, which composed the Development Assistance

Group of the then O.E.E.C. (This group has now become the Development

Assistance Committee of the O.E.C.D.). In undertaking this study the



Bank had the benefit of a number of private proposals for such a program

and of the experience gathered in the operation of three national programs

for investment guarantees, that of the United States, the oldest and

largest program of its kind, and the more recent German and Japanese

programs. We also hope to have the benefit of the views of industrial

and financial circles from a wide group of countries, to whom a question-

naire has been addressed by the International Chamber of Commerce and

the World Bank jointly. The replies to this questionnaire are due in two

weeks. We hope to have our report available in the early part of next

year. We were not asked to make specific recommendations and I am not

sure whether we shall.

Since our study has not been completed, I cannot tell you what our

report will say, but I would like to give you a sample of same of the more

difficult questions that have come up in our consideration of the problem.

The first and most important question is naturally to what extent a

multilateral program would be effective in stimulating additional private

investment in the underdeveloped countries. A preliminary general comment

may be appropriate. The degree to which the political risk (in the broad

sense of the term) is going to be a deterrent to an investor depends not

only on the investor t s estimate of the likelihood that the risk will

materialize but, among other factors, also on the freedom of choice which

the investor has to go or not to go abroad. Companies that have to invest

in underdeveloped areas either to obtain products or raw materials, or

to win or retain essential markets for their products, might not take the

same view of the political risk as companies which have alternative invest-

ment possibilities, either by expanding their operations at home or by
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investing in other developed areas. But if this justifies the conclusion

that a certain volume of foreign investment is likely to go forward in

any event, it leaves open the question of the incentive effect of a multi-

lateral program on the remaining investment potential. One might hope

to find a clue to the answer to this difficult question in the results of

the operations of the three national investment guarantee programs, those

of the United States, Germany and Japan. The U.S. program has been in

operation for more than 10 years and guarantees issued as of the end of

June 1961 aggregated some $600 million. However, an analysis of the

investments guaranteed under that program fails to give any indication

of the extent to which the program has induced investments which would

not have been made had the program not been in operation; and persons

familiar with the program are not prepared to give a judgment on this

question, except to say that the program undoubtedly resulted in some

additional investment. Any multilateral investment insurance program

would have to be backed by guarantee commitments by governments in one

form or another, running into substantial amounts. It is clear that in

view of the shortage of governmental funds available for foreign economic

development aid, governments will wish to consider carefully the likely

results of an insurance or guarantee program before embarking an one.

A second important question is whether both capital-exporting and

capital-importing countries should share in the financial liabilities

entailed in such a program and if so, in what proportion these liabilities

should be undertaken. Most proponents of a multilateral program feel that

it would be essential to have the underdeveloped countries associated in

the program, and that they should bear some proportion of the financial
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risk. 1he feeling of "belonging to a club", together with the practical

consideration that membership entails an obligation to contribute to the

compensation of an injured investor would, it is argued by some, tend

to restrain participating countries fram taking action which would give

rise to a claim. Morerner, it can be argued that such action would bring

the offending country into disfavor with the community of capital-exporting

as well as canital-importing countries, in contrast to the situation under

a bilateral guarantee program where only one other country would be in-

volved. This would support the conclusion that a multilateral program

would do more than a series of bilateral programs to bring about an im-

provement in the investment climate.

One plan goes so far as to put one-half of the financial risk on the

underdeveloped countries as a group, believing that the financial stake

which these countries thus acquire in the conduct of the other members of

the group will maximize the stimulus towards responsible behaviour. As

against this, it can be argued, and with considerable justification, that

it is as unrealistic politically to expect this degree of financial parti-

cipation, as it would be unrealistic financially to accept it even if it

were obtainable. A question that may not have been given enough emphasis

by most proponents of multilateral insurance plans is the degree of soli-

darity that can be expected from the countries participatingin a multi-

lateral program. Most plans contemplate that each country would have a

fixed share in the liabilities of the program. Would the capital-exporting

countries be prepared to share losses in those proportions without regard

to the amount of investment originating in their countries which is insured

by the program? And would a capital-importing country which is friendly
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to foreign capital be willing to undertake an obligation to share in

liabilities for losses occasioned by another capital-importing country

which might behave as Cuba did?

Another question concerns the nature of protection offered and the

problems this may raise for the settlement of claims. By way of illustra-

tion I shall take the case of expropriation. Most proposals contemplate,

and understandably so, that coverage should not be limited to cases of

outright seizure but should extend as well to various forms of what is some-

times called "creeping" expropriation, As a practical matter it is not

likely to be possible to define "creeping" expropriation in exhaustive

detail, thus leaving an area of uncertainty and possible dispute. In case

of a claim made under such coverage the institution administering the pro-

gram may find itself in a difficult position in trying to decide whether

the claim is justified or in taking a position in arbitration with the in-

vestor, if the investor did not accept the administrative decision. The

institution would wish to be fair to the insured investor, whille at the

same time protecting its assets against unjustified claims. To this dilemma,

which is one faced by any casualty insurance institution would, however, be

added a wish to be fair to the host country as well, since payment of a

claim would tend to reflect unfavorably on the host country's reputation.

This kind of problem is avoided in an alternative proposal, which

would insure the investor not against the loss occasioned by expropriatory

action but against the host country's refusal to arbitrate a claim brought

against it by the investor on account of such action, or against the host

country's failure to comply with the arbitrators' award. Presumably this

alternative would call for a charter provision under which such insurance
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would only be written if the host country agreed in advance to submit to

arbitration. While this alternative would place the institution in a more

comfortable position, it has the disadvantage from the investor's point

of view that, unless his claim were disposed of by direct settlement with

the host country, his recovery would depend on whether the arbitral tribunal

holds that the host countryts behaviour violates either its own law or

international law. And the procedure would be time consuming.

Before leaving the subject of investment insurance, I want to say that

while many people expect of a multilateral insurance program a favorable

influence on the investment climate, hopefully culminating in a tacit

acceptance of an unwritten investment code, there is another body of opinion,

which holds that so far from improving the investment climate, an insurance

program would tend to encourage expropriatory action by the underdeveloped

cnuntries, since they could rely on the fact that any losses suffered by

private investors would be covered by the insurance institution. Thus, so

the argument runs, investment code and investment insurance are not alter-

natives, but the former is a conditio sine u nan for the latter. According-

ly, it has been proposed that the charter of a multilateral investment in-

surance institution should include some basic investment protection rules.

This, in turn, raises the question for those who are in favor of investment

insurance as such, whether the injection of the code issue is not going

to endanger the chances of getting agreement on an insurance program.

I have discussed two approaches to the investment climate problem,

an investment code and an insurance program, one seeking to prevent and

the other seeking to compensate for losses suffered by private investors

as a result of actions of host governments. I should now like to take a
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few more minutes of your time to mention a third approach, suggested by

the President of the World Bank in his annual address to the Board of

Governors of the Bank in Vienna last September. Mr. Black said:

"Another subject that is frequently mentioned in this

connection is the settlement of disputes between governments

and private investors. As most of you know, the Bank as an

institution, and the President of the Bank in his personal

capacity, have on several occasions been approached by member

governments to assist in the settlement of financial disputes

involving private parties. We have, indeed, succeeded in

facilitating settlements in some issues of this kind but the

Bank is not really equipped to handle this sort of business

in the course of its regular routine.

"At the same time, our experience has confirmed my belief

that a very useful contribution could be made by some sort of

special forx= fcr the conciliation or arbitration of these dis-

putes. The results of an inquiry made by the Secretary-General

of the United Nations show that this belief is widely shared.

The fact that governments and private interests have turned to

the Bank to provide this assistance indicates the lack of any

other specific machinery for conciliation and arbitration

which is regarded as adequate by investors and governments

alike. I therefore intend to explore with other institutions,

and with our member governments, whether something might not

be done to promote the establishment of machinery of this kind."
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The suggestion speaks for itself, but I would like to take this op-

portunity to make two points clear. The first is that Mr. Black's state-

ment should not be regarded as suggesting in any sense that existing arbi-

tral institutions such as the Court of the International Chamber of Com-

merce, the American Arbitration Association or the Inter-American Commercial

Arbitration Commission are unsuitable for the arbitration of disputes to

to which one of the parties is a government. These bodies have dealt with

many such disputes and, whenever the occasion arises, the Bank urges

governments which come to it for advice to submit disputes, particularly

commercial disputes, to these or similar institutions. But the fact re-

mains that there are situations in which governments feel unable to accept

arbitration under the auspices of what are essentially private institutions.

It is for those cases that the proposed arbitral machinery would be de-

signed.

The second point is this. The proposal to establish machinery for

the conciliation and arbitration of investment disputes is neither a sub-

stitute for, nor in conflict with, either of the other two types of pro-

posals, since both the code proposals and the insurance or guarantee pro-

posals would necessarily include arbitration arrangements.

However, the arbitration proposal is one that can be implemented in-

dependently of the progress of the other two more ambitious schemes.

Our explorations are in a very early stage, so that I cannot add much

to Mr. Black's statement. But, and here I am expressing my personal view,

I would like to point out the importance of proceeding with a proposal

which may be of modest scope, but should be non-controversial and thus

capable of reasonably prompt realization, as a first step an the road
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to better relations between investors and capital-importing countries and

to an increased flow of private investment to further the cause of eco-

nomic development.

-0- .
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You have just heard a description of the U. S. investment guaranty
program. I need not therefore take time to explain the general background
of investment guaranties and the objectives sought to be achieved thereby.
The U. S. program is the oldest and by far the largest of the national invest-
ment guaranty or investment insurance programs now in operation. For
some years there has been in operation a German program and, more re-
cently, a Japanese program was started. In addition, a number of Euro-
pean governments are reported to be considering the institution of national
programs for investment insurance.

However, within the past few years a number of private individuals and
organizations have proposed that investment insurance be placed on a
multilateral rather than on a national or bilateral basis. These proposals
have recently been studied by two organizations, one public and the other
private. The public organization is the World Bank, which in March of
this year published a staff report entitled Multilateral Investment Insur-
ance. This report was prepared at the request of the Development As-
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sistance Committee of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development. The private group is the International Chamber of Com-
merce, which has had the subject under study for some time and is expected
to issue its report shortly. The two institutions joined in drafting a ques-
tionnaire addressed to the business and financial communities in a number
of countries, designed to elucidate such questions as the likely incentive
effect of a multilateral insurance program, the types of risks to be covered
and a number of other issues. The answers to this joint questionnaire have
been analyzed by the staff of the World Bank, and the analysis appears in
the World Bank Report to which I just referred, and which is available
upon request from the publications office of the Bank.

While the principal proposals for multilateral investment insurance
differ from one another in detail they have certain features in common.
(Incidentally, the Bank Report also contains a comparative summary of
some twelve of these proposals). For instance, all of these proposals would
call for an international organization, with membership drawn from both
capital-importing and capital-exporting countries, which would insure
private foreign investments in the less developed countries against certain
risks. As a minimum, protection would be available against loss resulting
from expropriation or nationalization without adequate compensation
(political risk) ; inability to transfer profits or to repatriate capital (trans-
fer risk) ; and international war (calamity risk). Some proposals would
extend to loss resulting from government action which falls short of out-
right seizure but which nevertheless substantially deprives an investor
of the control or the benefit of his investment (sometimes described as
"creeping expropriation"), and some would protect against loss from
revolution or insurrection. Protection would not be available against nor-
mal business risks-devaluation is regarded as a business risk, and rightly
so in my opinion-or against any risk for which insurance coverage could
be purchased from private sources. Under most proposals only a per-
centage of the loss would be insured, with the investor a self-insurer for
the balance. Only new investments would be insured (but "new invest-
ments" might cover reinvested earnings), and investments would be in-
sured for a term of years and upon payment of an annual premium.

It would be a condition of participation under some, but not all, pro-
posals that countries accept certain minimum rules of good conduct vis-a-vis
foreign investments made in their territories (e.g., non-discriminatory
treatment, no expropriation except for a public purpose and against full
compensation promptly paid and freely transferable, no breach of con-
tractual undertakings, et cetera).

The proposals also differ in their provisions concerning the circum-
stances which would give rise to a claim for compensation. Most proposals
contemplate that the investor would be insured against loss arising from
the occurrence of a specified event which deprived him of effective control
of his property or the receipts of earnings; compensation would be paid
under the policy of insurance upon the investor's establishing that the
event had taken place and had resulted in loss. Under an alternative
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proposal, the investor would instead be insured against the refusal of the
country of investment to arbitrate an investment dispute or to abide by an
arbitral award in his favor, in violation of a previous undertaking to do so.

Finally, most of the proposals contemplate that such a multilateral in-
vestment insurance program would be administered by the World Bank
or by a separate agency affiliated with the World Bank.

Within the time at my disposal I cannot do more than touch on a few
of the important issues which arise in connection with nearly every phase of
these proposals which I have summarized for you. And since we have just
heard a presentation concerning a national program, I thought I might
focus on some of the possible advantages and disadvantages of a multi-
lateral program as compared to the national approach.

The proponents of the multilateral approach claim that it would remove
a number of significant shortcomings of the present situation. Some of the
proponents believe that in a multilateral program it would be possible
to improve the scope of coverage. Frankly, I do not know on what this
expectation is based. One could argue on the contrary that, with a
multitude of national systems, there might be a tendency towards com-
petition among national schemes which, although undesirable in many
ways, would have the advantage for investors that it might result in a
competitive improvement of coverage. And it would seem clear that in a
multilateral. program there would be no room for "all-risk guaranties"
which a government administering its own program might issue in excep-
tional cases where the national interest justifies such action.

Another advantage claimed for a multilateral program is that it would
make insurance protection more widely available and would thereby
encourage an increased volume of private foreign investment. There is
no doubt that a number of smaller capital-exporting countries may find it
difficult, if not impossible, to establish national investment insurance pro-
grams and that the establishment of a multilateral program might en-
courage investments by nationals of these countries.

It may also be said that a multilateral program, if it would substantially
replace national programs, and if no new national programs were estab-
lished (but these assumptions are open to question), would lead to admin-
istrative simplification for both capital-exporting and capital-importing
countries. There would be only one administering institution and the
charter of that institution could cover all aspects of the program, thus
removing the necessity of negotiating a network of bilateral agreements
between the different national institutions and the capital-importing
countries.

And it should also be mentioned that multilateral program would be
particularly appropriate for the insurance of the increasing number of
investments made by international consortia or other groupings of mixed
nationality. It would overcome the present difficulties flowing from the
fact that some of the participating national groups may be able to take
out insurance, whereas others are unable to obtain such coverage, and it
would also make possible a desirable degree of uniformity.
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A further advantage assigned to a multilateral program in contrast
to independent national programs is that liability for losses would be
spread among a number of countries, and that the participation of the
capital-importing countries in the program would in itself tend to reduce
the likelihood of loss. But both of these points raise some difficult
questions.

The first question which arises is whether both capital-exporting and
capital-importing countries should share in the financial liabilities entailed
in a multilateral insurance program and, if so, in what proportion these
liabilities should be undertaken. Most proponents of a multilateral pro-
gram feel that it would be essential not only to have the underdeveloped
countries associated in the program, but also to have them bear some
proportion of the financial risk. The feeling of "belonging to a club,"
together with the practical consideration that membership entails an obli-
gation to contribute to the compensation of an injured investor would, it
is argued by some, tend to restrain participating countries from taking
action which would give rise to a claim. Moreover, it can be argued that
such action would bring the offending country into disfavor with the
community of capital-exporting as well as capital-importing countries,
in contrast to the situation under a bilateral guaranty program, where
only one other country would be involved. This would support the con-
clusion that a multilateral program would do more than a series of bilateral
programs to bring about an improvement in the investment climate.

One plan goes so far as to put one half of the financial risk on the
underdeveloped countries as a group, believing that the financial stake
which these countries thus acquire in the conduct of the other members of
the group will maximize the stimulus towards responsible behavior. As
against this it can be argued, and with considerable justification, that
it is as unrealistic politically to expect this degree of financial participation
as it would be unrealistic financially to accept it, even if it were obtainable.

A question that may not have been given enough emphasis by most
proponents of multilateral insurance plans is the degree of solidarity that
can be expected from the countries participating in a multilateral program.
Most plans contemplate that each country would have a fixed share in the
liabilities of the program. Would the capital-exporting countries be pre-
pared to share losses in those proportions without regard to the amount
of investment originating in their countries which is insured by the pro-
gram I And would a capital-importing country which is friendly to foreign
capital be willing to undertake an obligation to share liabilities for
losses occasioned by another capital-importing country which might be-
have as Cuba didI

I want to discuss one more aspect of the comparison of the potentialities
of national programs versus a multilateral program.

There is a considerable body of investor opinion which holds that not
only national but even multilateral investment insurance programs bear
in them a considerable danger of increasing rather than decreasing the
risk of politically motivated interference with property rights by some



of the capital-importing countries. And they base this danger on the fact
that a capital-importing country would feel less restraint from interfering
with these rights if it knew that the investor affected by its measures would
somehow be compensated. Therefore, while admitting that what might be
called the "deterrent effect" of an insurance program would be greater in
the case of a multilateral program than in that of a series of national
programs, they feel strongly that such a program could only have the
beneficial effects desired, if it were coupled with an understanding by the
capital-importing countries to abide by the rules of good conduct, such as
non-discriminatory treatment, no nationalization without adequate compen-
sation or in violation of an undertaking not to nationalize, et cetera, to
which I referred earlier. The same investors also feel that only an in-
surance program coupled with the acceptance of these rules would reduce
the likelihood of loss to the extent necessary to make such a program
financially practicable.

Attempts to find a formulation in an international agreement of these
simple rules of conduct have been going on for a considerable time and are
presently being carried on within the framework of the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development. But no decisive progress has
been made to date. There is a considerable measure of disagreement about
the desirability and practicability of attempts to establish a convention
for the protection of foreign investments in isolation. Until now the
United States, for instance, has shown quite strong opposition to the idea,
and there is doubt whether many of the capital-importing countries would
be willing to subscribe to a meaningful agreement. But it is certainly
possible that countries, which are reluctant to undertake meaningful obli-
gations concerning the treatment of foreign investment in the isolated
context of an investment protection code, might be prepared to do so
within the framework of an integrated insurance-cum-code program. If
part of the price of participation in an insurance program were to be
the acceptance of certain minimum rules of good conduct, perhaps this
price would be paid. On the other hand, the possibility certainly exists
that, far from facilitating agreement, the result of coupling the in-
surance scheme with a proposal for an investment code would be the reali-
zation of neither. On this point, as on many other features of the pro-
posals, it is extremely difficult to come to firm conclusions. Unfortunately
this difficulty and this uncertainty are not limited to matters of detail and
implementation, but extend to the most basic question of all, to which I
shall now turn.

The proposals for establishment of a multilateral program proceed from
the premise that insurance against the non-commercial risks of private
overseas investment is an effective technique for stimulating that invest-
ment. Presumably, before creating new international machinery, expend-
ing the very substantial effort involved in establishing an international
program, and undertaking the financial and other obligations which would
attach to participation in the program, governments would wish to be
satisfied as to the validity of that premise. In its recent study the World
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Bank paid particular attention to this crucial question. I regret having to
confess that the diligence with which we have searched for an answer has
not been rewarded by success. The principal obstacle to an assessment of
the incentive effect of the availability of insurance on private foreign in-
vestment is the variety of considerations which influence investment de-
cisions.

The degree to which the political risk (in the broad sense of the term)
is going to be a deterrent to an investor depends not only on the investor's
estimate of the likelihood that the risk will materialize, but, among other
factors, also on the freedom of choice which the investor has to go or not to
go abroad. Companies that have to invest in underdeveloped areas either
to obtain products or raw materials, or to win or retain essential markets
for their products, might not take the same view of the political risk as
companies which have alternative investment possibilities, either by ex-
panding their operations at home or by investing in other developed areas.
But if this justifies the conclusion that a certain volume of foreign invest-
ment is likely to go forward in any event, it leaves open the question of
the incentive effect of a multilateral program on the remaining investment
potential. It would seem that commercial and economic considerations
would primarily guide the decision. Where the investor hesitates solely
because of uncertainty as to the non-commercial risks of the operation,
the availability of insurance against those risks might tip the scale in favor
of the investment. But where the political uncertainty is great, the possi-
bility of obtaining compensation, through insurance, for the loss of an in-
vestment is likely to be thought a poor substitute for a continuing enter-
prise.

One might hope to find a clue to the answer to this difficult question in
the results of the operations of the three national investment guaranty
programs-those of the United States, Germany and Japan. The U. S.
program has been in operation for more than ten years and guaranties
issued as of the end of June, 1961, aggregated some $600 million. How-
ever, an analysis of the investments guarantied under that program fails to
give any indication of the extent to which the program has induced in-
vestments which would not have been made had the program not been in
operation; and persons familiar with the program are not prepared to give
a judgment on this question, except to say that the program undoubtedly
resulted in some additional investment. And the replies to the World
Bank/ICC questionnaire afford no basis for any more precise judgment.
The Bank's report puts it in these words:

Some additional investment would surely be stimulated by the
availability of new or expanded insurance facilities, assuming suffi-
ciently broad membership in the program-but it is not possible to
translate that statement into quantitative terms. Without an estimate
of the amount of additional investment which would be induced, there
is no basis on which to judge whether financial commitments on the
scale demanded by an international program would be justified.

In these circumstances the Bank has not found it possible to establish

a position for or against the creation of an international investment in-
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surance program. Its report seeks only to identify and focus attention
upon the principal issues which are inherent in the concept of a multi-
lateral scheme and which the Bank believes that governments would find
relevant in considering whether to create such a system. On a few, a very
few, of these issues I have commented in this presentation. For the re-
mainder I must refer you to the report itself which, as I stated earlier,
may be obtained from the Bank upon request.

There is one final point that I want to mention. As I stated earlier,
most of the proposals for multilateral investment insurance contemplate
that a program of this character would be administered by or in close
conjunction with the Bank. The report itself does not discuss this sugges-
tion and, in the preface to the report, the Bank's President, Mr. Black,
states as his view that it would be premature to discuss at this time the
problem of administration. Mr. Black does sound a note of caution,
however, in pointing out that any proposal for Bank administration would
be likely to raise for the Bank a number of difficult issues having to do
principally with the compatibility of that responsibility with the other
and primary functions of the Bank as a development institution.
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It isnmy understanding that nr paper is to deal with the need

for a Permanent Arbitral Tribunal in the context of a specific problem,

that of the Settlement of Disputes between Governments and Private

Foreign Investors.

This problem is one in which the World Bank has recently taken

an active interest, because of its belief that a solution would encourage

an increased international flow of private capital to the less developed

areas of the world.

In September of last year, Mr. Eugene R. Black, the President otf

the Bank, said the following in his address to the Board of Governors

of the Bank at their Annual Meeting in Vienna

"As most of you know, the Bank as an institution and the
President of the Bank in his personal capacity, have on
several occasions been approached by member governments
to assist in the settlement of financial disputes involving
private parties. We have, indeed, succeeded in facilitating
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settlements in some issues of this kind but the Bank is not
really equipped to handle this sort of business in the
course of its regular routine.

At the same time, our experience has confirmed ny belief
that a very useful contribution could be made by some sort
of special forum for the conciliation or arbitration of
these disputes. The results of an inquiry made by the
Secretary-General of the United Nations show that this
belief is widely shared. The fact that governments and
private interests have turned to the Bank to provide this
assistance indicates the lack of any other specific machinery
for conciliation and arbitration which is regarded as
adequate by investors and governments alike. I therefore
intend to explore with other institutions, and with our member
governments, whether something might not be done to promote
the establishment of machinery of this kind."

These explorations are now in progress but no conclusions have

as yet been reached. What I am going to say to you this afternoon should

therefore not be taken as representing the views of the Bank.

o 0
0

I think it may be useful by way of further introduction to our

subject to make a few general observations about different methods for

the settlement of international disputes. Terminology in this field is

not very precise and may sometimes even be misleading.

For our purposes I would distinguish, first, conciliation, second.

arbitration and, third, proceedings before a court of justice.

The difference between conciliation and arbitration can be briefly

stated in these terms : conciliation recommends, arbitration decides.

The ultimate objective in both cases is to resolve the dispute. But

conciliation seeks to achieve this objective by reconciling the conflicting
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points of view of the parties and helping them to reach agreement,

whereas in arbitration the parties agree to be bound by the decision of

the arbitral tribunal.

The distinction between ccnoilatLon and judicial proceedings is

less clear. ( I must remind you that we are dealing with the international,

not the domestic, scene ). The two proceedings have some very important

features in common : both envisage a binding decision and both envisage

a decision reached "on the basis of respect for law" (Article 37 of the

Hague Convention of 1907). It is true that arbitrators may be authorized

by the parties to decide a case ex aequo et bono, without being limited

by rules of law, but this same authority may be conferred on the Inter-

national Court of Justice by the parties under Article 38 (2) of the

Statute of the Court. The principal difference between arbitral and

judicial proceedings appears to be that arbitration contemplates a decision

of a dispute between two or more parties "by judges of their own choice"

(in the words of the Hague Convention), or appointed pursuant to some

method agreed upon between the parties, whereas judicial proceedings are

held before a standing tribunal the members of which have been appointed

by the government or governments which created the tribunal, rather than

by the parties to the specific dispute. Another possible distinction is

that just as the composition of an arbitral tribunal, unlike that of a

court of justice, is within the control of the parties to the dispute,

the arbitral procedure can generally be controlled by the parties, some-

thing that is not generally true, or is less true, of judicial proceedings.

Finally, States have tended to regard resort to arbitration as less of a



restriction on sovereignty than acceptance of the jurisdiction of a

court of justice. But here we deal with words rather than substance. It

is possible to think of an arbitral tribunal with compulsory jurisdiction

and of a forum which is styled "court of justice", the jurisdiction of

which would be based entirely on consent in each specific case brought

before it.

And to end this dissertation on definition and terminology with a

term that comes close to the title of this paper, the Permanent Court of

Arbitration at The Hague is permanent in the sense that it is available,

or accessible, on a continuing basis, but notwithstanding its name it is

neither a court, nor an arbitral tribunal, but rather a mechanism for the

constitution of ad hoc arbitral tribunals composed of arbitrators selected

from a list of persons designated by the States which are parties to the

Hague Conventions of 1899 and 1907.

o 0
0

What is the present state of affairs with respect to the settlement

of investment disputes between States and foreign private parties ?

In the absence of an agreement to the contrary between the foreign

investor and the host State, the investment generally is subject to the

laws of that State (local law) and the redress of grievances which the

investor may seek by direct access is equally determined by local law.

If the investor feels aggrieved by actions of the host State he

may invoke the diplomatic protection of his national State or he may

request his national State to espouse his case and bring a claim beforc



an international tribunal. However, in some countries the foreign investor

may, as a condition of entry, be required to waive diplomatic protection

and even if the national State is willing to espouse the investor's case,

it may find that the host State is unwilling to submit to the jurisdiction

of an international tribunal. But even in the absence of these obstacles

the present situation is unsatisfactory. The necessity of espousal of the

investor's case by his national State before an international claim can

be lodged introduces a political element. An investor may well find that

his government refuses to espouse a meritorious case because it fears 'hat

to do so would be regarded as an unfriendly act by the host State. And

such considerations are even more likely to cause the national government

to refrain from acting, if the merits of the investor's case are not

wholly clear in its view, thus withholding from the investor an opportunity

to have the merits of his claim tested by an impartial tribunal.

In an attempt to overcome these difficulties some investors,

including in particular large corporations in the field of extractive

industry, have negotiated agreements with host States providing for inter-

national conciliation and/or arbitration of disputes. But the binding

character of an undertaking by a State to have recourse to such inter-

national proceedings is sometimes denied. For example, when the Mossadegh

government in Iran expropriated the properties and cancelled the concession

of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, it regarded itself as no longer bound by

the arbitration clause in the concession agreement.

But even where the binding character of the arbitration clause i-

not being denied, its implementation may run into difficulties.
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Undertakings to have recourse to arbitration are frequently couched in

general, sometimes even in vague, terms. The scope of the undertaking may

not be clear or no procedure may have been prescribed for the appointment

of arbitrators, or the procedure prescribed may be inadequate in not making

provision for the contingency that a party refuses to participate in the

appointment process or for the event that the parties fail to reach

agreement on an appointment where agreement is required. Further compli-

cations may arise at every point of the arbitration procedure, unless

exhaustive provision has been made in the arbitration clause. Thus there

are many ways in which undertakings to arbitrate can be frustrated either

by the unwillingness of one of the parties or by a bona fide difference

of opinion between the parties as to what had been agreed.

Not infrequently attempts by parties to agree on a procedure for

the settlement of an existing dispute have been frustrated or complicated

by the lack of international machinery specifically designed to deal with

disputes between States and foreign private parties. As you know, only

States may be parties in contentious proceedings before the International

Court of Justice. The Permanent Court of Arbitration, existing pursuant

to the Hague Conventions of 1899 and 1907, was equally designed to deal

with disputes between States. I must mention, however, that the offices

and staff of the Permanent Court of Arbitration may be made available,

at the request of a State which is a party to one of the Hague Conventions,

for arbitration or conciliation proceedings between that State and a

private party. And a few months ago, the Administrative Council of the

Permanent Court of Arbitration formulated rules of procedure which parties

to such proceedings might adopt.
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Having outlined some of the principal problems which arise in

connection with the settlement of investment disputes, I shall now try to

indicate the lines along which, in ay opinion, a solution could and should

be sought.

By way of preliminary comment I want to stress that in looking for

a solution we are subject to limitations imposed by requirements of

reasonableness as well as realism. For example, it would be both unrea.on-

able and unrealistic to advocate a compulsory international jurisdiction

for disputes between States and foreign investors which would be available

without the prior exhaustion of local remedies. This would in effect

amount to extra-territorial status for all foreign investment. It would

not, on the other hand, be unreasonable for an investor to expect to have

access to a compulsory international jurisdiction in a quasi-appellate

proceeding for the adjudication of claims of denial of justice or other

violations of the international law standard. Such an expectation would not

be unreasonable but, I am afraid, unrealistic at least until such time

as States have reached a meaningful agreement on what that standard imp 'JeE

An attempt to formulate such an agreement among Western countries is under

way in the O.E.C.D., the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development in Paris, which is studying a Draft Convention on the Protecti

of Foreign Property. But no decisive progress has been made.



In other words, we are forced to admit that at the present time

any arrangement for the settlement of investment disputes by an inter-

national jurisdiction mast be based on the consent of the parties.

But granting this important limitation there is much that could

and should be attempted.

States might by international agreement establish an institution

which could offer the services of a panel of qualified persons willing to

act as conciliators or arbitrators in specific investment disputes. The

institution might be called the International Conciliation and Arbitration

Center. The panel might be composed of persons designated by the respective

States which are parties to the international agreement setting up the

Center. The selection, from the panel, of persons to act as conciliators

or arbitrators in any specific case would be left in the first instance

to the parties to the dispute.

You will note that the institution suggested by me would engage

in conciliation as well as arbitration. As I stated earlier in this paper,

conciliation has as its object a reconciliation of the conflicting views

of the parties. The conciliator may make recommendations to the parties

for a settlement, but the parties are not bound to accept these recommen-

dations.

This may not sound like a very effective method of dispute settlemer.

as compared to arbitration, but our experience in the World Bank has

taught us differently. In many instances the principal obstacle to a

settlement is the unwillingness of parties to confront each other and to

meet with a serious will to seek agreement. The nationalization of the
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Suez canal is an example of a serious dispute involving large amounts of

money which was settled through the good offices of the World Bank.

The Egyptioan Government was as interested in settling this case as were

the shareholders of the Suez Canal Company. But relations between the two

parties were so bad that there could be no question of direct negotiation.

The Government of Egypt was unwilling to have the dispute decided by

international arbitration but it was happy to seek the offices of the

World Bank as a mediator or conciliator. And after a great deal of arduous

work by all sides a mutually acceptable agreement was worked out.

It is ny firm view that in order to improve the chances of adoption

of an international agreement setting up machinery for dispute settlement,

and to assure the effectiveness of that machinery once it has been esta-

blished, it should be equipped to deal with conciliation as well as

arbitration.

You will also note that I envisage arbitral tribunals composed on

an ad hoc basis, rather than a standing tribunal with a fixed membershiP.

It is sometimes argued in favor of the latter that it would permit the

gradual development of a body of case law by a group, in essence a court,

which would have continuity. But this advantage would be outweighed by far

by the political complications involved in determining the composition

of such a tribunal. In n own view these complications might well prove

an insurmountable obstacle.

I now return to the proposed international agreement. Adherence

to that agreement would not of itself obligate any State to submit itself

to the jurisdiction of the Center. Use of the Center would be entirely

voluntary. But the international agreement would provide that once a
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State had voluntarily agreed to submit a specific dispute or a group of

disputes to the jurisdiction of the Center, that undertaking would be a

binding international undertaking. Accordingly, the international agree-

ment would also provide appropriate safeguards against frustration of an

undertaking to arbitrate by reason of failure of one of the parties to

designate arbitrators or otherwise cooperate in the proceedings.

Summarizing the foregoing, the Center would provide machinery for

conciliation and arbitration, based on consent. This machinery would be

available to a private party as a claimant against a foreign State without

the necessity of espousal of its case by its national State. Conversely,

a State would have access to it as a claimant against a foreign private

party. It would probably be reasonable to provide further that to the

extent that a private party is able to assert its rights in proceedings

against a foreign State under the auspices of the Center, its national

State should be barred from bringing an international claim on its

behalf.

The awards of arbitral tribunals created under the auspices of the

Center would be final and binding and the international agreement esta-

blishing the Center might obligate all Contracting States to give to these

awards the most favorable treatment they give to foreign arbitral awards,

whether under their internal law, or pursuant to the Genera Convention of

1927 or the New York Convention of 1958 dealing with foreign arbitral

awards.

An agreement along the foregoing lines would admittedly have only

limited scope. It would provide machinery but it would not make use of that
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machinery compulsory. Nor would it lay down substantive rules of law

regarding the treatment of foreign investment. But I doubt whether it

would be useful to try for a more far-reaching agreement at this time;

to do so might run into serious objections from the side of the capital

exporting countries as well as from that of the capital importing countries.

It is no secret that the Western countries, including notably the United

States, have hitherto not shown great willingness to submit themselves tu

an international jurisdiction. Yet we must realize that if we are to

establish international rules for dispute settlement, they will have to

apply to capital exporting and capital importing countries alike. It may

well be that in the industrialized countries of the West the likelihood

is small that a foreign investor would have reason to complain of action

taken by the host State to the detriment of his investment against which

he would have no adequate local remedy. But this does not mean that h

these countries should be any less willing than the capital importing

countries to have their actions reviewed by an international jurisdiction.

The limited scope of the suggestions I have outlined to you takes

account of these facts of present-day international life. Yet I am confident

that the realization of these suggestions would constitute an important

step toward the removal of what is one of the impediments to the flow of

international capital, in which all of us, capital exporters and capital

importers, are equally interested.

.... ..... .......... ...... .-...
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Protection of private foreign investment is by no means

a new subject. It has been discussed over the past half century

at the very least. But over the years there has been an important

change of emphasis. Whereas protection of private fo reign investment

used to be discussed as a problem interesting principally, if not

exclusively, the investor, it has come to be regarded as an element

in the much larger problem of the promotion of eonm development

in the less developed countries. In contemporary discssicn,

protection of private foreign investment is no longer considered an

end in itself but rather a means to increase the flow cf private

capital abroad, with the ultmte aim of improving economia

conditions in the underdeveloped world.

It is within this larger framework that the question of

investment guarantees or investment insurance is relevant. For neither

the existing national investment guarantee programs nor proposed

multilataral programs of this kind have as their purpose the protection

of the investor for his own sake. The justification for committing

public funds for such programs is sought in the need to encourage



private cepital to move to the developing countries to assist and

advance their economic development.

The United States guarantee program is the oldest and by far

largest of the national investment guarantee or investment insuranes

programs now in operation. For some years there has been in operation

a German program and, more recently, a Japanese program was started.

In addition, a number of European governments are reported to be

considering the institution of national programs of investment

insuranee.

However, within the past few years a nuber of private individuals

and organizations have proposed that investment insurance be placed on

a multilateral rather than on a national or bilateral basis.

These proposals, and the idea of mltilateral investliant insura.e

in general, have recently been studied by the World Bank, which in Marck

of this year published a staff report entitled Altilatoral Investment

Insurance. This report was prepared at the request of the Develoepant

Assistance Caomittee of the Organization for Enomic ooperaton and

Development.

While the principal proposal. for multlateral investment insarame

differ from one ano her in detail they have certain features in cnma.

For instance, all of these proposals would all for an international

organization with membership drawn from both epital-importing and

oapital-exporting countries, which would inrure private foreig

investment in the less developed countries against eertain risks. As

a minium, protection would be available against loss resulting from
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expropriation or nationalisation without adequate conpensation

(political risk); inability to transfer profits or to repatriate

capital (transfer risk); and international war (salamity risk).

Some proposals would axtend to lose resulting from so-called

"creeping expropriation", and some would protest against loss from

revolution or insurrection. Protectimn would not be available against

normal business risks.

Under most proposals only a pereontag. of the loss weald be

insured, with the investor a self-insurer for the balanue. Only new

investments would be insured (but "new investments" might cover

reinvested earnings).

The proposals also differ in their provisionsoxwerning the

aircumstances vkth would give rise to a claim for c.a tion. Most

proposals contemplate that the investor woald b. insured against loss

arising from the occurrence of a specified event which deprived him of

effective control of his property or the receipt of earnings. Under an

alternative proposal , the investor would instead be insured against

the refusal of the country of investment to arbitrate an investawnt

dispute or to abide by an arbitral award in his favor, in violation

of a previous undertaking to do so.

The proponents of the multilateral approach claim that it would

have a nuAber of advantages. One advantage ulaimed for a multilateral

program is that it would make insurance protecton more widely available

and would thereby encourage an increased velu of private foreign

investment. There is no doubt that a number of smaller cspital-exporting



ountries mer find it dltticlt if not impossible to establish

national iwestsnt insurane programs and that the setablishwnt

of a lt&ee'al program might samurago investmnts by nationals

of thes e*untri".

It M also be said tbat a multilateral prga, ifi

w-ul substantialy replase ational programs, and i m uv national

progress we estabished (but thse asmiptine are open to question)

would lead to aftinistatie simpiicion for both capital-exporting

and capita-importing countries, Th.wr would be =4 one adnistering

itstitutian and the aharter of that institutian oop.d oover all *spots

of the progzea, thus removing the necssity of negotiaing a network

of bilateral agreements betweu the diffet, natianal inatitutians

and the .aqital-importing oomtries.

And it should also be awtione that a tatewsI. 4

wuld be partion3arly appropriate for the irAmwance of the iner*ing

mner of investmes made by interaional oonsortia or other groupings

of mixed nationlitjr. It would ovemrome the ppamnt 4iffioulti flew-

ing fro the tact that sow of the participating natinal grouse vAW

be abie to take out insuramce wheres other. a unable to obtain sah

cevewge nd it wuld ala ake possible a desirable degree of

Mitormity.

A further advantage asasgxwd to a natilateral program in contrst

to national prograw, is that liabUrty for lmees would be

spread -mngg a awnbr of ounatriese, and that the patioipatin of the

eapital-importing countries in the pogram wuld n itself tend to

reduce the likelihood of lass &A both of thoe points rise -

difficult questionas.



The first queston wich arises is whether both eapital-

exprting and capital-importing countries should share in the

financial liabilities entailed in a multilateral insurance program

and if so, in what proportion these liabilities sbould be undertaken.

Most proponents of a multilateral program feel that it would be

essential not only Vo have the underdeveloped countries ssociated

in the program, but also to have them bear some proportion of the

financial risk. This would tend to restrain participating countries

from taking action which would give rise to a claim. Moreover, it can

be argued that such action would bring the offending countr into

disfavor with the community of capital-dmporting as well as capital-

exporting countries, in contrast to the situation under a bilateral

guarantee program where only one other country would be involved.

This would muppt the conclusion tat a mulateral program would

do more than a series of bilateral programs to bring about an

iaprovenent in the investment climate.

One plan goes so far as to put one-half of the financial risk

on the underdeveloped countries as a group, believing that the finaneial

stake which these aountries thea a.quire in the cnduct of the other

members of the group will maximise the stAmns towards responsible

behavior. An against this,. it can be arged, and with considerable

justification, that it is as unrealistic politially to expOt this

degree of financial participation, s it would be unrealistic

financially to accept it even if it were obtainale

A question that may not have been given enough .npasis bTy

most proponents of mltilateral insurance plans im te degree of



solidarity that can be expected from the countries participatiag in a

multilateral program. Most plans contemplate that each cauntry would have

a fixed share in the liabilities of the progran. Would the capital-exporting

countries be prepared to share losses in those proportions withonut regard

to the amount of investment originating in their countries which is insured

by the program? And would a capital-importing ountry which is friendly to

foreign capital be willing to undertake an obligation to share in liabilities

for losses occasioned by another oapital-impwrting country which might

behave as Cuba did?

I want to discuss one more aspeat of the oarison of the potentialities

of national prograa versus a mltilateral program.

There is a considerable body of investor opinion whih holds that

investment insurance programs bear in the a conxiderLble danger of

increasing rather than decreasing the risk of pelitieally mtivated inter-

ference with property rights by ase of the e*ital-importng auntries.

And they base this danger on the fact that a capital-importing eutry

would feel less restraint to interfere with ese rights if it knew that

the investor affected by its measures would Somehw be tanated.

Therefore, they feel strongly that such a program could wily have the

beneficial effects desired, if it were coupled with an udortaking by the

Capital-iMporting countries to abide by rules of good coreuct, sch as

nondiscriminatory treatment, and prohibition of natimaization wihout

adequate compensation or in violation af an undetaking not to nationalise.

The sam investors also feel that only an insurance progran epled with the

ascceptance of these rules would reduce the likelihood Of less to the extent

necessary to maske such a program finas ially practicable.
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Attempts to find a formlation in an international agreement

of these simple rules of eonduct have been going an for a considerable

time and are presently being carried on witin the fraework of the WM.

But no decisive progress has been made to date.

It is possible that ountries which might be reluctant to andertake

onsningful obligations thrierning te treatment of foreign investmnt in

the isolated oontext of an investment protection cods would be prepared to

do so within the framynork of an integrated insurance-cum-code program.

On the other hand, the possibility certainly exsats that, so far from

facilitating agreement, the result of coupling the insurance schems with

a proposal for an investmentoode would be the realization of neither.

On this point, as on many other features of the proposala, it is

extrmely difficult to come to firm cocins. Unfortunately this

difficulty and this uncertainty are not limited to matters of detail and

iwplementation but extend to te most basic qustion of all to which I

shall nor turn.

The proposals for establishment of a =Lltilateral program prosed

from the premise that insurane against the non-cmmercial risk of private

Overseas investment is an effective tecnei for stimulating that

investmant. But it is difficult to satisfy oneself as to the validity

of that premise.

The degree to which the politieal risk (in the broad senseof the

term) is going to be a deterrent to an investor depends not only on his

estimate of the likelihood that the risk will materialze but, ammg

other factors, also on the freedom of choice whick the investor has to go

or not to go abroad, Companies that have to invest in undardeveqopd areas
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either to obtain prodfeta or raw materials, or to win or retain

essential markets for their prodwets, might not take the eame view of the

politieal risk as comanies which have alternative inmotment pessibilities,

either by expanding their operations at he or by investing in other

developed areas. But if this justifies the conclusion that a certain

volume of foreign investment is likely to go forward in any event, it

leaves open the question of the incentive effect of a multilateral program

on the revMining investment potential. It would seem that csmmercial and

ecouodo considerationa would primarily guide the decision. Where the

investor hesitates solely beaemse of unertainty as to the -- n-il

risks of the operation, the availability of insuranse against these risks

might tip the seale in favor of the investors. But wbee the political

uncertainty is great, the possibility of obtaining compensation, thru&

insurance, for the loss of an investment is likely to be thought a poor

aabtitute for a contining enterprise.

One might hope to find a alue to the arnsm to this difficult

question in the results of the orations of the United States program

which has been in operation for more than 10 years. Howrewr, en Aalysis

of the investments guaranteed uad r that program until June 1961 failed to

give any indiotion of the extent to which the program had irtued invest,

menta which would not have been made had the progra not been in operaon;

and persons familiar with the probram were not prepared to give a Judg3 nt

on this question, exocept to say that the program undoubtedly resulted in mme

additional investment, And the replies to a joint World Bank/ICO

questionnaire afford no basis for any more precise judgment.
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The aak's report puts it in these words,

"Some additional investnt would surey be stimulated
by the avaiability of new or expanded insurance facilities, assuming
sufficiently broad rumbership in the program - but it is not
possible to translate that statcmunt into quantitative terms.
Without an estimate of the amount of additional investment which would
be induced, there is no basis on which to judge whether financial
ocamitmentas on the scale diamnded by an international program would
be justified."

In these circumstanses the Bank has not found it possible to

establish a position for or against the creation of an international

investment insurance program. Its report seeks only to identify and

focus attention upon the principal issues which are inherent in the

coucept of a mltilateral scheme and which the Bank believed that

0overnments weald find relevant in eoassidering whether to ereate such

a system.

rhere is one final point that I want to mention. Mest of the

private proposals for multilateral investuent insurance contemplate that

a program of this character would be aministered by or in olese ejeumtion

with the World Bank. In the Preface to the report the Sauk's President,

Mr. Black, states as his view that it would be premature to disss

at this time the problem of administration. Mr. Black does sound a note

of caution, however, in pointing out that any proposal for Bank

administration would be likely to raise for the ank a number of

difficult issues having to do principally with the eopatibiliV of that

responsiblity with the other and primary functions of the Bank as a

development institution.
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problems involve the attachment of a guaranty to what is, in one form
or another, a security issued by a foreign government or governmental
subsidiary. Such obligations may carry a relatively high rate of interest.
If they were to circulate legally in the United States, and were to carry a
United States Government guaranty, they would obviously enable a foreign
government to compete on more favorable terms within the United States
with securities directly issued by the United States Government, which
would ordinarily carry a much lower rate of interest.

Finally, the authority granted under the Act to issue guaranties to
wholly-owned foreign subsidiaries raises the entire problem of "tax haven"
corporations. On this problem it is likely that some light will be shed
within the fairly near future by Congressional action or inaction on the
present tax bill.

This brief discussion is sufficient to point out that the rble of the
administrator of the guaranty program of the United States is by no
means a simple or an easy one. Nevertheless, the guaranty technique
seems to have been sufficiently proved so that little doubt remains-as did
exist some years ago-of its usefulness. A good many of the problems
which have been described are the growing pains of a program which,
after a long period of relative dormancy, has begun in recent months to
reach substantial and important proportions. Answers to all of these prob-
lems are not as yet available. It may be hoped that the dialogue between
interested persons within and outside the Government will develop such
answers.

INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT GUARANTIES:
POSSIBILITIES AND PROBLEMS

By ARoN BROCHES

General Counsel, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

You have just heard a description of the U. S. investment guaranty
program. I need not therefore take time to explain the general background
of investment guaranties and the objectives sought to be achieved thereby.
The U. S. program is the oldest and by far the largest of the national invest-
ment guaranty or investment insurance programs now in operation. For
some years there has been in operation a German program and, more re-
cently, a Japanese program was started. In addition, a number of Euro-
pean governments are reported to be considering the institution of national
programs for investment insurance.

However, within the past few years a number of private individuals and
organizations have proposed that investment insurance be placed on a
multilateral rather than on a national or bilateral basis. These proposals
have recently been studied by two organizations, one public and the other
private. The public organization is the World Bank, which in March of
this year published a staff report entitled Multilateral Investment Insur-
ance. This report was prepared at the request of the Development As-
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sistance Committee of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and proposal, the investor would instead be insured against the refusal of the
Development. The private group is the International Chamber of Com- country of investment to arbitrate an investment dispute or to abide by an
merce, which has had the subject under study for some time and is expected arbitral award in his favor, in violation of a previous undertaking to do so.
to issue its report shortly, The two institutions joined in drafting a ques- Finally, most of the proposals contemplate that such a multilateral in-
tionnaire addressed to the business and financial communities in a number vestment insurance program would be administered by the World Bank
of countries, designed to elucidate such questions as the likely incentive or by a separate agency affiliated with the World Bank.
effect of a multilateral insurance program, the types of risks to be covered Within the time at my disposal I cannot do more than touch on a few
and a number of other issues. The answers to this joint questionnaire have of the important issues which arise in connection with nearly every phase of
been analyzed by the staff of the World Bank, and the analysis appears in these proposals which I have summarized for you. And since we have just
the World Bank Report to which I just referred, and which is available heard a presentation concerning a national program, I thought I might
upon request from the publications office of the Bank. focus on solne of the possible advantages and disadvantages of a multi-

While the principal proposals for multilateral investment insurance lateral program as compared to the national approach.
differ from one another in detail they have certain features in common. The proponents of the multilateral approach claim that it would remove
(Incidentally, the Bank Report also contains a comparative summary of a number of significant shortcomings of the present situation. Some of the
some twelve of these proposals). For instance, all of these proposals would proponents believe that in a multilateral program it would be possible
call for an international organization, with membership drawn from both to improve the scope of coverage. Frankly, I do not know on what this
capital-importing and capital-exporting countries, which would insure expectation is based. One could argue on the contrary that, with a
private foreign investments in the less developed countries against certain multitude of national systems, there might be a tendency towards com-
risks. As a minimum, protection would be available against loss resulting petition among national schemes which, although undesirable in many
from expropriation or nationalization without adequate compensation ways, would have the advantage for investors that it might result in a
(political risk); inability to transfer profits or to repatriate capital (trans- competitive improvement of coverage. And it would seem clear that in a
fer risk); and international war (calamity risk). Some proposals would multilateral program there would be no room for "all-risk guaranties"
extend to loss resulting from government action which falls short of out- which a government administering its own program might issue in excep-
right seizure but which nevertheless substantially deprives an investor tional cases where the national interest justifies such action.
of the control or the benefit of his investment (sometimes described as Another advantage claimed for a multilateral program is that it would
"creeping expropriation"), and some would protect against loss from make insurance protection more widely available and would thereby
revolution or insurrection. Protection would not be available against nor- encourage an increased volume of private foreign investment. There is
mal business risks-devaluation is regarded as a business risk, and rightly no doubt that a number of smaller capital-exporting countries may find it
so in my opinion-or against any risk for which insurance coverage could difficult, if not impossible, to establish national investment insurance pro-
be purchased from private sources. Under most proposals only a per- grams and that the establishment of a multilateral program might en-
centage of the loss would be insured, with the investor a self-insurer for courage investments by nationals of these countries.
the balance. Only new investments would be insured (but "new invest- It may also be said that a multilateral program, if it would substantially
ments" might cover reinvested earnings), and investments would be - replace national programs, and if no new national programs were estab-
sured for a term of years and upon payment of an annual premium. lished (but these assumptions are open to question), would lead to admin-

It would be a condition of participation under some, but not all, pro- istrative simplification for both capital-exporting and capital-importing
posals that countries accept certain minimum rules of good conduct vis-a-vis countries. There would be only one administering institution and the
foreign investments made in their territories (e.g., non-discriminatory charter of that institution could cover all aspects of the program, thus
treatment, no expropriation except for a public purpose and against full removing the necessity of negotiating a network of bilateral agreements
compensation promptly paid and freely transferable, no breach of con- between the different national institutions and the capital-importing
tractual undertakings, et cetera). countries.

The proposals also differ in their provisions concerning the circum- And it should also be mentioned that multilateral program would be
stances which would give rise to a claim for compensation. Most proposals particularly appropriate for the insurance of the increasing number of
contemplate that the investor would be insured against loss arising from investments made by international consortia or other groupings of mixed
the occurrence of a specified event which deprived him of effective control nationality. It would overcome the present difficulties flowing from the
of his property or the receipts of earnings; compensation would be paid fact that some of the participating national groups may be able to take
under the policy of insurance upon the investor's establishing that the out insurance, whereas others are unable to obtain such coverage, and it
event had taken place and had resulted in loss. Under an alternative would also make possible a desirable degree of uniformity.
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A further advantage assigned to a multilateral program in contrast of the capital-importing countries. And they base this danger on the fact
to independent national programs is that liability for losses would be that a capital-importing country would feel less restraint from interfering
spread among a number of countries, and that the participation of the with these rights if it knew that the investor affected by its measures would
capital-importing countries in the program would in itself tend to reduce somehow be compensated. Therefore, while admitting that what might be
the likelihood of loss. But both of these points raise some difficult called the "deterrent effect" of an insurance program would be greater in
questions. the case of a multilateral program than in that of a series of national

The first question which arises is whether both capital-exporting and programs, they feel strongly that such a program could only have the
capital-importing countries should share in the financial liabilities entailed beneficial effects desired, if it were coupled with an understanding by the
in a multilateral insurance program and, if so, in what proportion these capital-importing countries to abide by the rules of good conduct, such as
liabilities should be undertaken. Most proponents of a multilateral pro- non-discriminatory treatment, no nationalization without adequate compen-
gram feel that it would be essential not only to have the underdeveloped sation or in violation of an undertaking not to nationalize, et cetera, to
countries associated in the program, but also to have them bear some which I referred earlier. The same investors also feel that only an in-
proportion of the financial risk. The feeling of "belonging to a club," surance program coupled with the acceptance of these rules would reduce
together with the practical consideration that membership entails an obli- the likelihood of loss to the extent necessary to make such a program
gation to contribute to the compensation of an injured investor would, it financially practicable.
is argued by some, tend to restrain participating countries from taking Attempts to find a formulation in an international agreement of these
action which would give rise to a claim. Moreover, it can be argued that simple rules of conduct have been going on for a considerable time and are
such action would bring the offending country into disfavor with the presently being carried on within the framework of the Organization for
community of capital-exporting as well as capital-importing countries, Economic Co-operation and Development. But no decisive progress has
in contrast to the situation under a bilateral guaranty program, where been made to date. There is a considerable measure of disagreement about
only one other country would be involved. This would support the con- the desirability and practicability of attempts to establish a convention
elusion that a multilateral program would do more than a series of bilateral for the protection of foreign investments in isolation. Until now the
programs to bring about an improvement in the investment climate. United States, for instance, has shown quite strong opposition to the idea,

One plan goes so far as to put one half of the financial risk on the and there is doubt whether many of the capital-importing countries would
underdeveloped countries as a group, believing that the financial stake be willing to subscribe to a meaningful agreement. But it is certainly
which these countries thus acquire in the conduct of the other members of possible that countries, which are reluctant to undertake meaningful obli-
the group will maximize the stimulus towards responsible behavior. As gations concerning the treatment of foreign investment in the isolated
against this it can be argued, and with considerable justification, that context of an investment protection code, might be prepared to do so
it is as unrealistic politically to expect this degree of financial participation within the framework of an integrated insurance-cum-code program. If
as it would be unrealistic financially to accept it, even if it were obtainable. part of the price of participation in an insurance program were to be

A question that may not have been given enough emphasis by most the acceptance of certain minimum rules of good conduct, perhaps this
proponents of multilateral insurance plans is the degree of solidarity that price would be paid. On the other hand, the possibility certainly exists
can be expected from the countries participating in a multilateral program. that, far from facilitating agreement, the result of coupling the in-
Most plans contemplate that each country would have a fixed share in the surance scheme with a proposal for an investment code would be the reali-
liabilities of the program. Would the capital-exporting countries be pre- zation of neither. On this point, as on many other features of the pro-
pared to share losses in those proportions without regard to the amount posals, it is extremely difficult to come to firm conclusions. Unfortunately
of investment originating in their countries which is insured by the pro- this difficulty and this uncertainty are not limited to matters of detail and
gramI And would a capital-importing country which is friendly to foreign implementation, but extend to the most basic question of all, to which I
capital be willing to undertake an obligation to share liabilities for shall now turn.
losses occasioned by another capital-importing country which might be- The proposals for establishment of a multilateral program proceed from
have as Cuba did? the premise that insurance against the non-commercial risks of private

I want to discuss one more aspect of the comparison of the potentialities overseas investment is an effective technique for stimulating that invest-
of national programs versus a multilateral program. ment. Presumably, before creating new international machinery, expend-

There is a considerable body of investor opinion which holds that not ing the very substantial effort involved in establishing an international
only national but even multilateral investment insurance programs bear program, and undertaking the financial and other obligations which would
in them a considerable danger of increasing rather than decreasing the attach to participation in the program, governments would wish to be
risk of politically motivated interference with property rights by some satisfied as to the validity of that premise. In its recent study the World
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Bank paid particular attention to this crucial question. I regret having toconfess that the diligence with which we have searched for an answer has surance prg . Its report seeks only to identify and focus attentionntbeen rewarded by success, The principal obstacle to an assessment of upon the principal issues which are inherent in the concept of a multi-not beentiewarded by the Ty prin sace on asessen of lateral scheme and which the Bank believes that governments would findthe incentive effect of the availability of insurance on private foreign in- relevant in considering whether to create such a system. On a few, a veryvestment is the variety of considerations which influence investment de- few, of these issues I have commented in this presentation. For the re-The degree to which the political risk (in the broad sense of the term) mainder I must refer you to the report itself which, as I stated earlier,
is going to be a deterrent to an investor depends not only on the investor's may be obtained from the Bank upon request.
estimate of the likelihood that the risk will materialize, but, among other There is one fnal point that I want to mention. As I stated earlier,
factors, also on the freedom of choice which the investor has to go or not to most of the proposals for multilateral investment insurance contemplate
go abroad. Companies that have to invest in underdeveloped areas either that a program of this character would be administered by or in closeto obtain products or raw materials, or to win or retain essential markets conjunction with the Bank. The report itself does not discuss this sugges-for their products, might not take the same view of the political risk es tion and, in the preface to the report, the Bank's President, Mr. Black,companies which have alternative investment viewibflthe pither by as states as his view that it would be premature to discuss at this time thepanding their operations at home or bynvestn possibilities, eierpby exs problem of administration. Mr. Black does sound a note of caution,Banding thir optif tonatshon that by investing in other developed areas. however, in pointing out that any proposal for Bank administration wouldBut if this justifles the conclusion that a certain volume of foreign invest- be likely to raise for the Bank a number of difficult issues having to doment is likely to go forward in any event, it leaves open the question of principally with the compatibility of that responsibility with the otherthe incentive effect of a multilateral program on the remaining investment and primary functions of the Bank as a development institution.

potential. It would seem that commercial and economic considerations
would primarily guide the decision. Where the investor hesitates solely The CHAIMAN asked Messrs. Rubin and Broches if they would commentbecause of uncertainty as to the non-commercial risks of the operation,
the availability of insurance against those risks might tip the scale in favor on each other's remarks.
of the investment. But where the political uncertainty is great, the possi- pr.rBIn whlehth r. r les emasd
bility of obtaining compensation, through insurance, for the loss of an in- propriation, while other risks were less emphasized.
vestment is likely to be thought a poor substitute for a continuing enter- Mr. BROCHEs indicated that the apparent emphasis on the expropriation
prise- risk arose from the fact that he was trying to compare the relative ad-

One might hope to find a clue to the answer to this difficult question in vantages and disadvantages of national and multilateral guaranty systems.
the results of the operations of the three national investment guaranty There was not much difference between the two systems with respect to
programs-those of the United States, Germany and Japan. The U. S. other risks.
program has been in operation for more than ten years and guaranties He asked Mr. Rubin whether the Agency for International Development
issued as of the end of June, 1961, aggregated some $600 million. How- considered the effect of investments which the Agency was asked to
ever, an analysis of the investments guarantied under that program fails to guaranty on the United States competitive position and balance of pay-
give any indication of the extent to which the program has induced in- ments.
vestments which would not have been made had the program not been in Mr. RuDiN pointed out that the statutory authorization of investment
operation; and persons familiar with the program are not prepared to give guaranties contained no such criteria, and indicated that the consideration
a judgment on this question, except to say that the program undoubtedly of the effect of the guaranty on United States balance of payments did
resulted in some additional investment. And the replies to the World not influence the specific risk guaranty. All-risk guaranty, however, was
Bank/ICC questionnaire afford no basis for any more precise judgment. very similar to a loan, and subject therefore to similar considerations.
The Bank's report puts it in these words: Mr. MARTIN DOMKE wondered whether the stress on compulsory arbitra-

Some additional investment would surely be stimulated by the tion would prove a disservice to arbitration.
availability of new or expanded insurance facilities, assuming suffi- Mr. RUBN said that in guarantying the investment, the United States
ciently broad membership in the program-but it is not possible to did not undertake under all circumstances to espouse the claim of itstranslate that statement into quantitative terms. Without an estimate citizens, and the United States could determine the justification for theof the amount of additional investment which would be induced, there
is no basis on which to judge whether financial commitments on the measures undertaken by the recipient country. Hence, though arbitrating
scale demanded by an international program would be justified. it be compulsory, it is not automatic.

In these circumstances the Bank has not found it possible to establish The CHAIMAN pointed out that there was no requirement that the
a position for or against the creation of an international investment in- United States arbitrate.
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Mr. SIMoN J. NUSBAUM asked whether the Agency for International
Development or the State Department had testified, or would testify, on
the tax bill pending before Congress, and if not, what their position was
on that bill.

Mr. RUBIN answered that the Administration position was presented by
thgTreasury Department, which had consulted with the Agency for Inter-
national Development.

Mr. NUsBAUM asked Mr. Broches whether the difference between the
terms "underdeveloped" country and one "in the process of development"
had been spelled out in any official or legal document.

Mr. BROCHES indicated that the two terms had the same meaning, that
there was no precise criterion on which to base a distinction between "de-
veloped" and "underdeveloped" countries, but that no difficulty was
encountered in practice in determining whether a given country fell into
one category or the other.

Mr. NIcHoLAs R. DOMAN asked how bilateral agreements were reached be-
tween the Agency for International Development and foreign countries.

Mr. RUBIN answered that negotiations were carried on a whole variety
of levels, like any other negotiations, and the agreements contained cer-
tain basic ingredients: the consent of the recipient country that the in-
vestment guaranty be applicable, that the investment guarantied be ac-
ceptable to such country, and for United States subrogation.

Mr. FRANK W. SwAcKER inquired about the peculiarities and ramifica-
tions of subrogation.

Mr. RuriN replied that the subrogation of the United States was subject
to two agreements-between the United States and the insured, and be-
tween the United States and the foreign governments. The Calvo Clause
and United States subrogation to title posed the basic problems for agree-
ments with foreign countries.

Mr. EARL A. SNYDER pointed out that arbitration might take years, and
that this difficulty for the investor could be obviated by the insurer's part
payment at the beginning of the arbitration.

Mr. BROCHES said that this was a practical question on which he had no
preconceived view.

Mr. A. A. FATOURos asked to what extent would a multilateral scheme of
investment guaranties be insulated from international politics (for in-
stance, in the case of retaliatory measures affecting aliens of a particular
nationality) and from the effects of competition between capital-exporting
states.

Mr. BROCHES thought that the question cast justifiable doubt on whether
countries would be willing to institute a multilateral scheme, but that once
a multilateral program had been established, its administration could
largely be insulated from politics.

Mr. RICHARD M. BOESEN asked about the length of time required to
process applications and to pay losses.

Mr. RUBIN replied that the time required to process applications de-
pended on the ability of a limited staff to cope with a large number of
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Mr. Chairman, distinguished delegates,

The time of the Commission is precious, and it is for that

reason that I have not asked to participate in the general discussion

on the Economic and Social Situation and Trends in Africa, - a dis-

cussion to which many of the delegates made important contributions.

I have asked for the floor at this time because I believe, Sir, that

the Commission may wish to hear some comments by the representative

of the International Bank on the proposal for the creation of an

African Development Bank. But I hope that you will permit me a few

general observations by way of background.

There is no need to assure you of the interest of the World

Bank in the economic development and the well-being of Africa. There

is ample evidence of this interest to be found in the loans and credits

made by the Bank and IDA for important projects in Africa, - in the

fields of transport, power, mining, agriculture and, most recently,

education -, and in the many studies, surveys and other forms of tech-

nical assistance and advice rendered to many parts of Africa. I need

not take the Commission's time to list these various activities in

detail. I may refer to the documentation presented to this meeting

and to the Annual Reports and other publications of the Bank and its

affiliates. I should like to add only that the accelerated attainment
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of independence by African States during the past few years has, if

anything, quickened our interest in Africa. We first established the

post of Special Representative for Africa and since your last session

the Bank has in April 1962 established an African Department, headed

by M. Pierre Moussa.

Of the 32 African States represented at this session of the

Economic Commission for Africa, 14 are members of the Bank and of its two

affiliates, the International Development Association and the International

Finance Corporation. The other 18 States have all applied for membership

in the Bank, and in most cases also for membership in one or both of the

Bank's affiliates. The Boards of Governors of the institutions have already

approved the applications of 10 of these 18, and we hope that those States

will soon have completed the formalities required to perfect their member-

ship. The remaining eight States are still discussing the conditions of

their membership with the International Monetary Fund and, as you know,

membership in the Fund is a constitutional prerequisite for membership

in the Bank and its affiliates. It is our hope and desire that the day

may not be far off when all African States represented here will be mem-

bers of the Bank, IDA and IFC, so that we may place at their disposal

the broad range of services, both advisory and financial, which these

institutions are in a position to provide.

Mr. Chairman, let me now turn to the African Development Bank.

We have before us the Progress Report E/CN.lb/204 and the interesting

addendum of February 23, 1963 setting forth, among other things, the

positions adopted by the Committee of Nine on a number of issues of

principle; and we in the Bank have had the benefit of an exchange of views



with one of the teams which conducted the non-African consultations.

It is against this background that I shall make a few observations.

Let me say first that we in the Bank think the conception of

an African Development Bank a most interesting one. But it would not

be proper for us to seek to influence in any way the decision whether or

not to create the bank or the determination of its structure and scope of

activities. These are essentially political decisions, which must and can

be taken only by the African States themselves. However, once these

decisions have been taken, and if the bank is established, the World Bank

and its affiliates will be anxious to do what they can, within the limits

of their own charters and policies, to help the African Development Bank

get started and to work closely and constructively with it thereafter.

I can assure the Commission of our goodwill. We have already given tangible

evidence of this goodwill by arranging a leave of absence for one of the

high officials of the International Finance Corporation, the distinguished

banker Dr. El-Emary, in order to enable him to assist the Committee of

Nine, - a matter referred to earlier today by the representative of

Liberia.

It is our experience that the mere creation of new financial

institutions is not necessarily going to lead to a substantial increase

in the volume of development finance available. This would seem to be

particularly true of a new institution created by States which, in the

nature of things, are not in a position to put up large amounts of capital

and which will find it difficult to part with the services of the limited

number of experienced staff from among whom the staff of the newly created

institution would have to be recruited. Nevertheless, if the African



States want their own bank, and the discussion here has made it clear

that they want it, and if they are willing, as I think they are, to

make the sacrifices in terms of money and manpower required to bring

about its realization, the institution could, I think, perform an im-

portanit service. The Progress Report before us speaks of the attainment

of African solidarity. Hopefully, this solidarity would become meaning-

ful in the context of economic and social development in the form of

increasingly close economic co-operation. I may add, Sir, that I have just

witnessed an encouraging example of such co-operation at Niamey where

ten days ago the riparian States of the River Basin met in conference to

consider measures of co-operation in the exploitation of the economic

resources of that basin.

The size of the capital of the proposed Bank would permit only

a modest level of lending out of its own resources, but the volume of

lending operations should not be regarded as the principal test of success

or failure. In the early years of operations at least, the African

Development Bank could probably make its greatest contribution by con-

centrating on making or organizing competent studies of projects which

it could propose for bilateral or multilateral financing, and for which

it might itself provide some part of the funds required. In this way it

could promote the flow of international capital for the financing of

African economic and social development.

Until a decision has been taken to establish the African Develop-

ment Bank and until we have had an opportunity to study its charter and

organization, you will appreciate, Mr. Chairman, that it is difficult

for me to be very specific as to what support the World Bank and its



affiliates might provide. But I can say that we would be willing in

principle, if we were requested to do so, to make available to the

proposed African Development Bank a few members of our own staff, and

to train in our own institutions staff members or prospective staff members

of the African Development Bank. I may also point to the courses of our

Economic Development Institute, given both in English and in French,

and to a special course concentrating on project appraisal. In these

ways we could pass on to the new institution the experience which we

have gathered in the sixteen years of our existence.

I can also see room for financial cooperation with the African

Development Bank. There might be soundly conceived high priority projects,

especially multi-national projects, prepared by the African Development

Bank but which require funds in excess of what the African Development

Bank would be able to provide from its own resources. We might be able

to assist in such a situation by recommending the project to others, or

possibly by participating in the financing ourselves. Over the years we

have acquired a fairly wide experience in such joint operations, and in

putting together financing from a variety of sources, both public and

private.

As the distinguished representative of Ghana has just pointed

out, the charter of the International Bank would not permit the Bank to

make loans to the African Development Bank. But this is in no sense an

obstacle to financial co-operation between the two institutions. The

participation of the International Bank, and of IDA, in projects

sponsored, and in part financed, by the African Development Bank could

conveniently take the form of loan and credit transactions between
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the International Bank and IDA and their African members in whose

territories these projects are located. And in this connection I again

express the hope that all African States will soon be members of the

Bank and IDA. I would also like to assure the distinguished representative

of Sierra Leone that our institutions will be able to develop suitable

techniques for lending for multi-national or sub-regional projects.

These, Mr. Chairman, are the few observations that I thought

I might usefully make at this time.

In concluding, Sir, I want to express to you and to the dis-

tinguished delegates here assembled the best wishes of the President

and the Executive Directors of the International Bank for the success

of this Fifth Session of the Economic Commission for Africa.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Washington, 27 de junio de 1963

Estimados amigos:

Nos permitimos acompaftar una informaci6n y el texto de un importante

discurso preparado para pronunciar, en Atenas, Grecia el pr6ximo 2 de julio pc

el Doctor A. Broches, Consejero Jurldico General del Banco Mundial, sobre el

importante tema de la conciliacion y el arbitraje en disputas que surjan

sobre inversiones internacionales de capital. El Doctor Broches hablara

ante la Primera Conferencia Mundial para la Paz Mundial mediante el Derecho.

El Banco Mundial esta profundamente interesado en este asunto, y su

Junta de Directores Ejecutivos esta estudiando propuestas para llegar a la

constituci6 n, mediante acuerdos intergubernamentales, de un mecanismo que

pu-da mediar en dichas disputas, sobre la base de una adhesi'n completa-

mente voluntaria.

La trascendencia de esta iniciativa para los paises en desarrollo

es evidente, y hemos considerado que seria del ma's alto interes para los

lectores de su peri6dico conocer el punto de vista que, en la materia,

sostiene el Banco Mundial.

Agradecidos de la acogida que dispense a esta informaci6n y discurso

quedamos atentos servidores y amigos,

Jorge Bravo
Oficina de Informaci6n

Banco Ntindial
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Para publicar en los peri6dicos del
miercoles 3 de julio de 1963 o despues

Conciliaci'n y Arbitraje en Disputas sobre Inversiones
Internacionales de Capital

El Banco Internacional de Reconstruccion y Fomento, (Banco Mundial), est-i
estudiando propuestas para el establecimiento de un mecanismo de conciliacion y
arbitraje para solucionar disputas ue surjan de inversiones internacionales,
segun ha informado el Consejero Juridico General de esa instituci6 n.

El Dr. A. Broches habl6 en la sesi6n del martes de la Primera Conferen-
cia Mundial Sobre La Paz Mundial Mediante El Derecho, que se reune en Atenas,
Grecia, desde el 30 de junio hasta el 6 de julio. A esta reunion asisten las
mas altas autoridades en Derecho en representaci6n de mas de un centenar de
palses.

El Dr. Broches fue'invitado a hablar sobre inversion internacional de
capitales, y en su intervenci6n dijo que el Banco Mundial concede la mayor im-
portancia a los esfuerzos que se realizan para llegar al establecimiento de
un cuerpo juridico que rija un sistema de conciliaci6n y arbitraje en las dis-
putas que surjan entre estados importadores de capital y nacionales de estados
exportadores de capital. Expres6 que dicho mecanismo institucional que seria
completamente voluntario, estaria a la disposici6n tanto de las naciones im-
portadoras de capital como de los inversionistas. Cit6 el Doctor Broches las
palabras del Presidente del Banco Mundial, seflor George Woods, ante el Consejo
Econ6mico y Social de las Naciones Unidas en abril de 1963, subrayando que el
esfuerzo para llegar a la constitucion del mecanismo propugnado, "merece el
apoyo tanto de las naciones importadoras de capital como el de las exportadoras
de capital, y parece suficientemente prometedor para justificar mayor estudio
constructivo e investigacibn a fin de llegar a un acuerdo viable."'

El siguiente es el texto completo del discurso preparado por el Doctor
Broches:
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Es para m un gran honor el haber sido invitado a participar en esta
Primera Conferencia Mundial sobre la Paz iundial mediante el Derecho y el di-
rigirme a esta distinguida concurrencia para tratar del tema de la inversi6n
internacional de capitales. Me place aceptar esta distincion como una sefial
de reconocimiento del papel que el Banco Internacional de Reconstrucci6n y
Fomento - al Banco Mundial - desempefia en el campo de la inversi6 n internacio-
nal de capitales.

La importancia del Banco Mundial no reside en el hechn de quo este
disponga de mayores recursos que otras instituciones de inversi6n ni en que
sea un banco de tipo internacional en vez de nacional. Su rasgo mas carac-
teristico y su merito principal estriban, por el contrario, en que no es en
realidad un banco sino una instituci6n cuya funci6n so extiende mas allA de
la simple provision de fondos para proyectos especificos, al proceso mismo de
desarrollo economico y en que enfoca dicho proceso desde un angulo profesional
y apolitico.

Desde luego, gran parte de las actividades del Banco Mundial consiste
en proporcionar financiamiento tanto de sus fondos propios como de fondos quo
toma a prestamo en los mercados de capital, alentando al capital privado a
participar en sus operaciones y organizando y coordinando los esfuerzos de
las fuentes de fondos publicos, tanto nacionales coma internacionales, con el
fin de satisfacer las necesidades que en el campo del desarrollo econoMico
tienen sus paises miembros de las zonas menos desarrolladas del mundo,. Sin
embargo, muchos de los esfuerzos y recursos del Banco Mundial se dedican a
proporcionar asistencia t~cnica y asesoramiento encaminados a fomentar aque-
llas condiciones que llevan a un crecimiento econ6mico rApido, es decir, a la
creacion de un clima favorable a la inversion de capital en el sentido m~s
amplio de esta frase. Para lograr este objetivo es indispensable contar con
solidas bases, tanto t~cnicas como administrativas, pero no menos indispen-
sable es que se establezca firmemente la primacia del Derecho.

En el pasado pudiera haber habido, efectivamente, cierta justificaci6n
en considerar la inversion internacional como un asunto do interes principal-
mente para los paises exportadores de capital y para los ciudadanos de dichos
paises. Hoy en dia, sin embargo, se reconoce generalmente que la inversion
internacional constituye un factor de importancia fundamental para el desarrollo
econ6mico de las regiones menos desarrolladas del mundo, ya que se ha converti-
do en uno de los rasgos aarateristiios'mwn importantes de la cooperacion entre
las naciones mas ricas y las mas pobres, siendo su fomento una cuesti6 n de ur-
gente interes tanto para los paises importadores de capital como para los ex-
portadores. Esto es ain mas cierto en cuanto a la inversi6n extranjera privada
que, de efectuarse con prudencia, puede contribuir grandemente al desarrollo
de las econoMuias de los paises que la reciben.

Es lamentable, sin embargo, que en la actualidad el movimiento de ca-
pital privado no se desplace en volumen suficiente hacia las zonas que necesi-
tan capital. Y no cabe duda de que una de las razones mas graves que impide
el movimiento de capital privado es el temor de los inversionistas de qua sus
inversiones se vean expuestas a riesgos de tipo politico, tales como expropria-
cion directa sin comPensacion adecuada, ingerencia gubernamental que, sin lle-
gar a la expropriacion, de hecho prive al inversionista del controlde su inversi6n
o do los beneficios que la misma reporte, y violaci6n por parte del gobierno



en cuestion de las obligaciones contractuales que sirvieron de base para efectuar
la inversi6n.

Ante este hecho, nos hemos preguntado si el Banco, con su reputaci6n de
integridad y su posicion de imparcialidad, no podria ayudar a superar ese im-
pedimento a la inversion privada internacional. En diversas ocasiones tanto
gobiernos como inversionistas extranjeres se han acercado a nosotros solicitan-
do nuestra ayuda para solucionar disputas que habian surgido entre ellos, res-
pecto a inversiones, o para cerciorarse de que podrian contar con nuestra ayuda
en caso de que en el futuro surgiera alguna diferencia entre ellos. Hechos
tales como la promulgaci6n por Ghana de legislacion en materia de inversion ex-
tranjera que preve la solucion de ciertas disputas relativas a inversiones por
intermedio del Banco Mundial nos ha alentado ain mas a continuar dirigiendo
nuestros esfuerzos en esa direcci6n.

Basandonos en nuestra propia experiencia y en el juicio que hemos formado
sobre la posibilidad de obtener amplio apoyo en estos momentos, hemos llegado a
la conclusi6n que el enfoque mas prometedor consistiria en atacar el problema
del clima desfavorable a la inversion de capital desde el Vunto de vista proce-
sal, creando un mecanismo internacional que, siendo de caracter voluntario,
estaria disponible para la conciliacion y el arbitraje de las disputas relativas
a inversiones. Es posible que haya quien considere aconsejable ir mas alla de
esta medida, tratando de llegar a una definici6n sustantiva del regimen legal de
la propiedad eztranjera. No tengo la menor duda que se precisa un verdadero en-
tendimiento entre los paises exportadores e importadores de capital sobre esta
cuesti6n. Y me parece que el documento sobre la Protecci6n de la Propiedad Ex-
trangera preparado en el seno de la Organizacion de Cooperaci'n y Desarrollo
Economicos podria constituir un punto de partida adecuado para las conversaciones
que celebven esos dos grupos de paises.

Pero mnientras se celebran dichas conversaciones es preciso, a nuestro
juicio, continuar efectuando paralelamente esfuerzos de alcance mas limitado,
tales como las propuestas que los Directores Ejecutivos del Banco Mundial estu-
dian en la actualidad. En ellas se contempla el establecimiento, mediante me-
didas intergubernamentales, de instituciones destinadas a solucionar mediante
la conciliacibn y el arbitraje las disputas relativas a inversiones que surjan
entre estados participantes y nacionales de otros estados participantes. Dicho
mecanismo institucional estaria vinculado de alguna forma al Banco Mundial; pero
este, desde luego, no tomaria parte en las labores de conciliaci6n y arbitrnje.
Esa tarea estari.a a cargo de las comisiones de conciliaci'n y tribunales de ar-
bitraje creados al amparo de disposiciones que dejarlan la composici6n de dichos
organismos y los principios de Derecho que los mismo aplicarian, en primer lugar,
al arbitrio de las mismas partes litigantes.

E2Iuso de dicho mecanismo de conciliacion y arbitraje seria completamente
voluntario> Ningun gobierno ni ningun inversionista se veria obligado a recurrir
a la conciliaci6n o al arbitraje sin su -onsentiriento previo. Pero, una vez
dado el consentimiento, quedarian obligados a cumplir con su comproioo y, en el
caso de arbitraje, a acatar el laudo arbitral. Para que este plan tenga plena
efectividad, seria preciso incorporarlo a una convencion internacional. Esa
convencion habria de incluir las disposiciones necesarias para impedir que so
frustren las promesas de someter disputas a conciliacibn o arbitraje, por ejemplo



por la negativa de una de las partes a cooperar en las actuaciones. La conven-
cion tambi~n deberia disponer que los laudos arbitrales sean ejecutorios en
todos los paises participantes. Las disposiciones relativas a la ejecutoriedad
del laudo en las juxisdicciones locales revestirian especial importancia para
paises importadores de capital. Esos paises pueden, al igual que los inversio-
nistas, iniciar actuaciones arbitrales, pero contrario al caso de los gobiernos,
es preciso, para que la obligaci6n del inversionista extranjero puede flevarse
a efecto, que la ley local lo obligue a acatarlo.

Las mencionadas propuestas prev6n que, siempre y cuando el pals anfitri6n
consienta, el inversionista tendra acceso directo al mecanismo de conciliaci6n
y arbitraje sin que para ello tenga que intervenir el gobierno de su pais, re-
calcando asi la creciente tendencia a reconocer al individuo como sujeto de
Derecho Internacional. Paralelamente con dicho reconocimiento, parece aconseja-
ble disgoner que, una vez que un inversionista y un gobierno han acordado some-
ter una disputa a arbitraje, debe considerarse que el inversionista ha renunciad1c
aldbrecho de solicitar la proteccion del gobierno de su paLs y quo dicho gobie- c>
a su vez no tendra derecho a intervenir en el caso. Tal extensio'n del Derecho
Internacional actual tendria el gran m6rito de coadyuvar a retirar tales dis-
putas del 6mbito politico intergubernamental.

Con el fin de evitar malos entendidos desearia subrayar que ninguna de
las oblipaciones de una convenci6n internacional de esa naturaleza tendria
aplicacion sin que el gobierno y el inversionista extranjero en cuesti6n hubieran
acordado voluntariamente recurrir al mecanismo establecido por la convenci6n para
la conciliaci6n o el arbitraje. Y los paises que se adhieran a la convenci6 n
no quedarian obligados, por virtud de ese solo hecho a recurrir a dicho meca-
nismo en ningun caso especifico.

Estos son, pues, algunos de los puntos m's importantes de las propuestas
que el Banco Mundial estA considerando en la actualidad. En un discurso pronun-
ciado ante el Consejo Econ6mico y Social de las Naciones Unidas en abril de este
afto, el Sr. George Woods, Presidente del Banco Mundial, dijo que, en su opinion
el enfoque mencionado "merece el apoyo tanto de las naciones importadoras de
capital como el de las exportadoras de capital, y parece suficientemente prome-
tedor para justificar mayor estudio constructivo e investigacion a fin de llegar
a un acuerdo viable". Las propuestas mencionadas son modestas en cuanto a que
se limitan a procedimiento y a que son de caracter opcional. Pero no me cabe
duda de que su adopcion constituirita un significativo paso adelante hacia el
establecimiento de la primacia del Derecho en el campo de la inversi'n interna-
cional.
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I feel greatly honored to have been invited to attend the World Confer-

ence on World Peace through Law and to address this distinguished gathering

on the subject of international investment. I accept this honor as a re-

cognition of the role played in the field of international investment by the

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development -- the World Bank.

The importance of the World Bank lies not in the circumstance that it

has larger funds at its disposal than other investment institutions, or even

in the fact that it is an international rather than a national bank. Its

principal characteristic and merit is that it is not really a bank, but an

institution concerned with the process of economic development rather than

with the mere provision of funds for particular projects, and that its ap-

proach to the problem of economic development is professional and non-

political.

The World Bank's activities consist necessarily in large part of the

provision of finance, out of its own capital, out of funds it borrows in the

financial markets, by encouraging private capital to participate with it, and
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by organizing and coordinating the efforts of national and international

sources of public finance to meet the development needs of its member coun-

tries in the less developed areas of the world. But much of the energy and

resources of the World Bank are devoted to technical assistance and advice

directed towards the promotion of conditions conducive to rapid economic

growth -- to creation of a favorable investment climate in the broadest sense

of the term. To this end, sound technical and administrative foundations are

essential, but no less indispensable is the firm establishment of the Rule of

Law.

In days past there may have been some justification for regarding inter-

national investment as a subject of interest chiefly to the capital-exporting

nations and their citizens. Today it is universally recognized as a factor

of crucial importance in the economic development of the less developed parts

of the world. International investment has become one of the major features

of the partnership between the richer and the poorer nations and its promotion

a matter of urgent concern to capital-importing and capital-exporting countries

alike. This is particularly true of private foreign investment which, if wisely

conducted, can make great contributions to the development of the economies of

the recipient countries.

Unfortunately, however, private capital is not now moving in sufficient

volume to areas in need of capital. And there is no room for doubt that one

of the most serious impediments to the flow of private capital is the fear

of investors that their investment will be exposed to political risks, such

as outright expropriation without adequate compensation, governmental inter-

ference short of expropriation which substantially deprives the investor of

the control or the benefits of his investment, and non-observance by the host



government of contractual undertakings on the basis of which the investment

was made.

Knowing this, we have been led to wonder whether the Bank, because of its

reputation for integrity and its position of impartiality, could not help in

removing this obstacle to international private investment. On a number of

occasions we have been approached by governments and foreign investors who

sought our assistance in settling investment disputes that had arisen between

them, or wanted to assure themselves that our assistance would be available

in the event that differences between them should arise in the future. And

we have been further encouraged to bend our efforts in this direction by such

events as the recent enactment by Ghana of foreign investment legislation which

contemplates the settlement of certain investment disputes "through the agency

of" the World Bank.

On the basis of our own experience and of our assessment of the possi-

bility of securing widespread agreement at the present time, we have concluded

that the most promising approach would be to attack the problem of the un-

favorable investment climate from the procedural angle, by creating inter-

national machinery which would be available on a voluntary basis for the con-

ciliation and arbitration of investment disputes. Some may think it desirable

to go beyond this and attempt to achieve a substantive definition of the status

of foreign property. There is no doubt in my mind that there is need for a

meaningful understanding between capital-exporting and capital-importing

nations on these matters. And it seems to me that the draft on Protection of

Foreign Property, prepared in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development, might constitute a useful starting point for distussions between

these two groups of countries.



But while this dialogue proceeds, there is need, we think, to pursue

a parallel effort of more limited scope, represented by the proposals now

being studied by the Executive Directors of the World Bank. These proposals

contemplate the establishment by intergovernmental action of institutional

facilities for the settlement through conciliation and arbitration of in-

vestment disputes between participating states and the nationals of other

participating states. The institutional facilities would be linked in tome

way to the World Bank, but the Bank would not, of course, itself engage in

contiliation or arbitration. This would be the task of Conciliation Commis-

sions and Arbitral Tribunals established in accordance with rules which would

leave the composition of these bodies, and the rules of law to be applied by

them, to be determined primarily by the parties.

Use of these facilities for conciliation and arbitration would be en-

tirely voluntary. No government and no investor would ever be under an ob-

ligation to go to conciliation or arbitration without having consented to do

so. But once having consented they would be bound to carry out their under-

taking and, in the case of arbitration, to abide by the award. For this

scheme to be fully effective, it should be embodied in an international con-

vention. Such a convention ought to contain the necessary provisions to

prevent undertakings to submit to conciliation or arbitration from being

frustrated, for instance by the refusal of one party to cooperate in the

proceedings. The convention should also make arbitral awards enforceable

in the territories of all participating states. Provision for the enforce-

ability of the award in local jurisdictions may be especially important for

host governments. They, as well as investors, may initiate arbitral pro-

ceedings and the obligation of the foreign investor to carry out the award,



unlike that of the government, needs to be transformed into local law to

be effective.

These proposals contemplate that, given the consent of the host govern-

ment, the investor would have direct access to the conciliation and arbitra-

tion facilities, without the intervention of his national government, thus

giving further emphasis to the growing recognition of the individual as a

subject of international law. As a concamitant of that recognition, it would

seem desirable to provide that, once an investor and a host government have

agreed to submit a dispute to arbitration, the investor should be deemed to

have waived the right to seek the protection of his national goverment and

his government would not be entitled to take up his case. This development

of existing international law would have the great merit of helping to re-

move investment disputes from the intergovernmental political sphere.

In order to avoid misunderstanding I want to stress that none of the ob-

ligaticns of such an international convention would apply except where a govern-

ment and a foreign investor had voluntarily agreed to use the facilities es-

tablished by the convention for conciliation or arbitration, as the case may

be. And the states which become parties to the convention would not by that

fact alone be obliged to make use of the facilities in any specific case.

These, then, are some of the highlights of the proposals which are pre-

sently being studied in the World Bank. In addressing the Economic and Social

Council of the United Nations in April of this year, Mr. George Woods, the

President of the World Bank, said that this approach in his opinion "deserves

the support of both capital-importing and capital-exporting nations and seems

sufficiently promising to justify further constructive study and investiga-

tion in an attempt to reach a workable agreement." The proposals are modest
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in the sense of being limited to procedure and because of their optional

nature. But I have no doubt that their adoption would constitute a signifi-

cant step forward towards the establishment of the Rule of Law in inter-

national investment.
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feel greatly honored to have been invited to
attend the World Conference on World Peace
through Law and to address this distinguished
gathering on the subject of international invest-
ment. I accept this honor as a recognition of the
role played in the field of international invest-
ment by the International Bank for Reconstruc-
tion and Development-the World Bank.

The importance of the World Bank lies not in
the circumstance that it has larger funds at its
disposal than other investment institutions, or
even in the fact that it is an international rather
than a national bank. Its principal characteristic
and merit is that it is not really a bank, but an
institution concerned with the process of eco-
nomic development rather than with the mere
provision of funds for particular projects, and
that its approach to the problem of economic
development is professional and nonpolitical.

The World Bank's activities consist necessarily
in large part of the provision of finance, out of
its own capital, out of funds it borrows in the
financial markets, by encouraging private capital
to participate with it, and by organizing and co-
ordinating the efforts of national and interna-
tional sources of public finance to meet the de-
velopment needs of its member countries in the
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less developed areas of the world. But much of tional private investment. On a number of oc-
the energy and resources of the World Bank are casions we have been approached by governments
devoted to technical assistance and advice di- and foreign investors who sought our assistance
rected toward the promotion of conditions con- in settling investment disputes that had arisen
ducive to rapid economic growth-to creation of between them, or wanted to assure themselves
a favorable investment climate in the broadest that our assistance would be available in the
sense of the term. To this end, sound technical event that differences between them should arise
and administrative foundations are essential, but in the future. And we have been further encour-
no less indispensable is the firm establishment of aged to bend our efforts in this direction by such
the Rule of Law. events as the recent enactment by Ghana of for-

eign investment legislation which contemplates
In days past there may have been some justi- the settlement of certain investment disputes

fication for regarding international investment as "through the agency of" the World Bank.
a subject of interest chiefly to the capital-export-
ing nations and their citizens. Today it is uni- On the basis of our own experience and of our
versally recognized as a factor of crucial im- assessment of the possibility of securing wide-
portance in the economic development of the spread agreement at the present time, we have
less developed parts of the world. International concluded that the most promising approach
investment has become one of the major features would be to attack the problem of the unfavor-
of the partnership between the richer and the able investment climate from the procedural
poorer nations and its promotion a matter of angle, by creating international machinery which
urgent concern to capital-importing and capital- would be available on a voluntary basis for the
exporting countries alike. This is particularly conciliation and arbitration of investment dis-
true of private foreign investment which, if wisely putes. Some may think it desirable to go beyond
conducted, can make great contributions to the this and attempt to achieve a substantive defini-
development of the economies of the recipient tion of the status of foreign property. There
countries. is no doubt in my mind that there is need for

a meaningful understanding between capital-
Unfortunately, however, private capital is not exporting and capital-importing nations on these

now moving in sufficient volume to areas in need matters. And it seems to me that the draft on
of capital. And there is no room for doubt that Protection of Foreign Property, prepared in the
one of the most serious impediments to the flow Organization for Economic Cooperation and De-
of private capital is the fear of investors that velopment, might constitute a useful starting
their investment will be exposed to political risks, point for discussions between these two groups of
such as outright expropriation without adequate countries.
compensation, governmental interference short of
expropriation which substantially deprives the
investor of the control or the benefits of his in- B
vestment, and non-observance by the host gov- ut while this dialogue proceeds, there is need,
ernsment of contractual undertakings on the basis we think, to pursue a parallel effort of more

of which the investment was made. limited scope, represented by the proposals now
being studied by the Executive Directors of the
World Bank. These proposals contemplate theK establishment by intergovernmental action of in-

nowing this, we have been led to wonder stitutional facilities for the settlement through
whether the Bank, because of its reputation for conciliation and arbitration of investment dis-
integrity and its position of impartiality, could putes between participating states and the na-
not help in removing this obstacle to interna- tionals of other participating states. The institu-
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tional facilities would be linked in some way to have waived the right to seek the protection of
the World Bank, but the Bank would not, of his national government and his government
course, itself engage in conciliation or arbitration. would not be entitled to take up his case. This
This would be the task of Conciliation Commis- development of existing international law would
sions and Arbitral Tribunals established in ac- have the great merit of helping to remove invest-
cordance with rules which would leave the com- ment disputes from the intergovernmental politi-
position of these bodies, and the rules of law to cal sphere.
be applied by them, to be determined primarily
by the parties. In order to avoid misunderstanding I want to

stress that none of the obligations of such an
Use of these facilities for conciliation and arbi- international convention would apply except

tration would be entirely voluntary. No govern- where a government and a foreign investor had
ment and no investor would ever be under an voluntarily agreed to use the facilities established
obligation to go to conciliation or arbitration by the convention for conciliation or arbitration,
without having consented to do so. But once as the case may be. And the states which be-

having consented they would be bound to carry come parties to the convention would not by that
out their undertaking and, in the case of arbitra- fact alone be obliged to make use of the facilities
tion, to abide by the award. For this scheme to in any specific case.
be fully effective, it should be embodied in an
international convention. Such a convention These, then, are some of the highlights of the
ought to contain the necessary provisions to pre- proposals which are presently being studied in

vent undertakings to submit to conciliation or the World Bank. In addressing the Economic

arbitration from being frustrated, for instance by and Social Council of the United Nations in
the refusal of one party to cooperate in the pro- April of this year, Mr. George Woods, the Presi-
ceedings. The convention should also make dent of the World Bank, said that this approach
arbitral awards enforceable in the territories of in his opinion "deserves the support of both
all participating states. Provision for the enforce- capital-importing and capital-exporting nations

ability of the award in local jurisdictions may be and seems sufficiently promising to justify further
especially important for host governments. They, constructive study and investigation in an at-
as well as investors, may initiate arbitral pro- tempt to reach a workable agreement." The
ceedings and the obligation of the foreign in- * proposals are modest in the sense of being limited
vestor to carry out the award, unlike that of the to procedure and because of their optional na-
government, needs to be transformed into local ture. But I have no doubt that their adoption
law to be effective. * would constitute a significant step forward to-

ward the establishment of the Rule of Law in
international investment.

These proposals contemplate that, given the
consent of the host government, the investor
would have direct access to the conciliation and
arbitration facilities, without the intervention of
his national government, thus giving further
emphasis to the growing recognition of the indi-
vidual as a subject of international law. As a
concomitant of that recognition, it would seem
desirable to provide that, once an investor and a
host government have agreed to submit a dispute
to arbitration, the investor should be deemed to
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C'est pour moi un grand honneur d'avoir W
invit6 A participer A la Confrence Mondiale de
la Paix Mondiale par la Primaut6 du Droit et
de traiter des investissements internationaux de-
vant une audience aussi distinguee. A mon avis,
cet honneur est un hommage rendu au r6le jou6
dans le domaine des investissements internatio-
naux par la Banque Internationale pour Ia Re-
construction et le D~veloppement, la Banque
Mondiale.

L'importance de la Banque Mondiale ne derive
point du fait qu'elle dispose de ressources plus
importantes que les autres institutions d'in-
vestissement. Elle ne tient pas non plus au fait
qu'elle n'est pas une banque nationale mais une
banque internationale. Ses caracteristiques et
son utilit6 essentielles sont qu'elle n'est pas rdelle-
ment une banque mais une institution s'int6ressant
davantage au processus du d6veloppement 6co-
nomique qu'au simple apport de fonds pour la mise
en couvre de certains projets, et qu'elle aborde le
problome du ddveloppement 6conomique sur une
base technique et apolitique.

Naturellement, l'activit6 de la Banque Mon-
diale consiste, dans une large mesure, A realiser
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des op6rations de financement au moyen de ses propriation qui privent l'investisseur du contr6le
propres ressources et de celles qu'elle emprunte ou des b6nefices de ses investissements, et la
sur les marches financiers; A encourager les capi- non-observance par le gouvernement importateur
tauk priv6s A y participer; A organiser et A de capitaux des engagements contractuels sur la
coordonner les efforts des sources nationales foi desquels les investissements ont 66 realises.
et internationales de financement public pour
pourvoir aux besoins des pays membres situ6s
dans les r6gions en cours de developpement. T e6
Mais une grande partie de l'activit6 et des denant compte de ceci, nous avons t con-
ressources de la Banque Mondiale est consa- deits A nous demander si Ia Banque, en raison
cr6e A l'assistance technique et l'octroi de conseils de sa reputation d'integrit et de sa position
visant A crier les conditions favorables au d6- d'impartialit6 ne pourrait pas aider A 6 arter cet
veloppement 6conomique rapide, c'est-A-dire A la J obstacle aux ivestissements prives intenatio-
cr6ation d'un climat favorable aux investisse- naux. A plusieurs reprises, des gouvernements et
ments, au sens le plus large du terme. A cette des investisseurs &trangers se sont adresss A
fin, des bases administratives et techniques saines nous soit pour obtenir notre assistance en vue de
sont essentielles; mais la ferme reconnaissance de trancher les differends relatifs aux investisse-
la primaut6 du Droit est non moins indispensable. ments survenus entre eux, soit pour obtenir que

notre assistance serait disponible au cas oi de

Dans le passa, iI 4tait peut-&tre justifl6 dans tels conflits surgiraient entre eux A l'avenir. En

une certaine mesure, de consid6rer que les in- outre, nous avons 6galement 6tW encourag6s dans

vestissements internationaux 6taient une ques- cette voie par des faits tels que la promulgation
tion int6ressant surtout les pays exportateurs de r6cente par le Ghana d'une legislation regissant

capitaux et leurs ressortissants. Aujourd'hui, il les investissements 6trangers, laquelle pr6voit le
est universellement admis que cette question est reglement de certains conflits relatifs aux in-
d'une importance capitale pour le developpement vestissements par l'interm6diaire de la Banque
6conomique des pays en cours de developpement. Mondiale.
Les investissements internationaux sont devenus
un des traits principaux de la coop6ration entre Sur la base de notre propre experience et de
nations riches et nations pauvres, et le developpe- l'6valuation des possibilit6s d'obtenir, A l'heure
ment de ces investissements est une question d'un actuelle, un accord g6neral, nous avons conclu
int6ret urgent pour les pays importateurs aussi que l'approche la plus prometteuse serait d'abor-
bien que pour les pays exportateurs de capitaux. der le probleme du climat defavorable aux in-
Ceci est particulierement vrai des investissements vestissements sous l'angle de la proc6dure, en
6trangers priv6s qui, s'ils sont judicieusement cr6ant un m6canisme international qui serait dis-
realis6s, peuvent apporter une contribution in- ponible A la requete des int6ress6s pour la con-
portante au d6veloppement de l'conomie des ciliation et l'arbitrage des litiges relatifs aux
pays qui en beneficent. 1 investissements. Certains penseront peut-8tre qu'il

Maiheureusement cependant, le flux de I cserait souhaitable d'aller plus loin et d'essayer de

taux priv6s vers les r6gions qui en ont besoin n'a formuler une dfinition du statut des biens
pas l'importance voulue. Et il ne fait aucun 6trangers. Je suis persuad6 qu'un accord sub-
doute qu'un des obstacles les plus serieux au stantiel sur ces questions est n6cessaire entre les

mouvement des capitaux priv6s est la crainte de pays exportateurs et importateurs de capitaux.

l'investisseur que ses capitaux ne soient exposes Et il me semble que le projet de Convention sur

A des risques politiques tels que l'expropriation la Protection des Biens Etrangers pr6pare au

pure et simple sans indemnit6 equitable, les in- sein de l'Organisation de Developpement et de

terventions gouvernementales assimilables A l'ex- Coop6ration Economiques pourrait constituer un
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point de d6part utile aux discussions entre ces meme titre que les investisseurs, ont qualit6 pour
deux groupes de pays. mettre en euvre la proc6dure d'arbitrage et

l'obligation de l'investisseur 6tranger d'executer
la sentence, A la diff6rence de celle du gouverne-

M111 ment, doit 6tre transform6e en droit local pour
i als pendant que ces conversations se darou- devenir effective.

lent, il est aussi necessaire A notre avis d'ac-
complir un effort parallle d'une port6e plus
limitke tel que le projet que les administrateurs
de la Banque Mondiale 6tudient actuellement C e projet pr6voit aussi qu'avec l'accord du
Ce projet envisage l'6tablissement, par voie d'ac- gouvernement importateur de capitaux, l'investis-

tion intergouvernementale, de facilites institu- seur aura directement acces aux juridictions de
tionnelles pour la conciliation et l'arbitrage des conciliation et d'arbitrage sans l'intervention de

litiges relatifs aux investissements, entre les son propre gouvernement, ce qui accentuerait
Etats participants et les nationaux d'autres Etats ainsi la tendance de plus en plus frdquente selon
participants. Les facilit6s institutionnelles seraient laquelle l'individu est consider6 comme un sujet
en quelque sorte rattach6es A la Banque Mon- de droit international. Parallelement, en quelque
diale, mais la Banque elle-meme n'assumerait sorte A titre de corollaire, il serait souhaitable de

pas la tfche de conciliation et d'arbitrage. Celle-ci pr6voir que lorsque l'investisseur et un gouverne-

reviendrait aux Commissions de Conciliation et ment seraient convenus de soumettre un litige A
aux Tribunaux Arbitraux instituds conform6ment l'arbitrage, l'investisseur serait r6put6 avoir re-

A des reglements qui laisseraient en premier lieu nonc6 au droit de recourir A la protection de son

aux parties le choix de d6terminer la composi- propre gouvernement, lequel ne serait pas habilitM

tion de ces juridictions et les regles de droit que A prendre fait et cause pour l'investisseur. Ce

celles-ci devraient appliquer. d6veloppement du droit international actuel
aurait le grand avantage de permettre d'6carter

Le recours A ces mdcanismes de conciliation et les conflits relatifs aux investissements de la

d'arbitrage serait entierement volontaire. Aucun sphbre politique intergouvernementale.

gouvernement ni investisseur ne serait oblige de
recourir A la juridiction de conciliation et d'arbi- Pour prevenir tout malentendu, je tiens A
trage sans y avoir consenti. Mais une fois qu'il souligner qu'aucune des obligations r4sultant

s'y serait decide, il serait oblig6 d'ex6cuter ses d'une telle convention internationale ne serait

engagements et dans les cas d'arbitrage, d'execu- mise en application sans qu'un gouvernement et

ter la sentence. Pour que cette procedure soit un investisseur 6tranger ne fussent librement

completement efficace, il faudrait qu'elle f-it ins6r6e convenus de recourir aux juridictions etablies par
dans une convention internationale. Une telle la convention pour la conciliation ou l'arbitrage,
convention devrait aussi contenir des clauses selon le cas. Et les Etats qui souscriraient A la

destinees A empecher que les engagements de Convention ne seraient pas ipso facto oblig6s de

recourir A la juridiction de conciliation ou d'arbi- recourir A ces juridictions dans aucun cas par-
trage ne soient contrecarr6s, par exemple, par le ticulier.
refus d'une partie de participer au deroulement
de la procedure. Cette convention devrait aussi Tels sont les traits principaux des projets qui
rendre les sentences arbitrales ex6eutoires dans sont en cours d'examen A la Banque Mondiale.
les territoires des pays qui y auraient adher6. S'adressant au Conseil Economique et Social des
La clause relative A 'ex6cution des sentences Nations Unies au mois d'avril dernier, M. George
dans les juridictions locales peut tre particuliere- Woods, le Pr6sident de la Banque Mondiale, a
ment importante pour les gouvernements im- declar6 qu'A son avis cette approche "meritait
portateurs de capitaux. Ces gouvernements, au l'appui A Ia fois des pays exportateurs et im-
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portateurs de capitaux, et qu'elle paraissait suffi-
samment prometteuse pour justifier des 6tudes
constructives et des recherches dans le souci
d'arriver A un accord efficace". Ce projet est
modeste en ce sens qu'il ne vise que l'organi-
sation de la proc6dure et que le recours aux
dispositions envisag6es est de nature facultative.
Mais je ne doute pas que son adoption constitue-
rait un progres sensible vers la reconnaissance de
la primaut6 du Droit en maticre d'investisse-
ments internationaux.
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Es para mi un gran honor el haber sido invi-
tado a participar en esta Primera Conferencia
Mundial para la Paz Mundial mediante el
Derecho y el dirigirme a esta distinguida concu-
rrencia para tratar del tema de la inversi6n inter-
nacional de capitales. Me place aceptar esta
distinci6n como una sefial de reconocimiento del
papel que el Banco Internacional de Reconstruc-
ci6n y Fomento-el Banco Mundial-desempen-a
en el campo de la inversi6n internacional de
capitales.

La importancia del Banco Mundial no reside
en el hecho de que 6ste disponga de mayores
recursos que otras instituciones de inversi6n ni
en que sea un banco de tipo internacional en vez
de nacional. Su rasgo mAs caracteristico y su
m6rito principal estriban, por el contrario, en que
no es en realidad un banco sino una instituci6n
cuya funci6n se extiende mAs allA de la simple
provisi6n de fondos para proyectos especificos,
al proceso mismo de desarrollo econ6mico y en
que enfoca dicho proceso desde un Angulo pro-
fesional y apolitico.

Desde luego, gran parte de las actividades del
Banco Mundial consiste en proporcionar financia-
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miento tanto de sus fondos propios como de expuestas a riesgos de tipo politico, tales como
fondos que toma a pr6stamo en los mercados de expropriaci6n directa sin compensaci6n adecuada,
capital, alentando al capital privado a participar ingerencia gubernamental que, sin Ilegar a la
en sus operaciones y organizando y coordinando expropriaci6n, de hecho prive al inversionista del
los esfuerzos de las fuentes de fondos piblicos, control de su inversi6n o de los beneficios que la
tanto nacionales como internacionales, con el fin misma reporte, y violaci6n por parte del gobierno
de satisfacer las necesidades que en el campo del en cuesti6n de las obligaciones contractuales que
desarrollo econ6mico tienen sus paises miembros sirvieron de base para efectuar la inversi6n.
de las zonas menos desarrolladas del mundo. Sin
embargo, muchos de los esfuerzos y recursos del
Banco Mundial se dedican a proporcionar asis-
tencia t6enica y asesoramiento encaminados a Ante este hecho, nos hemos preguntado si el
fomentar aquellas condiciones que Ilevan a un Banco, con su reputaci6n de integridad y su
crecimiento econ6mico rApido, es decir, a la posici6n de imparcialidad, no podria ayudar a
creaci6n de un clima favorable a la inversi6n de superar ese impedimento a la inversi6n privada
capital en el sentido mAs amplio de esta frase. internacional. En diversas ocasiones tanto go-
Para lograr este objetivo es indispensable contar biernos como inversionistas extranjeros se han
con s6lidas bases, tanto t6cnicas como adminis- acercado a nosotros solicitando nuestra ayuda
trativas, pero no menos indispensable es que se para solucionar disputas que habian surgido
establezca firmemente la primacia del Derecho. entre ellos, respecto a inversiones, o para cer-

ciorarse de que podrian contar con nuestra ayuda

En el pasado pudiera haber habido, efectiva- en caso de que en el futuro surgiera alguna
mente, cierta justificaci6n en considerar la in- diferencia entre ellos. Hechos tales como la

versi6n internacional como un asunto de interes promulgaci6n por Ghana de legislaci6n en ma-

principalmente para los paises exportadores de teria de inversi6n extranjera que prev6 la solu-

capital y para los ciudadanos de dichos paises. ci6n de ciertas disputas relativas a inversiones
Hoy en dia, sin embargo, se reconoce general- por intermedio del Banco Mundial nos ha alen-

mente que la inversi6n internacional constituye tado aun mAs a continuar dirigiendo nuestros

un factor de importancia fundamental para el esfuerzos en esa direcci6n.

desarrollo econ6mico de las regiones menos desa-
rrolladas del mundo, ya que se ha convertido en Basandonos en nuestra propia experiencia y
uno de los rasgos caracteristicos mAs importantes en el juicio que hemos formado sobre la posibili-
de la cooperaci6n entre las naciones mAs ricas y dad de obtener amplio apoyo en estos momentos,
las mAs pobres, siendo su fomento una cuesti6n hemos llegado a la conclusi6n que el enfoque mAs
de urgente interds tanto para los paises importa- prometedor consistiria en atacar el problema del
dores de capital como para los exportadores. Esto clima desfavorable a la inversi6n de capital desde
es aun mAs cierto en cuanto a la inversi6n extran- el punto de vista procesal, creando un mecanismo
jera privada que, de efectuarse con prudencia, internacional que, siendo de carActer voluntario,
puede contribuir grandemente al desarrollo de estaria disponible para la conciliaci6n y el arbi-
las economias de los paises que la reciben. traje de las disputas relativas a inversiones. Es

posible que haya quien considere aconsejable ir
Es lamentable, sin embargo, que en la actuali- mAs allA de esta medida, tratando de ilegar a una

dad el movimiento de capital privado no se des- deflnici6n sustantiva del r6gimen legal de la
place en volumen suficiente hacia las zonas que propiedad extranjera. No tengo la menor duda
necesitan capital. Y no cabe duda de que una que se precisa un verdadero entendimiento entre
de las razones mds graves que impide el movi- los paises exportadores e importadores de capital
miento de capital privado es el temor de los sobre esta cuesti6n. Y me parece que el docu-
inversionistas de que sus inversiones se vean mento sobre la Protecci6n de la Propiedad Extran-
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jera preparado en el seno de la Organizaci6n de especial importancia para palses importadores de
Cooperaci6n y Desarrollo Econ6micos podria cons- capital. Esos paises pueden, al igual que los
tituir un punto de partida adecuado para las con- inversionistas, iniciar actuaciones arbitrales, pero
versaciones que celebren esos dos grupos de paises. contrario al caso de los gobiernos, es preciso,

para que la obligaci6n del inversionista extranjero
puede ilevarse a efecto, que la ley local lo obligue

P a acatarlo.
Pero mientras se celebran dichas conversa-
ciones es preciso, a nuestro juicio, continuar
efectuando paralelamente esfuerzos de alcance T
ms limitado, tales como las propuestas que los pr.yas mencionadas propuestas prev6n que, siem-
Directores Ejecutivos del Banco Mundial estu- pre y cuando el pals anfitri6n consienta, el in-
dian en la actualidad. En ellas se contempla versionsta tendra acceso directo al mecanismo
el establecimiento, por medidas interguberna- de conciliaci6n y arbitraje sin que para ello tenga
mentales, de instituciones destinadas a solucionar que intervenir el gobierno de su pals, recalcando

mediante la conciliaci6n y el arbitraje las dispu- asi la creciente tendencia a reconocer al indi-

tas relativas a inversiones que surjan entre esta- viduo como sujeto de Derecho Internacional.

dos participantes y nacionales de otros estados Paralelamente con dicho reconociniento, parece
participantes. Dicho mecanismo institucional aconsejable disponer que, una vez que un i-
estaria vinculado de alguna forma al Banco Mun- versionista y un gobierno han acordado someter

dial; pero este, desde luego, no tomaria parte en una disputa a arbitraje, debe considerarse que el

las labores de conciliaci6n y arbitraje. Esa tarea inversionista ha renunciado al derecho de solici-
estaria a cargo de las comisiones de conciliaci6n y tar la protecci6n del gobierno de su pais y que
tribunales de arbitraje creados al amparo de dis- dicho gobierno a su vez no tendrA derecho a
posiciones que dejarian la composici6n de dichos intervenir en el caso. Tal extensi6n del Derecho

organismos y los principios de Derecho que los Internacional actual tendria el gran m6rito de

mismo aplicarian, en primer lugar, al arbitrio de coadyuvar a retirar tales disputas del Ambito

las mismas partes litigantes. politico intergubernamental.

El uso de dicho mecanismo de conciliaci6n y Con el fin de evitar malos entendidos desearia
b E usoeico meaismnde olniiain6n subrayar que ninguna de las obligaciones de unaarbitraje perfa completamente voluntario, Ning~ncnvninntrconldesnaraeae-

gobierno ni ning6n inversionista se veria obligado dnna aphicaci6n sin que el gobierno y el n-
a recurrir a la conciliaci6n o al arbitraje sin su versionista extranjero en cuesti6n hubieran
consentimiento previo. Pero, una vez dado el acraois luntrianren curia ean
consentimiento, quedarian obligados a cumplir ablecdo plaianencir a cocisa-
con su compromiso y, en el caso de arbitraje, a sabeo arta o paq adhian
acatar el laudo arbitral. Para que este plan tenga a la convenci6n no quedaian obligados, per vir-
plena efectividad, seria preciso incorporarlo a tud de ese solo hecho, a recurir a dicho meca-
una convenci6n internacional. Esa convenci6n nud e ese colo e, ecrir i-
habria de incluir las disposiciones necesarias nismo en ningm caso especifico.
para impedir que se frustren las promesas de
someter disputas a conciliaci6n o arbitraje, por Estos son, pues, algunos de los puntos mAs
ejemplo por la negativa de una de las partes a importantes de las propuestas que el Banco Mun-
cooperar en las actuaciones. La convenci6n tam- dial estA considerando en la actualidad. En un
bi6n deberia disponer que los laudos arbitrales discurso pronunciado ante el Consejo Econ6mico
sean ejecutorios en todos los paises participantes. y Social de las Naciones Unidas en abril de este
Las disposiciones relativas a Ia ejecutoriedad del ao, el Sr. George Woods, Presidente del Banco
laudo en las jurisdicciones locales revestirian Mundial, dijo que, en su opini6n el enfoque men-
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cionado "merece el apoyo tanto de las naciones
importadoras de capital como el de las exporta-
doras de capital, y parece suficientemente prome-
tedor para justificar mayor estudio constructivo
e investigaci6n a fin de Ilegar a un acuerdo
viable". Las propuestas mencionadas son modes-
tas en cuanto a que se limitan a procedimiento y
a que son de cardcter opcional. Pero no me cabe
duda de que su adopci6n constituiria un signifi-
cativo paso adelante hacia el establecimiento de
la primacia del Derecho en el campo de la in-
versi6n internacional.
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Not long ago, people writing about the probleow of eonmin development

tended very often to am up their onclusions by setting up a nice rond

figure of so pau billions of dollars a yew as a target for aid, and then

issuing a setirring call - coched in *motimal rather taen logical tei'a -

for the hitting of this target by som aposiflod and not-far-distant date.

Disousions of this kind did credit to the good feelings of their proponen

but they were generally sovwwat rwAe twox reaeit.

Today, simple targets of this kind ar. sutil sometis put forward for

assistance to the developing -aobries, Jd (as before) they usually shw a

large shortfall between present efforts ad the suggested objesUves. But

met people m o recgnize that the proftes of econmd* development is isn-

sely more OaMlex tan mah proposals suggest. If there is am lesson that w#

at the World Bank have recognisod n the eurse of iss seiness yes of

operations, it is that the prablaw of deve metoat umeN ly be dismosed

In taeri of maney alms.

Eonmic develapsmt is the end-prodo4 of a whole rmge of rAmnestay con.

tribuling factors. They inslude, to neo a iow at rnaea, the atttudes,

adaptability and training possesed by a outnryto people,, tb aStural resoures

and enviroseant with vhich the eosmt7 is endte4d, the opprtuntims open to i

for trade with the rest of the world, and the intelligene of t policies pur-

SMed by its *eWealw. Any MO a these factors, if unfavoale,, mr wreck a



poor counstii chzincee of hoisting itself onto the road to ecenmio independ-

a=* and prosperity. ?afh is a necessary, but not a sufficient, ondition of

progress. Finance is just on. more of these necessary conditions. It is mre

easily umlerstood than the rest, because it deals with mamsable quantities.

It is also mre willingly recognized than others, beauses people we usually

ready to admit their pveamty, but axe less happy to acknouledge shOrteRings

in their policies, their institutions and their habits.

Having, I hope, relegated finance to a prpoery auxiliary role in the pro-

cess of ecnomic development, let me go on to say that it is still a fairly

complicated subject. Money for develpmA oassIn many diepae and form

same genuinely valuable, .mne much less so. Th judg4ng its value., we he" to

lek at the nature of the borrower and of the lmder, at the ums to 1hIb the

fiance is put, and at the tera* -a both financial and otherwise - on ublah

he finance is supplied.

I ought to make it clear, before going further, that I am restricting my

remarks today to the exiteal finaiming of eends developmmt. I do so

partly because of the title prescried for this talk, and partly to reode rq

subject to manageable proporios. Nt we should not forget that the developing

nuntries must themselves provide the bulk of the finaam they require for their

developmnt. Only a part of the fuids nseded will consist of freign exchanges

the greater proportion will be in their ovn ourreoxy. Te adequacy of these

fW4. will deprnd less upon foreign aid than upon twmtin methods ai other

Nasurs they take to enoaurage sayings, iilly, even where foeign enhsnge

resowmen ame oonernsid, almost all of te developing cntrs still own far

more through their export than through tM loans or gr=ts proided br the
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assistance proga of friendly comries. 3asuosxftl effts to inreasse

those exports ould have an enomm effeat on thwir prosperity,

For the prpose of this disession, however, I want to limit ryself to

the question of developeat finae provided by loans, grants and also invest-

ments from outside sources - that is, on the whols, to "foreign aid" in its

most generally Yveognagaizfern.

No one knows with any watainty how wich aid is being givfn at the mment.

Partly, this is because the statistics, are incomplete. More imortantly, how-

ever, it is because there is ossiderable disagreemnt about what does and does

not constitute aid. It is perfectly elar that theotright fightof large sums

of money whic can be spent anywhere in the werd would constte aid by any

definitim. At the other extreme, no ons, I imagne, will include under "aid"

the kind of financing provided by an vrdinry three nSths, bill of exhezge,

evveri'g a particular shipmet of goods and discmtod by the purchaser's banker.

The dividing lins lies at som umnlearly defined point between these tue eases.

Ryr whatever definitimon yu adapt, hauver, publie aid private external assist-

ane for the dvelapont of the poore instries is now runin at a rate equiva-

lat to a good =av billions of doliers a year. Much of this aid is Innsely

valuablao l n is werthless, ascept possiM, for the popa of btltering he

reputation of those who extend or receive it; am* is atively harnful. In

this situation, it makes little sense to issue clarion calls for a blanket in-

crease in the flow of aid to the developing soatriss. Cpital for developwant

is needed -- but it has get to be provided to the right people, for the right

purposes, and on the right terms.



A first importat cnsider&tion in the finanoing of ecouosic develpmat

is the nature of the borrmer, and of the lender. Foreign aid and oter

fainoe for development flows trough a surprising variety of chwaels. Ih

strang cntrast to the aituatmon a century ago, Ahm private investors bore

the main burden of financing develoment aeraeas, the greater part of foreign

asaistanec now passes directly from one government to another. A further

large proportan is pased trouei international organisations, which may draw

their funds fron nbimeg a or frw the private marlet, and which may

in turn land both to overnmtas and to private borrwers. Som govenments

of developing countries have thoealwvs dall been able to borrm abroad in the

private market, although for tha this soee of funds has almost dried up by

e *pa1soan with prewar years. A little amei7 flws into these countriss in

the shape of foreig portfulio invest;mt mach mae is invsted or retnvested

by foreign eorpmis in their local subsidiaes, which my or mw not be joint

Vot s with interewts in the ouAntries couerned. Finala, suppliera' credits

are frequenty available to bot private and public purnhamwis of an indstrialized

nations' products,

Name of these routes for development, f$rane is inherently utnatisfactory7

all of thm, however, have their disadvantages as well as advantaes. There is

to s:e extent a naturel division of labor here. For example, private investors

are most interested in financing inasttrial projects that generally fare best

with te Adniam of goverwAt intervention; they are less oftan attracted to

the so-called "infrastructure projects - reads, pwuer stations, and the like -

for which developent loans from public saes us well suited,



ftfortnuately, it is only seldon that an entirely satisfactory balance

is struck. 14oft developing eontries have to rake do with an unduly heavy

dependence an aid frm a single souee, and they pay for this, partly by ex.

perionoing its partioular disadvantages in exaggerated fom, partly by being

u=efortably vulnerable in the event of that single source of funds drying

up. Them is an abfious parallel here to that other familiar Troblem of the

underdeveloped contries - extrme depends* on the export earnings of Jest

one or two primary products.

Today the ast obvious imbalance in the financing of devel ment is be-

twen the flaw of public aid and that of private investmmt. Aid frmn govern-

renrs is exteed because of oncern for the needs of the developing countries,

or besause it is hoped that assistane will en a political or cmummi reo

turn. The internatimal organinations provide assistaes because that is what

they were met up to do. But the private investor wazat sizg~y to esan a worth-

while financial return a his money - and he goes only he.re he thinks he will

be made welcam. At present, he is clearly taking mch les interest than he

mightk in investent in the developing countries, and in onsesquese these

cmmtries are losing the benefit net only of his very considerable capital re-

soureS,, but also of his organizing ability, his teshnical skill, and his enter-

prisa. This is a major tragedy.

A certain amont can be doe by the developing ommtriea to attract the

private foreign investar by nens of sush devices as tax concessions for now

industries, and special protective tariffr and quotas against cocpeting imports.

Cncessians of this kind, however, are mostly absed at iruwoasing te potential



reurns an a ivreetunmt - and an the whole, it is not any lanck of profit

moprttnities that deter" the investor "ror going into the les developed

countries. Mszy people believe that a iuch more powerful inducemat to pri.

vate capital imuld be provided if "ans suld be found to overome the often-

justified fears of the foreign investor that his investment in an underdeveloped

country will be threatened by expropriation without fair compensation, ar b7

other arbitrary action by the goverrnmnt of the *ountry conaerned.

A number of possible solutions have been put forward. One approach is

represented by cunent efforts to draw up a Convention setting out basic prie-

ciples for the protection of foreign-owned property. The idea is that count-

ries would accept the Coanvention, and in case of its rules being violated, would

agree to submit to the ruling of an internatinal tribunal. This valution,

while olear-out, is not easily recnoiled with the prickly natiowlism of se

of thm derdeveloped countries. A secmnd propoxal, to which we devoted eg&*

study at the Wrld Bank a yrnr or so ago, calls for the establiehv*nt of a

multilateral inmwranse seheve for foreign investrent, Ters, again, there are

s=* severe diffioultlee. At present, our attentimn at the Bank is caonentratw

mn a third possible approach to the problem. The suggestion, nw under stay

by the !!cecutive Diretrs of the Bank, is that we should establish facilities

whieh would be available to foreign investors and host goernomts wishing to

brig investaent disputes to ciytliatian or arbitration.

It is proposed that the 3ank migit sponseor the establishment of a Center

or 'ecretariat for Coniliation and Artration, under whose auspices e.noiliation

panelz or arbitration tribunals would Ie cet up when necessary. Resort to these

facilities would be entirely voluntary, and they wend be made available =4
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whe" both +A goevrrnw and the foreign iuevstar maerned in a dispute had

commited. Bat ee conent had been given, the portis to the dispute would

be bwond to ewzy out thir undertaking and, it arbitration were ivolved, to

#bid* b the ebitrators, aard. This whole approich is more ndest than that

involved in either the propned Convention on the treatment of foeWign invest-

mmUa or the multilateral investment sahea,, ftt it al"s involves considerably

ftwem diffimlties. We have high hopes that it wW son be possible to weaoh

a workable agmreeAo *sablishing the Cmaoilian and Arbittatian Centerp and

tht the Center will have a mesurable effect in ethurag te aivte invs.-o

tor to venture int, the developing ountries.

Perhaps th* most obvine consideration in sasessing the prestm low of

financial aseiatance to these countes in the use to wich the xmW is put.

ia spite of beimg so obviets, it hase weaesion resoived esa attetin.

At preswtt, most development assistene. is previded In the shape of loeam*

which eventually mset be repaid. Private equity lweswatme if it in success-

fbl, will inrelve the paqment of diviends overseav. Foreign oassstame of a3l

kinds, even including grant aid, ean aly be put to work if it is coubinad with

loal fnds and 100.1 efforts wtd* might have been devoted to other uses.

Thus uess the foreign awistase is dewsted to pAnepass which we wormths2e*,

the developing oourttry mq assome a debt burden for the future and will certay

forfgo alternative and more valuable mstion for the presnt time, without gettag

a rward in development sehieved that will coopewate for the sacrifices Im.ived,



Tt is easy uen*u to grasp this fat, when a tvelopig oetery's

gpvwrmnt sensibly chooses to put aid fu=d. to work building a now school,

instead f - ay -,- hqnanaring proeds on a handsom elassical facade

far the inistry of the Iterior. But it is less easy to distinguish beUmn

the merits of a port project and a schwe to build a raw road, or to pan

judgmat betweom alternative propoaals for a hospital and a plaut to produce

fertiliaer.

Judgats of this kind should not be ade an te sper of the M=t or at

the prAing of emotion. If they are to be made orvoet3,v thay have to be

based mn painstakiMs asoossros not mly of the wwth of the preets tho-

slvws, bt alse of teir priority as corpared with other proects whose vnotts

say appear n mthe fae of it to be equal. They cannot be ade in isolatin.

Power stations are worth1ess without jonsmral faotoriss met han martlS;el

roads are of no value unless they arry taffil Aparted mshius nus he

kep supplied with spare pas~j and miyersities must be supplied with quai-

fied secondary school graduates. Althou in the lan run te operation o

supp17 and dwam is likely to put ri t Lmalanaes of this kid , a poor

countr canust afford the waste of tib and resoure*s inolved in the anhe .

It has to work sout me order of priorities for developumint - in othr wwrds,

it has to pla.

"Plandige is a word that still satimes v*s*o a violant response,

particularly in the United States, *here people tend to identify it with the

practes and poliloAs of the totalitarian states. Hvinv, I am not ta

about th kind of oentralized plaraing that dictates every aspect of a *emtry7 a

eesumiia activitri quite apart fran its politisal s1,VdftaannO plannig of

this kind is far beyond the adaiveitrative aspacitq of nast daelopgM stls.



The INW6 Of pI.2M that SeaMs o..uitial to what has bun callad "indicative"

plan ig, whih t eattpts to ehwt the apprawiate eamnse of a constary's aconaW.

rather than lewaing it to drift entirely at the ercy of cireamtances. No

vadaez*64 epod country, faced with almost muimted claime upon very linited

revsoufes, ean avoid making ame decivouna about whieb elaim are to be satis.

fied and whieh left iunsatisfied. And ai* them. claims met be made, it is

obviously destrable that tbey be made m a raioal basis. No on will expect

the decisions to be perfeots emimini prtoritie will not aluays coincide with

politieal or social prioritiea,, and mistaes will be *Ad*, But if mythin

like full valu is to be obtaiied from ftraign amistomo, and frm a . 'utryls

own reeowmovs, awo degree of plaming in neees.ma. In its aa.e. develop

ment f.Ms will cismtaue, as so often ia the pat, to be of sob less value t

ther users than thoy shonid have beon.

There is a thid iMrtwt aspect of financial assistance to osnmU

diresaloawat -* the terms, finaevial and othewise, an %ic* the assintanom is

offered.

The finanital termvs attached to develsent capital todea are often of

bmilderiag variety. Sme assitanc is g4vm in the for* of direct gran ,

Sow of the capital Inftlw takes the shape of equity investent. For the

revt, interest rates vary from lse. an ne peest to arwnd eight pamerom

7*ws ot gree before repspmts st, from almat nothing to ton yesrej

periotd of rwpaymait fro two or throe years to as iawh as fifty yearej and

the .errewr for repapwmt, while gieraeUl the curreny bormroed, Is owtI8
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the borrmr's om. Frm the poat of view of the hard-up borrwer, the

loncer the naymat and grace periods, =A the ls? the intereat rate, the

better. From the lander's point of view, the rwwevrf is obious]y true -.

always pravided that the tews he sets are mot so stiff that the bwrrer

ubsequnetly is umble to keep to his side of tM bargain.

A fairly alear divIding line ean be dram between those forus of assis-

tane which are provided on purely businss. tes, and the which repreent

same sacifice an the part of the providor. At preemt there is an uwistake.

able temdeney to provide aid on financial teme that ipay ae degem of sub-

sidy to the boremr - as when a lending gow~mawt extends aid on easier

terms than it must itself pay to finance that lmnding - but this tulmy is

to mame extent balammed by attsehing Ineasingly stringent non-f.=ancial am.

ditions to the low>. An easple here is the premt policy of the U.S. Ageacy

for International Dvvelapwmt,, uiadh offers most gummous terms of r,

but new requires that loans be spent an Aerican goed. The Russians, of

courae, have always tied their aid in the n way. The fiancial tern

offered by the WMr d Dank are related to our own bwarrtsg ts and work out

at about the am interest rate as post first-elass foreign b.rwusve would

be required to pay in the U.S. market - ta is, a rate sli1hie then

is asked of Canadian borrw se in Now Tot. on the other head, the Bank's

afffliates the Internatimoal Develuspnt Assoolations laid* on terms far *&viar

thma could emvi be obtaind in the open martt

Wy should smbsidized tern be offered to a developing eountry -ad wAs

limits should be put on the subsidy?



t seem unnenessary for me to argue before this audiemo te general

case for assiLtance to the developing countries. Weter the ca," be put in

terms of altruism, enlightwwd sel-f-interest, or a combinaon of the tw it

appears to me pretty envinoing. But it dces still sem to be nceossery to

umerlxie the fact that for many of the developing countries, our assistance

ill be ineffective unlse5 the financial aid given is fairly ganerous in its

term as well as its scale.

The facts of the mantter are fairly well knom. There are a good many

developing eourtrie that can afford to bfrruv on the usual marmet terms for

both intereft and period of repyment. There are, however, an increasing nmbe

of others uhigh, although they have the absaorptve capacity to pt borrwed

fted to good ume, have not got the earning ospity to repay loams offeed on

conventioanal terza.

Sos of the nations in this plight have boon imprSoident in th past.

Sa, certainly have been tepted to borre an mpa. that were obviovely Un-

mstable : rsal, for instance, saddAlo itself m&s years ago with m .mmm

lad of short-term supplies, credits that seuld not possibly be repaid on

schedule out of ea~rng. on the projecse finsed. Toa grea extent, tugh,

the countries which now fLnd tmaselves unable to bewrcw safely as much as they

can une are in this position for reasons omer which they have littlA contrl.

They are in trouble partly because of their sui peat weea in getting the

proses of developrent under way, and partly because of the persistent slug.

gishness in the grmth of their eport earnings (mot of *iah ae derived from

the sale of primary prodixts that for a number of yare have beom in oversupply

throunghout the world).



The resnIt is ianed up ift sm figwes that the World Bank's economista

drew together not long aga over the previou six year, the average exp.r$A e

of .mmtries wepresenting most of the uaderdeveloped warld was for their expet

osrnings to have risa by just abeut 15 altogether, while their total external

debt had more than doubled. Since for years to ame they wi continue to need

large imports of capital goods and other equipmnt and vrvises, this tendenc7

for their debt burden to grvw mush faster than their capacity to repay the debt

camot contima without eventua1y bringing the whole proeas of develoruut, to

a halt.

The amergmee of this situatim was recginded fairly early by the lnited

States, hidh for a amber of years has been making sooft" loams, More gAeal

oacwrn about the growing burden of debt mrvice carried by many developing

countries led to the extablishaA, in 1960, of the Internatioanal Develspment

Ase..iatimn as as affiliate of the Werld Bank. Equipped wit Initial resourees

in onvertible cumnices equivalent to atut $760 milleU , te Assoeiatim

has set very lenient tems for its lending, designed to put the Pam burdon

an the bowvrwer's balane of payments. Other lemders have not so far managed

to matc these terms., althou* it is fair to sy that in the last year er two

thee has been some reduction in the interest rates charged, and also same

lengthaning of repawnt periods. This proess eould wll go a good deal

further, even reognising that sa of the leridg amtries mV find it

difficalt to offer more generous terms if their Mn balapoes of paymt. are

not vwy healty,



Althgh I do bliem that a nupber of the developing oonaries need =d

desm same elosent of subsidy in the loans they receiv*, I want to emphasize

that they should need no subiy to Justify indtvidual projects. If a project

eCanot be us~ttfied when it is financed by a loan at 6K, it still OcalEt be

justified when it is financed at 2%, or some such subaied rate of inters6t,

even if it then rturus a nominal profit. A developing contry is mch too

poor to have ay busimess z mdotakwg proects that ae enly uarginally pro-

fitable - or at least, if it undertakes ah projects, it should face the

ftt that it is doitg as for non-ecnmic rmsaons. As a general rule of ttmah,

it is fair to ay that in thee untries no develawA project should be

sl- 6 k mIos. t retuwm direst or indirmt, benefits of at least 1% awmally

n its eevt. It is aIs* obvistsly wng to gLw artifially cheap loome to

entarprises whiah a" in oaapetitin with others that do wt got saimlar assis-

taus. A firm that has to rely an the private narket for fnsa borrwaing at

short term at perhaps 12% per annam, eawoe hpe to compete with sotor empazr om-

ploring funds ecsting it 2% per amax and repayabla r 30 a or se

To ake sure that the speoial tarmn of its lening do rmt give subsidies

of this kind, the International Developsot Assocition makes all of its loEans

to goernmente in the first instace. If the funds ar to be re-lent to other

agemies that will carry oat the projects finaqnd, we insist that the final

loans be made en the term normal and eustuwry In the contres ozeneed -

In other words, am tems that carry no speuial subsidy,

The far, in speaking of the te of le.dingq I have mmtiaed only the

formal finaneial terns an *ich iost loims a" offered. I have left oat of
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acunt the terms of private equity invesnstts, whh will earn a return

varying with the ases of the investwnt and also omodity loms, wich

although frequently repayable in lsal currencies, present soe problens of

their om, partiularly troub the diseuraging effect tey can have on the

normal trade in thmse and conpeing comodities. Yont important# I have left

out of aceowut, and =at now disase, the question of the no*.financial con-

diions so ofte attah4ed to loom .- the kind of oanditions we generally csll

'strings".

I would not want you to think that I believe all *strings* an Imm a"

antomatically undesirable. NM.h of -my wvn work is concerned with attaohing

such strings, as firmly as I om, to the leading of the World Bank and tbe

International Dwyelopmant Association. Bt there is a clear disatmInus b&

twoen strings that are intended prinarIly to serve the interests of te barwssw

and those intended to sere the selfish interests of the lnder.

hen we at the W 4rd Bank attach acnditions to our la4itng, we do so eithar

becase we think that they will make the borroer take steps that are in his

w interesxt or because we wish to insure that our lan will be raid. As

far as repayment is concerne, our conditionx are usally quite sprii&Varwatd;

an examle is the pledge we often ask of our boowes that they will ast sost

gap their prop@,rtie to a later lende, and co moakes our own postion. 1h

the beroer's Interest, as well as our own, we also set senditiuw design"e

to nake mire that a proper erganisation is mit up to earry out a prwject, md

that the project is properly administered *men it is f inidw. Typical ezales

might be an agrsment to eMl7 cnsultamnt to devise a *me efficient socomting



systo; a requirement that rates sharged by the borreer for its services be

raised to a fully econoric levelj or insistence that in order to obtain 3ank

funds for one schom, plans for another and sore grandiose project be put aside

for a while. Conditions of this kind sonetimee makes us unpopular, but beiNg

an internatinal orgnisation -we have the advantage of being knovn to have no

ulterior motives, and of beiuj free ourselves frm pressures that might forci

u! to relax our standards.

It is of ourse open to other landers to set conditions of thi kind, often

from the purest of motives. But the benoeolence of their intentions tends to

be doubed. It has to be faced that most of the finance provided frm external

sourees for econni development is offered for oanerial or political reasons.

This being so, the interests of the lender and the borrow are at variance,

and sometimes are di .trical3y opposed.

There is little problan here with private lending and investrnt. 3orrow-

ing In the private market overseas is a purely business natter, and (as I have

argued already) the developing coutries usually have toe much, rather tha te

little, control over foreign direct invstment. Lending by gevewawntst however,

is often distorted by serious pressures. These pressures tend to have the

effect of directing assistance to countries whose needs we less gyeAt tan the

needs of others, of encouraging conentraton upon projects that are net of the

highest priority, and of making the executin of those projects less efficient

and more epensive than it should be..

Of course, we must reognize the political facta of life. As lnmg as the

Cold War is with us, certain contries are going to get - and need - ae aid

then thy ndlbt deserve an gmuds of pwe eeanouda equitr. N*Vwee1ass,



politioal influences are gener&1:b given more weight then they should be. The

results are only too familiar. A developing country whioh is regarded as

safely friendly is smetimes neglected in favor of another whose nonaligprent

looks shaky. Projects are financed, not because they are of high priority,

but because they are the pet scheme of politicians whose position the lenders

wish to bolster, or whose friendship they wish to win. To avoid giving offence,

coanditions required to rake a project a sucess are not attached to a loan, or

are left unenforced. For reaseons quite unconnected with economic need, offers

of assistance are made which allow governments to postpen necessary reforne,

Other offers are withdrawn, or kept in a state of suspense, raking it irpossible

for the developing country to plan ahead rationally.

Comemial motives also distort lending, The dangers of excessive relia.we

on short-term oemercial credits are fairly generally recognised now. But a

good deal of pressure from both foreign and d=4stia private interests is still

exerted both upon the governments of underdeveloped countris, to persade the

to buy unsuitable equipment from overseas, and upo the goernments of the

industrialised countries, to induce them to provide or garantee the meevsaVy

financing.

It is unfortunately true that an inorefsfing share of the financial assist-

ane offered to the underdeveloped countries is tied to purchases in the leadiWt

country. I fully appreciate the motives behind, for instane, the present U.S*

attempts to ensure that as ruch as possible of American finanaial aid is &Pent

in purohases from American corpmnies. One cannot lightly shrug off the balame

of paymints implications of a large aid program. Hever, one cannot fet,,

either, that tied aid often preventthe developing countries from buying in

the most suitable and econmic market, and that a tied program of aid is ex-

trensly vulnerable to eo reial pressures.
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There are no simple solutions to theze difficulties --w or at least, there

are none that I have heard of. Yawr of us believe, not solely for reasons of

profesnstonal pride, that the objectivity, independeme and past record of the

internstional organizations qualifies then to handle a greater part of the

businrees of financing ecoiomie development than at present, l-ut we must recog-

nime that national feelings, conoiderations of foreigz policy, and other factors

are likely to keep a large proportian of the aid effort on a bilateral basis.

This being so, the best we -an db is to point out the dangers inherent in bi-

lateral aid, and hope that those responsible for administering it$ both in the

lending and the recipt(nt countries, will try to rwinmber that oray o oosider-

ation should be upperizot in their minds - the true welfare of the people the

aid is intended to help.

T was asked to talk today about financing ecnomic develos4, end I hav*

tried not to stzay too far fr= my subject. But I cannet finish witheut repeating

my earlier warning about the relative place of finaac in the proese of develop.

ment. There is still a tendency to think that money is the key to economic pro.

gres, It is not; it is only one element among many. For a very few contries,

it is the element that at present is most effectively limiting their develoenat.

For the majority, however, development is hanpered more seriously by shortages

of skills, by lack of planning and prepartion, by inatitutional factors, by pop-

ulation grmsth, by unstable expxt prices or barriers to trade, and - not least -

by inappropriate policies. The difficulties involved in finanoing ecnmic

development ire real md important. But they am only a part of the whole omplex

of the problems and challenges involved in heaping the tmderdeveloped countries

to eseq. from their present poverty.
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Not long ago, people writing about the problems of economic development

tended very often to sum up their conclusions by setting up a nice round

figure of so many billions of dollars a year as a target for aid, and then

issuing a call -- couched in emotional rather than logical terms -- for the

hitting of this target by some specified and not-far-distant date. Too often,

these discussions took little account of the likelihood that these vast sums

could be raised, and were even less concerned with the capacity of the pro-

spective recipients to put them to good use.

Today, simple and unrealistic targets of this kind are still sometimes

put forward, but most people now recognize that the process of economic

development is immensely more complex than such proposals suggest. If there

is one lesson that we at the World Bank have learned in the course of some

seventeen years of operations, it is that the problems of development cannot

usefully be discussed in terms of money alone.

Economic development is the end-product of a whole range of necessary

contributing factors. They include, to name a few at random, the attitudes,

adaptability and training possessed by a country's people, the natural resources

and environment with which the country is endowed, the opportunities open to

it for trade with the rest of the world., and the intelligence of the policies

pursued by its government. Any one of these factors, if unfavorable, may

wreck a poor country's chances of hoisting itself onto the road to economic
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independence and prosperity. Each is a necessary, but not a sufficient$

condition of progress. Finance is just one more of these necessary conditions.

It is more easily understood than the rest, because it deals with measurable

quantities. It is also more willingly recognized than others, because people

are usually ready to admit their poverty, but are less happy to acknowledge

shortcomings in their policies, their institutions and. their habits.

Having, I hope, relegated finance to a properly auxiliary role in the

process of economic development, let me go on to say that it is still a most

complicated subject.

I ought to make it clear, before going further, that in order to reduce

my subject to manageable proportions I am restricting my remarks today to the

external financing of economic development, We should not forget, however,

that the developing countries must themselves provide the bulk of the finance

they require for their development. The adequacy of these funds will depend

less upon foreign aid than upon domestic savings, both public and private,

and these in turn largely depend on intelligent government policy in the

political, economic and monetary fields. Speaking quantitively, foreign aid

can be no more than a marginal factor in development. To be sure, it may be

essential as a source of funds with which to finance the external costs of

development programs. But we must realize that almost all of the developing

countries still earn far more through their exports than through the loans

or grants provided by the assistance programs of friendly countries. And in

some cases, movements in the prices of their principal exports will have a

greater impact on their balance of payments than the year-to-year variations

in the amount of foreign aid received.
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No one knows with any certainty how much aid is being given at the moment.

Partly, this is because the statistics are incomplete. More importantly,

however, it is because there is considerable disagreement about what does and

does not constitute aid. It is perfectly clear that the outright gift of large

sums of money which can be spent anywhere in the world would constitute aid. by

any definition. At the other extreme, no one, I imagine, will include under

"aid" the kind of financing provided by an ordinary three monthst bill of

exchange, covering a particular shipment of goods and discounted by the pur-

chaser's banker. The dividing line lies at some unclearly defined point between

these two cases. By whatever definition you adopt, however, public and private

external assistance for the development of the poorer countries is now running

at a rate equivalent to a good many billions a year. Much of this aid is

immensely valuable, some is worthless; some is actively harmful. Capital for

development is needed -- but it must be provided to the right people, for the

right purposes, and on the right terms.

* * * * *

A first important consideration in the financing of economic development

is the nature of the recipient, and of the provider. Foreign aid and. other

finance for development flows through a surprising variety of channels. In

strong contrast to the situation a century ago, when private investors assumed

the main burden of financing development overseas, the greater part of foreign

assistance now passes directly from one government to another. A further large

proportion is passod through international organizations, which may draw their

funds from member governments or from the private market, and which may in turn

lend both to governments and to private borrowers. Some governments of



developing countries are themselves able to borrow in foreign capital markets

but the amounts are small. A little money flows into these countries in the

shape of foreign portfolio investment; much more is invested or reinvested by

foreign companies in their local subsidiaries, which may or may not be joint

ventures with interests in the countries concerned. Finally, suppliers'

credits are frequently available to both private and public purchasers of an

industrialized nation's products.

There is room for all of these types of development finance. To some

extent one finds a natural division of labor. For example, private investors

are most interested in financing industrial and mining projects; they are less

often attracted to the so-called "infrastructure" projects - roads, power

stations, and the like -- for which development loans from public sources are

well suited.

Unfortunately, it is only seldom that an entirely satisfactory balance

is struck. Most developing countries have to make do with an unduly heavy

dependence on aid of a single type or from a single source.

Today the most obvious inbalance in the financing of development is between

the flow of public aid and that of private investment. Aid from governments

is extended because of concern for the needs of the developing countries, or

because it is hoped that assistance will earn a political or commercial return.

The international organizations provide assistance because that is what they

were set up to do. But the private investor wants simply to earn a worthwhile

financial return on his money -- and he goes only where he thinks he will be

made welcome. At present, he is clearly taking much less interest than he

might in investment in the developing countries, and in consequence these
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countries are losing the benefit not only of his very considerable capital

resources, but also of his organizing ability, his technical skill, and his

enterprise.

A certain amount can be done by the developing countries to attract the

private foreign investor by means of such devices as tax concessions for new

industries, and special protective tariffs and quotas against competing imports.

Concessions of this kind, however, are mostly aimed at increasing the potential

returns on an investment -- and on the whole, it is not any lack of profit

opportunities that deters the investor from going into the less developed

countries. Many people believe that a much more powerful inducement to

private capital would be provided if means could be found to overcome the

often-justified fears of the foreign investor that his investment in an

underdeveloped country will be threatened. by expropriation without fair com-

pensation, or by other arbitrary action by the government of the country

concerned.

A number of possible solutions have been put forward. One approach

is represented by current efforts to draw up a convention setting out basic

principles for the protection of foreign-owned property. The idea is that

countries would accept the convention, and in case of its rules being violated,

would agree to submit to the ruling of an international tribunal. This

solution, while clear-cut, is not easily reconciled with the prickly national-

ism of some of the underdeveloped countries. A second proposal, to which we

devoted some study at the World Bank a year or so ago, calls for the establish-

ment of a multilateral insurance scheme for foreign investment. Here, again,

there are some severe difficulties. At present, our attention at the Bank is
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concentrated on a third possible approach to the problem. The suggestion,

now under study by the Executive Directors of the Bank, is that we should

establish facilities which would be available to foreign investors and host

governments wishing to bring investment disputes to conciliation or arbitration.

It is proposed that the Bank might sponsor the establishment of a center

or secretariat for conciliation and arbitration, under whose auspices con-

ciliation panels or arbitration tribunals would be set up when necessary.

Resort to these facilities would be entirely voluntary, and they would be

used only when both the government and the foreign investor concerned in a

dispute had consented. But once consent had been given, the parties to the

dispute would be bound to carry out their undertaking and, if arbitration

were involved, to abide by the arbitrators' award. This whole approach is

more modest than that involved in either the proposed convention on the

treatment of foreign investments or the multilateral investment scheme. But

it also involves considerably fewer difficulties. We have high hopes that

it may soon be possible to reach a workable agreement establishing the con-

ciliation and arbitration center, and that the center will have a measurable

effect in encouraging the private investor to venture into the developing

countries.

* ** * *

Perhaps the most obvious consideration in assessing the present flow of

financial assistance to these countries is the use to which the money is put.

In spite of being so obvious, it has on occasion received scant attention.

At present, most development assistance is provided in the shape of

loans, which eventually must be repaid. Private equity investment, if it is
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successful, will involve the payment of dividends overseas. Foreign

assistance of all kinds, even including grant aid, can only be put to work

if it is combined with local funds and local efforts. Unless the foreign

assistance is devoted to purposes which are worthwhile, the developing

country, if it has borrowed abroad, may assume a debt burden for the

future and in any event is foregoing alternative uses of its resources

for the present time, without getting a reward in development achieved

that will compensate for the sacrifices involved.

It is easy enough to grasp this fact, when a developing country's

government sensibly chooses to put aid funds to work building a new school,

instead of -- say -- squandering the proceeds on a handsome classical

facade for the 11inistry of the Interior. But it is less easy to distinguish

between the merits of a port project and a scheme to build a new road, or

to pass judgment between alternative proposals for a hospital and a plant

to produce fertilizer.

Judgments of this kind should not be made on the spur of the moment or

at the prompting of emotion. If they are to be made correctly, they have to

be based on painstaking assessments not only of the worth of the projects

themselves, but also of their priority as compared with other projects whose

merits may appear on the face of it to be equal. They cannot be made in

isolation. Power stations are worthless without consumers; factories must

have markets; roads are of no value unless they carry traffic; imported

machines must be kept supplied with spare parts; and universities must be

supplied with qualified secondary school graduates. Although in the long

run the operation of supply and demand is likely to put right imbalances of

this kind, a poor country cannot afford the waste of time and resources
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involved in the meanwhile. It has to work out some order of priorities for

development -- in other words, it has to plan.

"Planning" is a word that sill sometimes evokes a violent response,

particularly in the United States, where people tend to identify it with the

practices and policies of the totalitarian states. However, I am not talking

about the kind of centralized planning that dictates every aspect of a country's

economic activity: quite apart from its political significance, planning of

this kind is far beyond the administrative capacity of most developing countries.

The sort of planning that seems essential is what has been called "indicative"

planning, which attempts to chart the approximate course of a country's

economy, rather than leaving it to drift entirely at the mercy of circumstances.

No underdeveloped country, faced with almost unlimited claims upon very limited

resources, can avoid making some decisions about which claims are to be satis-

fied and which left unsatisfied. And since these claims must be made, it is

obviously desirable that they be made on a rational basis. No one will

expect the decisions to be perfect: economic priorities will not always

coincide with political or social priorities, and mistakes will be made. But

if anything like full value is to be obtained from foreign assistance, and

from a country's own resources, some degree of planning is necessary. In

its absence, development funds will continue, as so often in the past, to

be of much less value to their users than they should have been.

There is a third important aspect of financial assistance to economic

development -- the terms, financial and otherwise, on which the assistance is

offered.



The financial terms attached to development capital today are often

of bewildering variety. Some assistance is given in the form of direct

grants. Some of the capital inflow takes the shape of equity investment.

For the rest, interest rates vary from less than one percent to around

eight percent; years of grace before repayments start, from almost nothing

to ten years; periods of repayment from two or three years to as much as

fifty years; and the currency for repayment, while generally the currency

borrowed, is sometimes the borrower's own. From the point of view of the

hard-up borrower, the longer the payment and grace periods, and the lower

the interest rate, the better. From the lender's point of view, the reverse

is obviously true - always provided that the terms he sets are not so stiff

that the borrower subasequently is unable to keep to his side of the bargain.

A fairly clear dividing line can be drawn between those forms of

assistance which are provided on purely business terms, and those which

represent some sacrifice on the part of the provider. At present there is

an unmistakable tendency to provide aid on financial terms that imply some

degree of subsidy to the borrower-- as when a lending government extends

aid on easier terms than it must itself pay to finance that lending -- but

this tendency is to some extent balanced by attaching increasingly stringent

non-financial conditions to the loan. An example here is the present policy

of the U.S. Agency for International Development, which offers most generous

terms of repayment, but now requires that loans be spent on American goods.

The Russians, of course, have always tied their aid in the same way. The

financial terms offered by the World Bank are related to our own borrowing

costs, and work out at about the same interest rate as most first-class
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foreign borrowers have been required to pay in the U.S. market -- that is,

a rate slightly higher than that for Canadian borrowings in New York. On

the other hand, the Bank's affiliate, the International Development Association,

lends on terms far easier than could ever be obtained in the open market.

Why should subsidized terms be offered to a developing country -- and

what limits should be put on the subsidy?

It seems unnecessary for me to argue before this audience the general

case for assistance to the developing countries. Whether the case be put in

terms of altruism, enlightened self-interest, or a combination of the two,

it appears to me pretty convincing. But it does still seem to be necessary

to underline the fact that for many of the developing countries, our assistance

will be ineffective unless the financial aid given is fairly generous in its

terms as well as its scale.

The facts of the matter are fairly well known. There are a good many

developing countries that can afford. to borrow on the usual market terms

for both interest and period of repayment. There are, however, an increasing

number of others which, although they have the absorptive capacity to put

borrowed funds to good use, haven't the earning capacity in foreign exchange

to rep3y loans offered on conventional terms.

Some of the nations in this plight have been improvident in the past.

Some, certainly, have been tempted to borrow on terms that were obviously

unsuitable: Brazil and Turkey, for instance, saddled themselves with an

immense load of short-term suppliers' credits that could not possibly be repaid

on schedule out of earnings on the projects financed. To a great extent,

though, the countries which now find themselves unable to borrow safely as
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much as they can use are in this position in large part for reasons over

which they have little control. True, their domestic economic and financial

policies may not always have been sound. But their present troubles, that

is, the imbalance between their absorptive capacity and their capacity to

service foreign debt are a result of their own past success in getting the

process of development under way; and these difficulties are only too often

aggravated by the persistent sluggishness in the growth of their export

earnings (most of which are derived from the sale of primary products that

for a number of years have been in oversupply throughout the world).

The result is summed up in some figures that the World Bank's economists

drew together not long ago: over the previous six years, the average experience

of countries representing most of the underdeveloped world was that their

export earnings had risen by just about 15 percent altogether, while their

total external debt had more than doubled. Since for years to come they will

continue to need large imports of capital goods and other equipment and

services, this tendency for their debt burden to grow much faster than their

capacity to repay the debt cannot continue without eventually bringing the

whole process of development to a halt.

The emergence of this situation was recognized fairly early by the

United States, which for a number of years has been making "soft" loans.

More general concern about the growing burden of debt service carried by

many developing countries led to the establishment, in 1960, of the

International Development Association as an affiliate of the World Bank.

Equipped with initial resources in convertible currencies equivalent to

about $760 million, the Association has set very lenient terms for its
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lending, designed to put the minimum burden on the borrowerts balance of

payments. These resources are now nearly fully committed and we hope that

current discussions among governments concerning their replenishment will

soon lead to a substantial addition to IDA's available funds.

Other lenders have not so far managed to match the lenient terms on

which IDA lends, although it is fair to say that in the last year or two

there has been some reduction in the interest rates charged, and also some

lengthening of repayment periods. This process could well go a good deal

further, even recognizing that some of the lending countries may find it

difficult to offer more generous terms if their own balances of payments are

not very healthy.

Although I do believe that a number of the developing countries need

and deserve some element of subsidy in the loans they receive in order to

relieve the pressure on their balance of payments, I want to emphasize that

they should need no subsidy to justify individual projects. A developing

country is much too poor to have any business undertaking projects that are

only marginally profitable -- or at least, if it undertakes such projects,

it should face the fact that it is doing so for non-economic reasons. As

a general rule of thumb, it is fair to say that in these countries no

development project should be undertaken unless it returns direct or indirect

benefits of at least 10 percent annually on its cost. Capital being such

a scarce commodity has a high cost. This cost cannot be avoided by a sub-

sidized rate of interest. If a project cannot be justified when it is

financed with 6 percent money, the answer is not to finance it with 2 percent

money, but to devote the funds to a better alternative use.
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To make sure that the special terms of IDAfs lending serve their purpose,

that of alleviating balance of payments problems, the Association makes all

of its loans to governments in the first instance. If the funds are to be

re-lent to other agencies or private enterprises that will carry out the

projects financed, we insist that the final loans be made on the terms

normal and customary in the countries concerned -- in other words, on terms

that give no special subsidy or windfall profits.

Thus far, in speaking of the terms of lending, I have mentioned only

the formal financial terms on which most loans are offered.

Equally important, in the case of loans to the underdeveloped countries,

are the terms, or the strings if you will, which are attached to loan

transactions not so much in order to assure the safety of the lender's invest-

ment -- although that is obviously a matter of legitimate concern -- as to

ensure that the borrowed funds will be used to best advantage, will yield

the maximum benefit to the borrowing country. The World Bank has been a

pioneer in this field. Our concern with the borrower's welfare begins long

before a loan is granted. In discussions with the borrower and through

independent investigations we seek to convince ourselves that the project for

which financing is sought has a high priority in the borrower's development

program. Frequently, we give the borrower technical assistance in the

drawing up of such a program and in the identification of high priority

projects. We want to assure ourselves that the project is properly designed

and that the execution will be supervised by competent consulting engineers.

These matters are covered by the loan agreement as is the question of

procurement. Procedures for procurement are agreed with the borrower
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and. they nearly always provide for wide international competition so that

the borrower has the opportunity to get the best value for his money. The

question of management is a difficult one in most underdeveloped countries

and receives close attention from the World Bank which sometimes helps the

borrover to find foreign personnel to help in the initial stages of the

project's operation. When a project is revenue producing, such as a power

plant, we generally insist on rates being charged which are not only sufficient

to cover financial and other expenses, including depreciation and other reserves,

but which will leave a surplus to be used to finance further expansion. Some-

times we find it necessary to restrict the borrower's freedom to undertake

additional projects until such time as the project which we are financing

has been completed and is properly operating. These are just a few examples

of the non-financial terms of our loan agreements. They are coupled with

close supervision of compliance with the agreements over the entire term

of the loans. This may seem to add up to a pretty paternalistic system. But

we feel that, as custodians of the funds of our member governments and our

bondholders we have the right to insist on these matters and that as a

development institution we have the duty to do so. From time to time we may

be unpopular with borrowers, but, being international, our motives are never

questioned.

It is of course open to other lenders to set conditions of this kind.

But the benevolence of their intentions tends to be doubted. It has to be

faced that much of the finance provided from external sources for economic

development is offered for commercial or political reasons. Lending by

governments is often distorted by serious pressures. These pressures tend
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to have the effect of directing assistance to countries whose needs are

less great than the needs of others, of encouraging concentration upon

projects that are not of the highest priority, and of making the execution

of those projects less efficient and more expensive than it should be.

Of course, we must recognize the political facts of life. As long as

the cold war is with us, certain countries are going to get -- and need --

more aid than they might deserve on grounds of pure economic equity.

But when political rather than economic considerations guide decisions

on foreign aid, the results are only too familiar. A developing country

which is regarded as safely friendly is sometimes neglected in favor of

another whose nonalignment looks shaky. Projects are financed, not because

they are of high priority, but because they are the pet scheme of politicians

whose position the lenders wish to bolster, or whose friendship they wish

to win. To avoid giving offense, conditions required to make a project a

success are not attached to a loan, or are left unenforced. For reasons

quite unconnected with economic need, offers of assistance are made which

allow governments to postpone necessary reforms. Other offers are withdrawn,

or kept in a state of suspense, making it impossible for the developing

country to plan ahead rationally.

Commercial motives also distort lending. The dangers of excessive

reliance on short-term commercial credits are fairly generally recognized now.

But a good deal of pressure from both foreign and domestic private interests

is still exerted both upon the governments of underdeveloped countries, to

persuade them to buy unsuitable equipment from overseas, and upon the govern-

ments of the industrialized countries, to induce them to provide or guarantee

the necessary financing.
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It is unfortunately true that an increasing share of the financial

assistance offered to the underdeveloped countries is tied to purchases in

the lending country. I fully appreciate the motives behind, for instance,

the present U.S. attempts to ensure that as much as possible of American

financial aid is spend on purchases from American companies. One cannot

lightly shrug off the balance of payments implications of a large aid program.

However, one cannot forget, either, that tied aid often prevents the devel-

oping countries from buying in the most suitable and economic market, and

that a tied program of aid is extremely vulnerable to commercial pressures.

There are no simple solutions to these difficulties -- or at least,

there are none that I have heard of. Many of us believe, not solely for

reasons of professional pride, that the objectivity, independence and past

record of the international organizations qualifies them to handle a greater

part of the business of financing economic development than at present. But

we must recognize that national feelings, considerations of foreign policy,

and other factors are likely to keep a large proportion of the aid effort

on a bilateral basis. This being so, the best we can do is to point out

the dangers inherent in bilateral aid, and hope that those responsible for

administering it, both in the lending and recipient countries, will try to

remember that only one consideration should be uppermost in their minds --

the true welfare of the people the aid is intended to help.

I was asked to talk today about financing economic development, and I

have tried not to stray too far from my subject. But I cannot finish

without repeating my earlier warning about the relative place of finance in

the process of development. There is still a tendency to think that money
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is the key to economic progress. It is not: it is only one element among

many. For a very few countries, it is the element that at present is most

effectively limiting their development. For the majority, however, develop-

ment is hampered more Seriously by shortages of skills, by lack of planning

and preparation, by institutional factors, by population growth, by unstable

export prices or barriers to trade, and -- not least - by inappropriate

policies. The difficulties involved in financing economic development are

real and important. But they are only a part of the whole complex of the

problems and challenges involved in helping the underdeveloped countries

to escape from their present poverty.
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Distinguished Delegates:

On behalf of Mr. Woods, President of the International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development, I welcome you to this meeting.

This is the second of four consultative meetings of legal experts,

called by the World Bank to discuss informally the draft of an international

convention on settlement of investment disputes which you have had an

opportunity to study. The first, attended by countries of the African

continent, was held in Addis-Ababa last December. The third will be held

in Geneva at the end of this month, and the fourth in Bangkok in April.

I am pleased to tell you that the Addis-Ababa meeting was a success.

Almost all of the African nations invited sent delegates, several of the

most important countries expressed support and no country was opposed to

the basic features of our proposals. The discussions were constructive,

and the arguments and comments made will be very useful to us in studying

more deeply these new problems of international law. The headquarters of

the regional economic ,commissions of the United Nations were put at our

disposal for the other three meetings. For this meeting, ECLA has given

us its firm and valuable support, and we very much appreciate its effective

help in all a&-inistrative aspects of the rrecting.

I am very pleased and honored that so many nations of this hemisphere

have sent such eminent jurists to this meeting. I see in this the

recognition, by the Governments you represent, of the importance of the

matters we will study here.

The countries of this hemisphere were born to political independence

less than two centuries ago, some even in very recent times. However,

their- eccnanic vicissitudes have been of such a nature, that their

representatives will bring to this meeting ideas which Will be of great

value for our study. The experience of some countries in the field of

foreign investment has not been pleasant. However, all this is past

history. We no longer have to fear International law as a tool of the

strong against the weak.

Under the influence of the past .certain juridical traditions have

developed in this hemisphere which may have been justified in that period.

I suggest that the time has come to reappraise these traditions in the

/light of

.. . .......
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light of today's urgent needs for the betterment of human life in an

atmosphere of growing cooperation among independent nations.

It may possibly strike some of you as somewhat unusual that the

World Bank should take the initiative in promoting an international

agrecment in a field which might not be regarded as falling directly

within its sphere of'activity and that it is willing and eager to play

such an active part in seeking to bring the proposals now before you to

reality.

There is a brief answer to this, namely that the Bank is not merely

a financing mechanism but that it is, above all, a development institution.

We are concerned with the entire process of economic development rather

than with the mere provision of funds for particular projects, and our

approach to the problem of economic development is professional and

non-political.

The Bank's activities consist necessarily in large part of the

provision of finance. But much of the .energy and resources of the World

Bank are devoted to technical asistance and advice directed toward the

promotion of conditions conducive to rapid economic growth - to creation

of a favorable investment climate in the broadest sense of the term. To

this end, sound technical and administrative foundations arc essential,

but no loss indispensable is the firm establishment of the Rule of Law.

-In days past there may have been some justification for regarding

international investment as a subject of interest chiefly to the capital-

exporting nations and their citizens. Today it is universally recongnised

as a factor of crucial importance in the economic develpmoent of the less

developed parts of the world. International investment has become one of

the major features of the partnership between the richer and the po'orer

nations and its promotion a matter of urgent concern to capital-importing

and capital exporting countries alike. This is particularly true of

private foreign investment which, if wisely conducted, can make great

contributions to the development of the economies of the recipient countries.

U /Unfortunately, however,



Unfortunately, however, private capital is not now moving in sufficient

volume to areas in need of capital. And there is no room for doubt that

one of the most serious impediments to the flow of private capital is the

fear of investors that their investment will be exposed to political risks

such as outright expropriation without adequate compensation, government

interference, short of expropriation, which substantially deprives the

investor of the control or the benefits of his investment, and non-observance

by the host government of contractual undertakings on the basis of which

the investment was made.

Knowing this, we have been led to wonder whether the Bank, because

of its reputation for integrity and its position of impartiality, could

not help in removing this obstacle to international private investment.

On a number of occasions we have been approached by governments, including

governments of this hemisphere, and foreign investors who sought our

assistance in settling investment disputes that had arisen between them,

or wanted to assure themselves that our assistance would be available in

the event that differences between them should aris in the future.

On the basis of our own experience and of our assessment of the possibility

of securing widespread support at the present time, we have concluded that

the most promising approach would be to attack the problem of .the unfavorable

investment climate from the procedurral angle, by creating international

machinery which would be available on a voluntary basis for the conciliation

and arbitration of investment disputes. Some may think it desirable to go

beyond this and attempt to achieve a substantive definition of the status

of foreign property. There i no doubt in my mind that there is need for

a meaningful understanding between capital-exporting and capital-importing

nations on those matters, and the Bank follows with great interest the

studies made in this field.

But while those studies proceed, there is. need, we think, to pursue

a parallel effort of more limited scope, represented by the proposals to

be discussed at this meeting.

/Now what



Now what are the principal features of these proposals? To wha

extent do they deal only with form and to what extent do they go into

substance? How much of them is no more than a reflection of current law

and practice and how-far do they constitute a step forward in the development

of international law? And, finally, why is an international convention

required to achieve our objectives?

We shall be dealing with all these questions during the coming weck.

The answers to some of them, or at least & answers to some of them, you

will find in the Working Paper which you have been studying for some time.

I shall not attempt to restate or sunmarize that document in this

opening address but I do want to dwell on a few of the principal features

of the Convention.

The Convention would make available facilitics to which States and

foreign investors could have access on a voluntary basis for the settlement

of investment disputes between them. The method of settlement selected

might be conciliation, arbitration, or conciliation followed by arbitration

in case the conciliation effort should fail. The initiative for such

proceedings might come from a State as well as from an investor. The

Convention would set up a mechanism for the selection of conciliators and

arbitrators and for the conduct of proceedings. It is my belief that

these institutional facilities and procedures are better suited to the

types of disputes with which we arc dealing - disputes between a State and

a foreign investor - than those offered by other existing or proposed

institutions. However, taken by themselves, thcy could be put into effect

by corporate action by the Bank and would not require the conclusion of

any inter-governmental agreement.

But in my opinion, the institutional facilities, however useful, are

socondary to other parts of the proposals, and those do required to be

embodied in a Convention.

What are they?

In the first place, a recognition of the principle that a non-State

party, an investor, may have direct access to a State party before an

international forum. By direct access I mean that the investor will act

in his own name and will not require the espousal of his cause by his

/national government.
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national government. By signing tho Convention States would admit this

principle; but only the principlec, No signatory State would be compelled

to resort to the facilities provided by the Convention, or to agree to do

so, and no foreign investor could in fact initiate proceedings against a

signatory State unless that State and the investor had specifically so

agreed. However, once they had so agreed, both parties 'would be irrevocably

bound to carry out their undertaking and the Convention establishes rules

designed to prevent frustration of the undertaking and to insure its

implementation.

Secondly, there is the question of local remdies, which in my opinion

does not really raise any major issue of principle. On the one hand

acceptance of the possibility of adjudication by an international forum of

a dispute between a State and a foreign investor implies a recognition that

local courts are not necessarily to be the final forum for the settlcment

of such disputes. On the other hand such acceptance does not imply that

local remedies cannot play a major role. At the time when parties consent

to arbitration under the Convention they are free to stipulate cither that

local remodies may be pursued in lieu of arbitration, or that local remedies

must first be exhausted before the dispute can be submitted for arbitration

under the Convention. It is only if the parties have not made either

stipulation that the Convention provides that arbitration will be in lieu

of local remedies.

A third feature is, in my opinion, .of much greater importance. In

traditional international law a wrong done to a national of one State for

which another State is internationally responsible is actionable not by

the injured national but by his State. Indeed, the classical view is that

the State has been injured in the person of its national, and that the

State seeking redress for the injury done to its national is pursuing its

own claim. Practice has progressed beyond this point and there are a

number of instances in which provision is made for settlemont of investment

disputes by direct conciliation or arbitration between the host State and

the foreign investor. Examples may be Iound in a number of concession and

cooperation agreements of recent years. But what is lacking is recognition

of the internationally binding character of such arrangements, and the

/Convention is
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Convention is designed to fill this gap. Thus the Convention would be in

harmony with the growing recognition of the individual' as a subject of

International Law.

Admittedly, an agreement by a State to submit to international

arbitration is in same sense a curtailment or impairment of its sovereignty.

However, one of the essential attributes of sovereignty is the capacity,

in the very exercise of that sovereignty, to accept limitations on it, and

this is of course what every State does each time it enters into an

international agresment. What the proposed Convention would do would be

to give internationally binding effect to the limitation of sovereignty

inherent in an agreement by a State pursuant to the Convention to submit

a dispute with a foreign investor to arbitration. But, as a corollary of

the principle under which an investor may have direct and effective access

to a foreign State without the intervention of his' national State, the

Convention introduces' an important innovation, namely that the investorts

national- State would zko longer be able to espouse the claim of its national.

A host State would therefore not be faced with the likelihood of having to

deal with a multiplicity of claims, and claimants. The Convention would

offer a means of settling directly, on the legal plane, investment disputes

between the State and the foreign investor and would insulate such disputes

from the rea3m of politics and diplomacy. I am convinced that this will

serve the best interests of investors, host States and the cause of

international cooperation generally. It would be unreali-stic not to

recogrdise that local remedies will scmetimes be unsatisfactory from the

standpoint of the investor. In such a case the investor would be left to

claim the protection of his own government, thus transforming the controversy

into a dispute between States, a resilt which would, more often than not,

be distasteful or embarrassing not only for the investor himself but even

more so for the States concerned.

A fourth feature of our proposals is that awards of arbitral tribunals

rendered pursuant to the Convention would le recognised by, and enforceable

in, all Contracting States regardless whether a State in which recognition

was sought was a party to the dispute in question.~ Thus., in the case of

an award against the State party to the a rbitra. proceedings, one nay assume

that the State, which has undertaken a solemn international obligation to

comply with the award, will do so. Therefore I consider the question of

/enforcement, as
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enforcement as somewhat academic. But I want to make clear that where, as

in most: countries, the law on Iummnity of foreign State, from 'execution

would prevent such enforcement, the Convention would leave that law

unaffected. All the Convention does is to place an arbitral award rendered

pursuant to it on the same footing as a final judgraent of the national courts.

If such judgment can be enforced under domestic law, so can the award. If

the judgment cannot so be enforced against a foreign State, neither can

the award.

There is a fifth feature, about which I can be very brief, but I want

you to bear it in mind. The Convention does not lay down standards for

the treatment by States of the property of aliens; nor does it proscribe

standards for the conduct of foreign investors in their relations with

host States. Accordingly, the Convention is not concerned with the merits

of investment disputes but with the procedure for settling them.

Gentlemen, I have explained why the -Bank has taken it upon itself to

initiate and promote the discussion of the proposed Convention. I repeat

at this -point that the Bank believes that -privato investment can make a

valuable contributi2>n to economic development. But we are neither blind,

partisans of the cause of the private investor, nor do we want to impose

our views on others, At the last Annual Meeting of the Bank, President

Woods said:

" It is not the business of the Bank, nor of its President,
to tell the developing nations within the Bank's membership
that they must accept private capital from abroad as a
partner in their development efforts or what kind of price
it is reasonable for them to pay in order to achieve such
a partnership."

Nor do we either expect or think it desirable that whenever a foreign

investor feels aggrieved by a host State- or whenever a host State feels

that a foreign investor does not live up to its obligations, such a dispute

should necessarily be dealt with by the facilities established under the

Convention rather than by the regular national judicial or administrative

channels. Nevertheless, we do want to emphasize that there may be instances

in which recourse to an international forum will be in the interest of the

host State as well as of the investor.

/There are
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There are two further points that I want to stress in this connection,

First, that the Convention is designed to deal with claims by host States

against investors, as well as with claims by investors against host States.

In fact, some provisions, such as those for the enforcement of arbitral

awards are of special importance in those cases in which a State takes the

initiative in a proceeding against an investor and is successful in its

claim.

The second point I want to emphasize is that the Convention deals

with conciliation as well as arbitration. Since arbitration poses complex

legal problems, and conciliation is a so much simpler procedure, attention

tends to be concentrated on arbitration. This does not mean, however, that

we attach less importance to conciliation than to arbitration. Our own

experience with conciliation has made us appreciate the value of this

method, and it may well be that when the Convention comes into being, the

conciliation activiteics under the auspices of the Center will prove to be

more important than arbitral proceedings.

In conclusion I would like to point out that the Convention leaves

States and investors free to establish their mutual relations on whatever

basis they deem proper. I would also like to emphasize again- that by

becoming a: party to the Convention, no State is under any obligation to

subait any dispute either to conciliation or arbitration. The true

significance of the Convention lies in the fact that it insures that if

the parties agree to have recourse to an international forum, their

agreement will be given full effect. In our opinion this would create an

clement of confidence which would in turn contribute to a healthier

investment climate. The fact that this may be only a modest contribution

should not lessen our enthusiasm.

I like to think of all of us who are so deeply concerned with the

problems of development as realists, We have our ideals, but we know

that there is no quick road to success. It is that knowledge which should

find us prepared to explore every avenue and to examine every new idea,

with an open mind, and with the sole concern to find out whether it is

capable of making some contribution to the achievement of our common goals.

/As a
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As a distinguished South American lawyer recently wrote me:

" I welcome the World Bank's initiative in studying these
problems and in particular in developing new forms of law
for the solution of the grievous problers of man in these
underdeveloped areas. For too long we lawyers have defended
a legal order which is showing itself unable to give
expression to the new forms of human developuent. It is
time for us men of the law to play our role in formulating
new rules which will modify the traditional concepts which
have prevailed this far particularly in the field of
international trade and investment."

It is in this spirit, gentlemen, that I hope we shall together study

the proposals which have been placedr bofore you.



ARBITRATION 1EETING, Santiago, Chile

February 7, 1964

Mr. Broches's Closing Statement for Press

Las sesiones de la reuni 6 n consultiva de juristas para estudiar el

proyecto de Convenio sobre conciliaci6n y arbitraje de disputas relativas

a inversiones entre los Estados y los nacionales de otros Estados, prepa-

rado por el Banco Mundial, se han desenvuelto en un plano doctrinal muy

elevado. Los juristas de este hemisferio que acudieron a la reunion han

aportado comentarios y sugestiones a nuestro proyecto que nos serfin de

suma utilidad cuando nos ilegue el momento de sintetizar los aportes de

las cuatro reuniones regionales. La experiencia de los palses de este

hemisferio en materia de inversiones ha sido intensa, a pesar de que su

vida politica, en muchos casos, se inici no hace mucho tiempo. Es por

esto que el consejo y apoyo que se nos ha ofrecido ser~n de gran valor

para nuestro estudio.

Comprendo que algunos paises, tanto exportadores como receptores

de inversiones, tendrian que estudiar la posibilidad de modificar su

legislacion interna para darle eficacia a algunos de los preceptos del

proyecto de Convenio que estamos estudiando. Sobre esto hay que recalcar

que la Regla de Derecho debe modernizarse y adaptarse a las necesidades

de la vida moderna, y no debe ser camisa de fuerza que limite el desarrollo

de los palses y de los mercados internacionales.

Agradezco la comprensi6n de los sefores delegados al enfocar los

problemas legales planteados en nuestro proyecto, tomando en consideraci6n

las dificultades de sus sistemas legales nacionales, pero analizAndolas
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con criterio amplio y a la luz de algunos de los objetivos primordiales

del Banco Mundial: el fomento de las inversiones privadas en el campo

internacional, y la promoci6n del crecimiento equilibrado del comercio

entre las naciones asociadas al mismo.

Me siento muy satisfecho de mi estancia en este bello pais, donde

he tenido ocasi6n, no s6lo de encontrar la tranquilidad necesaria para

desarrollar las tesis que les desea ofrecer el Banco a sus paises asocia-

dos en la ardua materia de la conciliaci6n y el arbitraje, sino tambi6n

de disfrutar de la hospitalidad generosa del Gobierno de Chile y de mis

colegas chilenos, y de la ayuda eficaz de la CEPAL. De aqui partimos para

Ginebra a la tercera reunion de juristas. En abril se celebrarg la cuarta,

y la altima, en Bangkok.

Con los aportes de las reuniones nos tocarg redactar un nuevo

proyecto que ofreceremos a los Directores Ejecutivos del Banco Mundial

como documento definitivo de su personal.



ARBITRATION MEETING, SANTIAGO, CHILE

February 7, 1964

Mr. Broches's Television Interview

Question 1. La Reunion de Juristas del Banco Mundial tiene un prop6sito:

buscar un instrumento internacionalmente legal para proteger las inver-

siones extranjeras en los paises en desarrollo. ZPor qu6 esta urgencia?

Tiene el Banco Mundial alg6n estudio que indique la inminencia de

nacionalizaciones en las regiones en desarrollo?

Answer. El desarrollo de los paises menos desarrollados es una de las

inquietudes ma's urgentes del momento econmico actual. El Banco Mundial

es un banco de desarrollo, pero no s6lo presta dinero para el desarrollo

de los paises asociados, sino que, de acuerdo con los preceptos estatuta-

rios redactados en la Conferencia Monetaria de Bretton Woods, debe buscar

el fomento de las inversiones privadas en el campo internacional, y la

promoci6n del crecimiento equilibrado del comercio entre las naciones

asociadas al mismo. En este momento de la historia no se puede dejar

para maflana lo que se puede hacer hoy. Sobre las nacionalizaciones en

los paises sub-desarrollados, los hechos hablan por si solos. En mi

discurso de apertura seilal6 que: "Por desgracia, el capital privado no

fluye hoy en dia en volumen suficiente a las regiones que lo necesitan.

Y no se debe dudar que uno de los obsta'culos mas serios a la corriente

de capital privado es el temor, por parte de los inversionistas, que su

inversion quede expuesta a riesgos politicos tales como: la expropiacion

sin compensacion adecuada; la interferencia gubernamental que no llega a
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ser expropiaci6n pero que en el fondo priva al inversionista del control

de su inversi6n o de sus beneficios; y la inobservancia por parte del

gobierno anfitri6n de los compromisos contractuales que sirvieron de

fundamento a la inversi6n".

Creo que nuestro proyecto puede ayudar a que se aplaque ese temor.

Question 2. Dentro de la inquietud de los inversionistas extranjeros

para la regi6n latinoamericana, Zen qu6 lugar esti Chile? jEs Chile un

lugar seguro para el inversionista extranjero?

Answer. No soy economista, s6lo soy abogado, ni he estudiado la situa-

cion particular de Chile. Sin embargo, como impresi6n de un lego en la

materia, pudiera decir que no creo que Chile ocupe un lugar muy diferente

del de los paises mLs adelantados de la Am6rica Latina. En los pocos

dias que he estado en Santiago he notado actividad y entusiamo en los

circulos de mi profesi6n. En todo caso no creo que haya desaliento.

Question 3. Dos de las regiones con mis urgente necesidad de inversion

son Africa y Am6rica Latina. LCu&l de esas regiones recibe mayor atenci6n

ahora? jPor qu& una regi6n recibe mis atenci6n que otra?

Answer. Tanto el Africa como la America Latina reciben toda la atencibn

que puede brindarles nuestro banco, del cual son sus paises, miembros

asociados. Claro que nuestro banco no puede hacerlo todo, y no faltan

paises a quienes no les interesa recibir consejos.



Question 4. Existe algn'n plan general del Banco Mundial para mejorar

las inversiones en Latinoamdrica?

Answer. Los planes del Banco Mundial son de orden mundial. Creemos que

el proyecto de convenio de conciliaci6n y arbitraje sobre disputas rela-

tivas a inversiones, que ofreceremos, espero yo, en dias no lejanos, a

nuestros paises asociados, que ya pasan de la centena, servirA para dar

confianza al inversionista; y es de todos sabido que el capital privado

extranjero podria ayudar grandemente al esfuerzo de desarrollo de esos

paises.

Question 5. 4CuAles son las conclusiones de la actual reuni6n de Juristas

del Banco Mundial?

Answer. La reunion que acaba de terminarse ha sido una reunibn consultiva.

No se ha llegado a ninguna conclusi6n. Se le ha pedido consejo a los

juristas del mundo entero en la elaboraci6n del proyecto que hemos prepa-

rado. Hemos oldo ya, en el mes de diciembre, los consejos y comentarios

de los juristas africanos, y acabamos de escuchar la docta palabra de los

juristas de este hemisferio. Ahora vamos a Ginebra, y en abril a Bangkok.

Question 6. El Ministro chileno Pinto Lagarrigue, ha asegurado que el

Banco Mundial ha exigido a Chile un aumento del ahorro interno para

financiar pr6stamos de ayuda, Zporqug esta exigencia?

Answer. No s6 si eso es cierto. AdemAs, como dije anteriormente, no

soy economista, pero es principio de 16gica que para esperar ayuda, es



necesario ayuidarse a si mismo. "La economia es riqueza" rezaba el lema

de las antiguas monedas chilenas. Nuestro Banco espera que los paises

asociados movilicen sus fuentes de riqueza, y una de las principales es

el ahorro.
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Mr. Vele.bit, Distinguished Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen:

On behalf of Mr. Woods, President of the International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development, I welcome you to this meeting.

This is the third of four consultative meetings of legal experts, called by

the World Bank to discuss informally the draft of- an international convention on

settlement of investment disputes, which you have had an opportunity to study.

The first, attended by countries of the African continent, was held in Addis Ababa

last December. The second was held earlier this month in Santiago de Chile and

was attended by countries of the Western Hemisphere. The last one will be held

in Bangkok in April.

The discussions at Addis Ababa and Santiago were constructive and the arguments

and comments made at these meetings will be very-useful to us in our further work

on the Draft before you. At the African meeting 'most countries represented

expressed support for the proposal and none raised -objections of principle as to the

basic features of the draft' convention. The consensus seemed to be that a convention

of this type would be useful and that the draft had taken account of the legitimate

interests of capital importing countries as well as of investors. At the Santiago

meeting several delegates expressed their governments' reservations concerning

certain innovations which the Convention sought to introduce into traditional

international law as understood among Latin American nations. They did not

conceal their uneasiness about what they regarded as a serious limitation on their

countries' sovereignty uhioh use of the facilities of the proposed Centre might

entail. Other Latin American delegates, however, welcomed the proposal, emphasizing

the optional nature of the Convention. In their view the Convention should be

acceptable to Latin American countries even though many of them might not be able

to make full use of the arbitration facilities (as distinguished from facilities

for conciliation) without changes in their legal system. Finally, several Latin

American delegates urged that the time had come for Latin America to re-examine

traditional concepts in the field of foreign investment. The delegates of Canada

and the United States expressed support for the proposals.
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I shall not attempt to report here in detail4.on the views and comments

expressed at those meetings, although during our discussion of the Working Paper

there will be occasion to refer from time to time to what wss said in Addis Ababa

and Santiago. For the moment I will just say that on balance we have been greatly

encouraged by the reception of our proposals at these two meetings.

* * * * * * * * *

It may -osribly strike some of you as somewhat unusual that the World Bank

should take the initiative in promoting an international agreement' in a field which

might not be regarded as falling directly within its sphere of' activity and that

it is willing and eager to play such an active part in seeking to bring the

proposals now before you to reality.

There is a brief answer to this, namely that the Bank is not merely a

financing mechanism but that it is, above all, a development institution., We are

concerned with the entire process of economic development rather' than with the

mere provision of funds for particular projects, and our approach to the problem

of economic development is professional and non-political.

The Bank's activities consist necessarily in large part of the provision of

finance. But much of the energy and resources of the World Bank are devoted to

technical assistance and advice directed toward the promotion of ionditiong

conducive to rapid economic growth - to creation of a favourable investment climate

in the broadest sense of the -term. To this end, sound technical and administrative

foundations are essential, but no less indispensable is the firm establishment of

the Rule of Law.

To-day international investment is universally recognised as a factor of

crucial importance in the economic development of the less developed parts of the

world. International investment has become one of the major features of the

partnership between the richer and the poorer nations and its promotion a matter

of urgent concern to capital-importing and capital-exporting countries alike.

This is particularly true of private foreign investment which, if wisely

conducted, can make great contributions to the development of the economies of

the recipient countries. Unfortunately, however, private capital is not now

moving in sufficient volume to areas in need of capital. And there is no room
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for doubt, that one of the most serious impediments to the flow of private capital

is the fear of investors that their investment will be exposed to political risks

such as outright expropriation without adequate compensation, government

int'erference, short of expropriation, which substantially deprives the investor

of the control or the benefits of his investment, and non-observance by the host

government of contractual undertakings on the basis of which the investment was

made.

Knowing this, we have been led to wonder whether the Bank, because of its

reputation for. integrity and its position of impartiality, could not help in

removing this obstacle to international private investment. On a number of

occasions we have been approached by governments. of capital importing countries

and foreign investors who sought our assistance in settling investment disputes

that had arisen between them, or wanted to assure. themselves that our assistance

would be- available in the event that differences between them should arise in the

future. On the basis of our own experience and of our assessment of the

possibility of securing widespread oupport at the present time, we have concluded

that the most promising dpproach would be to attack the problem of the unfavourable

investment climate from the procedural angle, by creating international machinery

which would be available on a voluntary basis for the conciliation and arbitration

of investment disputes. Some may think it desirable to go-beyond this and

attempt to achieve a substantive definition of the status ofl foreign property.

There is no doubt in my mind that there is need for a meaningful understanding 7

between capital-exporting and capital-importing nations on these matters. And

it seems to me that the draft on Protection of Foreign Property, prepared in the

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, might constitute a useful

starting point for discussions between these two groups f, countries.

But while this dialogue proceeds, there is need, we think, to pursue without

delay an objective of more limited scope, but cpableof-earlier realization,

represented by the proposals to be discussed at this meeting.

* * * * * * * *.*

Now what are the principal features of these proposals? To what extent do

they deal only with form and to what extent do they go into substance? How much
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of them is no more than a reflection of current law and practice and how far do

they constitute a step forward in the development of international law? And,

finally, why is an international convention required to achieve our objectives?

We shall be dealing with all these questions during the coming week. The

answers to some of them or at least y answers to some of them, you will find in

the Working Paper which you have been studying for some time.

I shall not attempt to restate or summarize that document in this opening

address but I do want to dwell on a few of the principal features of the

Convention.

The Convention would make available facilities to which States and foreign

investors could have access on a voluntary basis for the settlement of investment

disputes between them.. The method of settlement selected might be conciliationt

arbitration, or coneilitation followed by arbitration in case the conciliation

effort should fail. The initiative for such proceedings might come from a

State as well as from an investor. The Convention would set up a mechanism

4 for the selection of conciliators and arbitrators and for the conduct of

proceedings. It is my belief that these institutional facilities and procedures

are better suited to the types of disputes with which we are dealing - disputes

between a State and a foreign investor - than those offered by other existing.or

proposed institutions. However, taken by themselves, they could be put into

effect by corporate action by the Bank and would not require the conclusion of

any inter-governmental agreement.

But in my opinion, the institutional facilities, however useful, are

secondary to other parts of the proposals, and those do require to be embodied in

a Convention.

What are they?

In the first place, a recognition of the principle that a non-State party,

an investor, may have direct access to a State party before an international

forum. By direct access I mean that the investor will act in his own name and

will not require the espousal of his cause by his national government.. By

signing the Convention, States would admit this principle; but only the principle.

No signatory State would be compelled to resort to the facilities provided by the

Convention, or to agree to do so, and no foreign investor could in fact initiate
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proceedings against a signatory State unless that State and the investor had

specifically so agreed. However, once they had so agreed, both parties would

be irrevocably bound 'to carry out their undertaking and the Convention

establishes rules designed to prevent frustration of the undertaking and to

insure its implementation.

Secondly, there'is the question of local remedies, which in my opinion does

not really raise any major issue of'principle. On the one hand acceptance of

the possibility of adjudication by an international forum of a dispute between

a State and a foreign investor implies a recognition that local courts are not

necessarily to be the final forum for the settlement of such disputes. On the

other hand such acceptance does not imply that local remedies cannot play a

major itoe. At the time when parties consent' to arbitration under the Convention

they are free to stipulate either that local remedies m be pursued in lieu of

arbitration, or that local remedies mjt first be exhausted before the dispute can

be submitted for arbitration under the Convention. It is only if the parties

have not made either stipulation that the Convention provides that arbitration

will be in lieu of local remedies.

A third feature is, in my opinion, of much greater importance. In

traditional international law a wrong done to a national of one State for which

another State is internatioftally responsible is actionable not by the injured

national but by his State. Indeed, the classical view is that the State has

been injured in the person of its national, and that the State seeking redress

for the injury done to its national is pursuing its own claim. Practice has

progressed beyond this point and there are a number of instances in which

provision is made for settlement of investment disputes by direct conciliation

or arbitration between the host State and the foreign investor. Examples may

be found in a number of concession and co-operation agreements of recent years.

But what is lacking is recognition of the internationally binding character of

such arrangements, and the Convention is designed to fill this gap. Thus

the Convention would be in harmony with the growing recognition of the individual

as a subject of International Law.
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Admittedly, an agreement by a State to submit to international arbitration

is in some sense a curtailment or impairment of its sovereignty. However, one

of the essential attributes of sovereignty is the capacity, in the very exercise

of that sovereignty, to accept limitations on it, and this is of. course what

every State does each time it enters into an international agreement. What

the proposed Convention would do would be to give internationally binding effect

to the limitation of sovereignty inherent in an agreement by a State pursuant

to the Convention to submit a dispute with a foreign investor to arbitration.

But, as a corollary of the principle under which an investor may have direct and

effective access to a foreign State without the intervention of his national

State, the Convention introduces an important innovation, namely that the

investor's national State would no longer be able to espouse the claim of its

national, A host State would therefore not be faced with the likelihood of

having to deal with a multiplicity of claims and claimants, The Convention

would offer a means .of settling directly, on the legal plane, investment disputes

between the State and the foreign investor and would insulate such disputes from

the realm of politics and diplomacy. I am convinced that this will serve the

best interests of investors, their national States, the ht States and the

cause of international co-operation generally. As we know, local remedies will

sometimes be unsatisfactory from the standpoint of the investor. In such a case

the investor would be left to claim the protection of his own government, thus

transforming the controversy into a dispute between States, a result which would,

more often than not, be distasteful or embarrassing not only for the investor

himself but even more so for the States concerned.

A fourth feature of our proposals is that awards of arbitral tribunals

rendered pursuant to the Convention would be recognized by, and enforceable in,

all Contracting States regardless of whether a State in which recognition was

sought was a party to the dispute in question. Thus, in the case of an award

against an investor, the State party to the arbitration proceeding would be able

to enforce the award against the unsuccessful party in any Contracting State as

if it were a final judgement of that State. In the case of an award against

the State party to the arbitral proceedings, one may assume that the State, which,

by becoming a party to the Convention, has undertaken a solemn international

.I..... .. .... .... ................ ..... .... .. ...
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obligation to comply with the award, will do .so. Therefore I consider the

question of enforcement against a State as somewhat academic. Moreover, I

want to make clear that where, as in many countries, the law on immunity of

foreign States from execution would prevent such enforcement, the Convention

would'leave that law unaffected. All the Convention does is to place an

atbitral award rendered pursuant to it on the same footing as a final judgement

of the national courts. If such judgement can be enforced under domestic law,

so can the award. If the judgement cannot so be enforced against a foreign

State, neither can the award.

There is a fifth feature, about which I can be very brief, but I want you to

bear it in mind. The Convention does not lay down standards for the treatment

by States of the property of aliens; nor does it prescribe standards for the

conduct of foreign investors in their relations with host States. Accordingly,

the Convention is not 6oncerned with the merits of investment disputes but with

the procedure for settling -them. If through bilateral or multilateral arrange-

ments capital-exporting and capital-importing countries can reach agreement on

the substantive rules to be applied to foreign investment, any controversy

between an investor and a host State could, if the parties so agreed, be settled

through the facilities of the Centre.

Ladies and Gentlemen, I have explained why the Bank has taken it upon

itself to initiate and promote the discussion of the proposed Convention. I

repeat at this point that the Bank believes that private investment can make a

valuable contribution to economic development. But we are neither blind

partisans of the cause of the private investor, nor do we want to impose our

views on others. At the last Annual Meeting of the Bank, President Woods said:

"It is not the business of the Bank, nor of its President, to tell
the developing nations within the Bank's membership that they must
accept private capital from abroad as a partner in their development
efforts or what kind of price it is reasonable for them to pay in
order to achieve such a partnership."

Nor do we either expect or think it desirable that whenever a foreign investor

feels aggrieved by a host State or whenever a host State feels that a foreign

investor .does not live up to its obligations, such a dispute should, necessarily

be dealt with by the facilities established under the Convention rather than by
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the regular national judicial or administrative channels. Nevertheless, we do

want to emphasize that there may be instances in which recourse to an inter-

national forum will be in the interest of the host State as well as of the

investor. There are two further points that I want to stress in this

connexion. First, that the Convention is designed to deal with claims by host

States against investors, as well as with claims by investors against host

States. In fact, some provisions, such as those for the enforcement of

arbitral awards would seem to me to be of special importance in those cases in

which a State takes the initiative in a proceeding against an investor and is

successful in its claim.

The second point I want to emphasize is that the Convention deals with

conciliation as well as arbitration. Since arbitration poses complex legal

problems, and conciliation is a so much simpler procedure, attention tends to be

concentrated on arbitration. This does not mean, however, that we attach less

importance to conciliation than to arbitration. Our own experience with

conciliation has made us appreciate the value of this method, and it may well be

that when the Convention comes into being, the conciliation activities under the

auspices of the Centre will prove to be more important than arbitral proceedings

In conclusion I would like to point out that the Convention leaves States

and investors free to establish their mutual relations on whatever basis they

deem proper. I would also like to emphasize again that by becoming a party to

the Convention, no State is under any obligation to submit any dispute either to

( conciliation or arbitration. The true significance of the Convention lies in

the fact that it insures that if the parties agree to have recourse to an inter-

national forum, their agreement will be given full effect. In our opinion this

would create an element of confidence which would in turn contribute to a healthier

investment climate. The fact that this may be only a modest contribution should

not lessen our enthusiasm.

At this meeting we shall be able to draw on the experience and wisdom of legal

experts from a group of countries which includes both traditional exporters of

capital and countries which are rapidly progressing on the road of economic

development. European jurists have been particularly imaginative in creating new

forms of international economic co-operation and I look forward to an interesting

and lively discussion.
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Mr. Minister, Mr. Executive Secretary, Distinguished Delegates:

On behalf of the President of the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development, George D. Woods, I welcome you to this meeting.

To His Excellency the Minister of Finance of Thailand I wish to express
my thanks for his cordial words of greeting* The Minister is an old friend
of the Bank and former Chairman of its Board of Governors. I am particularly
happy that this meeting takes place in the lovely capital of Thailand, a
country with which the Bank has maintained friendly and fruitful relations
over many years.

To U Nyun I wish to express our gratitude for his words of encourage-
ment and for the hospitality which he has extended to us at the Commissionts
headquarters. The fact that we are meeting here is further evidence of the
good relations and the spirit of co-operation which exist between ECAFE and
the Bank in their common effort to promote economic and social development
and well-being in this part of the world.

* * * * *

This is the last of four consultative meetings of legal experts convened
by the World Bank to discuss informally a draft Convention on settlement of
investment disputes which you have had an opportunity to study. The first
meeting, attended by experts from member countries in Africawas held last
December in Addis Ababa. The second took place in Santiago de Chile at the
beginning of February and was attended by experts from the Western Hemisphere.
The third, attended by European expertswas held in Geneva in the latter
part of February.

The discussions at these meetings were constructive and the comments
and opinions expressed will be most useful to us in our further work on the
text before you.

At the African meeting most of the countries represented showed great
interest in the proposals and there were no objections on grounds of principle
to the essential features of the draft. There appeared to be a consensus
that a Convention of this nature would be useful and that the draft had taken
account of the legitimate interests of the capital importing countries as
well as those of investors.

At the Santiago meeting a number of Latin American participants expressed
their governmentst reservations concerning certain innovations which the
draft seeks to introduce into traditional international law as understood in
Latin America. They did not conceal their uneasiness about what they regarded
as a serious limitation on their countries' sovereignty which recourse to
the facilities of the proposed Center might entail. However, other Latin
American delegates, as well as those of Canada, the United States, Jamaica
and Trinidad, welcomed the proposals emphasizing the optional nature of the
Convention. These delegates felt that the draft should be acceptable even
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though many of them might not be able, without changes in their legal systems,
to make full use of the facilities for arbitration as distinct from concili-
ation. Finally, a number of Latin American experts urged that the time
had come for their countries to re-examine their traditional attitude toward
foreign investment.

At the Geneva meeting there was general support for the proposed Con-
vention, based on the belief that it would encourage the flow of capital
to the developing nations. At the same time several delegates stressed
that the Convention would achieve that purpose only if a sufficient number
of developing countries found the Convention acceptable.

I shall not attempt in this opening statement to report in greater
detail the views expressed at those meetings. I shall, however, have occa-
sion to refer to them from time to time in the course of our discussion of
the provisions of the draft Convention. For the moment I need only say
that on balance we have been greatly encouraged by the way in which our
proposals have been received at those meetings.

It is a source of great satisfaction to me that so mary governments
have responded to our invitation and have designated such eminent repre-
sentatives to attend this meeting.

The experts gathered here represent a wider variety of cultural, social
and economic systems than it has been our privilege to encounter at any
previous meeting. Both ancient and comparatively young States are represented
here. Some have but recently regained their independence; others, while
they have not known the special problems which beset such a transition, have
nevertheless had to face development problems of comparable complexity. We
believe that the variety of experience you will bring to this meeting will
not only make the discussion especially interesting, but also be uniquely
helpful in guiding our efforts to resolve the problems which we shall
consider here.

It may possibly strike some of you as somewhat unusual that the World
Bank should take the initiative in promoting an international agreement in
a field which might not be regarded as falling directly within its sphere
of activity and that it is willing and eager to play such an active part in
seeking to bring the proposals now before you to reality.

There is a brief answer to this, namely that the Bank is not merely a
financing mechanism but that it is, above all, a development institution.
We are concerned with the entire process of economic development rather than
with the mere provision of funds for particular projects, and our approach
to the problem of economic development is professional and non-political.

The Bank's activities consist necessarily in large part of the provision
of finance, out of its own capital, out of funds it borrows in the financial
markets, by encouraging private capital to participate with it, and by
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organizing and co-ordinating the efforts of national and international
sources of public finance to meet the developmental needs of its member
countries in the less developed areas of the world. But much of the energy
and resources of the World Bank are devoted to technical assistance and
advice directed toward the promotion of conditions conducive to rapid
economic growth -- to creation of a favorable investment climate in the
broadwt sense of the term. To this end, sound technical and administrative
foundations are essential, but no less indispensable is the firm establish-
ment of the Rule of Law.

In days past there may have been some justification for regarding inter-
national investment as a subject of interest chiefly to the capital-exporting
nations and their citizens. Today it is universally recognized as a factor
of crucial importance in the economic development of the less developed
parts of the world. International investment has become one of the major
features of the partnership between the richer and the poorer nations and
its promotion a matter of urgent concern to capital-importing and capital-
exporting countries alike. This is particularly true of private foreign
investment which, if wisely conducted, can make great contributions to the
development of the economies of the recipient countries.

Unfortunately, however, private capital is not now moving in sufficient
volume to areas in need of capital. And there is no room for doubt that one
of the most serious impediments to the flow of private capital is the fear
of the private investor that this investment will be exposed to the political
risk of unilateral action for which no remedy is available to him such as
outright expropriation, government interference which falls short of expropri-
ation but which substantially deprives the investor of the control or the
benefits of his investment, and non-observance by the host government of
contractual undertakings on the basis of which the investment was made.

Knowing this, we have been led to wonder whether the Bank, because of
its reputation for integrity and its position of impartiality, could not help
in removing this obstacle to international private investment. On a number of
occasions we have been approached by governments and foreign investors who
sought our assistance in settling investment disputes that had arisen between
them, or wanted to assure themselves that our assistance would be available
in the event that differences between them should arise in the future. We
have been further encouraged to bend our efforts in this direction by such
events as the recent enactment by Ghana of foreign investment legislation
which contemplates the settlement of certain investment disputes "through the
agency of" the World Bank. And at the Bank's last Annual Meeting the Moroccan
delegate referred to the fact that Morocco and a group of French investors had
entrusted to the President of the Bank the appointment of the President of an
arbitral tribunal to settle disputes that might arise under a series of long-
term contracts.

On the basis of our own experience and our assessment of the possibility
of securing widespread agreement at the present time, we have concluded that
the most promising approach would be to attack the problem of the unfavorable
investment climate from the procedural angle, by creating international



machinery which would be available on a voluntary basis for the conciliation
and arbitration of investment disputes in accordance with rules known and
accepted in advance by both parties. Some may think it desirable to go
beyond this and attempt to achieve a substantive definition of the status

of foreign property and of the reciprocal rights and obligations of States
and investors. There is no doubt in my mind that there is need for a

meaningful understanding between capital-exporting and capital-importing
nations on these matters and the Bank follows with great interest the studies
made in this field.

But while these studies proceed, there is need, we think, to pursue a
parallel effort of more limited scope, represented by the proposals to be
discussed at this meeting.

Now what are the principal features of these proposals? To what extent
do they deal only with form and to what extent do they go into substance?
How much of them is no more than a reflection of current law and practice
and how far do they constitute a step forward in the development of inter-
national law? And, finally, why is an international convention required to
achieve the Bank's objectives?

We shall be dealing with all these questions during the coming week.
The answers to some of them, or at least m answers to some of them, you
will find in the Working Paper which you have been studying for some time.

I shall not attempt to restate or summarize that document in this
opening address but I do want to dwell on a few of the principal features
of the Convention.

The Convention would make available facilities to which States and
foreign investors could have access on a voluntary basis for the settlement
of investment disputes between them. The method of settlement selected
might be conciliation, arbitration, or conciliation followed by arbitration
in case the conciliation effort should fail. The initiative for such pro-
ceedings might come from a State as well as from an investor. The Convention
would set up a mechanism for the selection of conciliators and arbitrators
and for the conduct of proceedings. While this mechanism would be linked
with the Bank, that link would be of a purely administrative nature and the
Bank would not be involved in the actual proceedings nor could it influence
their outcome in any way. It is my belief that these institutional facilities
and procedures are better suited to the types of disputes with which we are
dealing -- disputes between a State on the one hand and a foreign investor
on the other -- than those offered by other existing or proposed institutions.
However, taken by themselves, they could be put into effect by corporate action
by the Bank and would not require the conclusion of any inter-governmental
agreement.

But in my opinion, the institutional facilities, however useful, are
secondary to other parts of the proposals, and those do require to be embodied
in a Convention.



What are they?

In the first place, a recognition of the principle that a non-State
party, an investor, may have direct access to a State party before an inter-
national forum. By direct access I mean that the investor will act in his
own name and will not require the espousal of his cause by his national
government. By signing the Convention,States would admit this principle;
but only the principle. No signatory State would be compelled to resort to
the facilities provided by the Convention, or to agree to do soi and no
foreign investor could in fact initiate proceedings against a signatory State
unless that State and the investor had specifically so agreed. However, once
they had so agreed, both parties would be irrevocably bound to carry out
their undertaking and the Convention establishes rules designed to prevent
frustration of the undertaking and to insure its implementation.

Secondly, there is the question of local remedies, which in my opinion
does not really raise any major issue of principle. On the one hand accept-
ance of the possibility of adjudication by an international forum of a
dispute between a State and a foreign investor implies a recognition that
local courts are not necessarily to be the final forum for the settlement
of such disputes. On the other hand such acceptance does not imply that
local remedies cannot play a major role. At the time when parties consent
to arbitration under the Convention, they are free to stipulate either that
local remedies may be pursued in lieu of arbitration, or that local remedies
must first be exhausted before the dispute can be submitted for arbitration
under the Convention. It is only if the parties have not made either
stipulation that the Convention provides that arbitration will be in lieu
of local remedies.

A third feature is, in my opinion, of much greater importance. In
traditional international law a wrong done to a national of one State for
which another State is internationally responsible is actionable not by the
injured national but by his State. Indeed, the classical view is that the
State has been injured in the person of its national, and that the State
seeking redress for the injury done to its national is pursuing its own
claim. Practice has progressed beyond this point and there are a number of
instances in which provision is made for settlement of investment disputes
by direct conciliation or arbitration between the host State and the foreign
investor. Examples may be found in a number of concession and cooperation
agreements of recent years. But what is lacking is recognition of the
internationally binding character of such arrangements, and the Convention
is designed to fill this gap. Thus the Convention would be in harmony with
the growing recognition of the individual as a subject of international law.

Admittedly, an agreement by a State to submit to international arbi-
tration is in some sense a curtailment or impairment of its sovereignty.
However, one of the essential attributes of sovereignty is the capacity, in
the very exercise of that sovereignty, to accept limitations on it, and this
is of course what every State does each time it enters into an international
agreement. What the proposed Convention would do would be to give inter-
nationally binding effect to the limitation of sovereignty inherent in an
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agreement by a State pursuant to the Convention to submit a dispute with
a foreign investor to arbitration. But, as a corollary of the principle
under which an investor may have direct and effective access to a foreign
State without the intervention of his national State, the Convention
introduces an important innovation, namely that the investor's national
State would no longer be able to espouse the claim of its national. A host
State would therefore not be faced with the likelihood of having to deal
with a multiplicity of claims and claimants or be subject to diplomatic
pressure or intervention. The Convention would offer a means of settling
directly, on the legal plane, investment disputes between the State and the
foreign investor and would insulate such disputes from the realm of politics
and diplomacy. I am convinced that this will serve the best interests of
investors, host States and the cause of international cooperation generally.
It would be unrealistic not to recognize that local remedies will sometimes
be unsatisfactory from the standpoint of the investor. In such a case the
investor would be left to claim the protection of his own government, thus
transforming the controversy into a dispute between States, a result which
would, more often than not, be distasteful or embarrassing not only for the
investor himself but even more so for the States concerned.

A fourth feature of our proposals is that awards of arbitral tribunals
rendered pursuant to the Convention would be recognized by, and enforceable
in, all Contracting States regardless whether a State in which recognition
was sought was a party to the dispute in question. Thus, in the case of an
award against an investor, the State party to the arbitration proceeding
would be able to enforce the award against the unsuccessful party in any
Contracting State as if it were a final judgment of that State. In the case
of an award against the State party to the arbitral proceedings, one may
assume that the State, which has undertaken a solemn international obligation
to comply with the award, would do so. Therefore I consider the question of
enforcement as somewhat academic. But I want to make clear that where, as
in most countries, the law on State immunity from execution would prevent
such enforcement, the Convention would leave that law unaffected. All the
Convention does is to place an arbitral award rendered pursuant to it on the
same footing as a final judgment of the national courts. If such judgment
can be enforced under domestic law, so can the award. If the judgment cannot
so be enforced against a State, neither can the award.

There is a fifth feature, about which I can be very brief, but I want
you to bear it in mind. The Convention does not lay down standards for the
treatment by States of the property of aliens; nor does it prescribe standards
for the conduct of foreign investors in their relations with host States.
Accordingly, the Convention is not concerned with the merits of investment
disputes but with the procedure for settling them.

Gentlemen, I have explained why the Bank has taken it upon itself to
initiate and promote the discussion of the proposed Convention. I repeat at
this point that the Bank believes that private investment can make a valuable
contribution to economic development. But we are neither blind partisans
of the cause of the private investor, nor do we want to impose our views on
others. At the last Annual Meeting of the Bank, President Woods said:
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"It is not the business of the Bank, nor of its President,
to tell the developing nations within the Bank's member-
ship that they must accept private capital from abroad
as a partner in their development efforts or what kind of
price it is reasonable for them to pay in order to achieve
such a partnership."

Nor do we either expect or think it desirable that whenever a foreign
investor feels aggrieved by a host State or whenever a host State feels that
a foreign investor does not live up to its obligations, such a dispute should
necessarily be dealt with by the facilities established under the Convention
rather than by the regular national judicial or administrative channels.
There is no intention to supersede national jurisdiction generally. We do
want to emphasize, however, that there may be instances in which recourse to
an international forum will be in the interest of the host State as well as
of the investor.

There are two further points that I want to stress in this conneation:
first, that the Convention is designed to deal with claims by host States
against investors, as well as with claims by investors against host States;
second, that the Convention deals with conciliation as well as arbitration.
Since arbitration poses complex legal problems, and conciliation is a so
much simpler procedure, attention tends to be concentrated on arbitration.
This does not mean, however, that we attach less importance to conciliation
than to arbitration. Our own experience with conciliation has made us
appreciate the value of this method, and it may well be that when the Con-
vention comes into being, the conciliation activities under the auspices of
the Center will prove to be more important than arbitral proceedings.

In conclusion I would like to point out that the Convention leaves
States and investors free to establish their mutual relations on whatever
basis they deem proper. I would also like to emphasize again that by be-
coming a party to the Convention, no State is under any obligation to
submit any dispute either to conciliation or arbitration. The true signifi-
cance of the Convention lies in the fact that it insures that if the parties
agree to have recourse to an international forum, their agreement will be
given full effect. In our opinion this would create an element of confidence
which would in turn contribute to a healthier investment climate . The fact
that this may be only a modest contribution should not lessen our enthusiasm.

I like to think of all of us who are so deeply concerned with the
problems of development as realists. We have our ideals, but we know that
there is no quick road to success. It is that knowledge which should find
us prepared to explore every avenue and to examine every new idea, with an
open mind, and with the sole concern to find out whether it is capable of
making some contribution to the achievement of our common goals. It is in
this spirit, gentlemen, that I hope we shall together study the proposals
which have been placed before you.
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Mr. Minister, Mr. Executive Secretary, Distinguished Delegates:

On behalf of the President of the Interizetional Lank for Reconstruction

and Development, George D. Woods, I welcome you to this meeting.

To His TYecellency the Minister of Finance of Thailand I wish to express

ny thanks for his cordial words of greeting. The Pinister is an old friend of

the Bank and former Chairman of its Board of Governors. I am particularly happy

that this meeting takes place in the lovely capital of Thailand, a country with

which the Bank has maintained friendly and fruitful relations over many years.

To U Nyun I wish to express our gratitude for his words of encouragement

and for the hospitality which he has extended to us at the Commission's

headquarters. The fact that we are meeting here is further evidence of the

good relations and the spirit of co-operation which exist between ECAFE and the

Bank in their common effort to promote economic and social development and

well-being in this part of the world.

This is the last of four consultative meetings of legal experts convened

by the World Bank to discuss informally a draft Convention on settlement of

investment disputes which you have had an opportunity to study. The first

meeting, attended by experts from member countries in Africa was held last

December in Addis Ababa. The second took place in Santiago de Chile at the

beginning of February and was attended by experts from the Western Hemisphere.

The third, attended by European experts was held in Geneva in the latter part

of February.

The discussions at these meetings were constructive and the coments and

opinions expressed will be most useful to us in our further work on the text

before you.

At the African meeting most of the countries represented showed great

interest in the, proposals and there were no objections on grounds of principle

to the essential features of the drait. There appeared to be a consensus that a

Convention of this nature would be useful and that the draft had taken account of

the legitimate interests of the capital importing countries as well as those of

investors.

/At the
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At the Santiago m>eti ng a number of Latin Aerican participants expressed t

governments' reservations concernin6 certain innovations which the draft seeks to inrlr uce

into traditional intermational law as understood in Ltin Az'erica. They did not conceJa

their uneasiness about what they regarded as a serious limitation on their countrie-

sovereignty which recourse to the facilities of the proposed Center might entail.

other Latin American delegates, as well as those of Canada, the United States, Jamai.

and Trinidad, welcomed the proposals emphasizing the optional nature of the Convention.

These delegates felt that the draft should be acceptable even though many of them mi

not be able, without changes in their legal systems, to make full use of the facilities

for arbitration as distinct from conciliation. Finally, a number of Latin American

experts urged that the time had come for their countries to re-examine their traditional

attitude towards foreign investment.

At the Geneva meeting there was general support for the pro)osed Convention,

based on the belief that it would encourage th; flow of capital to the developing

nations. At the same time several delegates stressed that the Convention would achieve

that purpose only if a sufficient number of developing countries found the Convention

acceptable.

I shall not attempt in tIis opening statement to report in greater detail the

views expressed at those meetings. I shall, however, have occasion to refer to them

from time to time in the course of our discussion of the provisions of the draft

Convention. For the moment I need only say that on balance we have been greatly

encouraged by the way in which our proposals have been received at those meetings.

It is a source of great satisfaction to me that so many governments have

responded to our invitation and have designated such eminent representatives to

attend this meeting.

The experts gathered here represent a wider variety of cultural, social and

economic systems than it has becn our privilege to encounter at any previous meeting.

Both ancient and comparatively young States are represented here. Some have but recently

regained their independence; others, while they have not known the special problems

which beset such a transition, have nevertheless had to face development problems of

comparable complexity. We believe that the variety of experience you will bring to

this meeting will not only make the discussion especially interesting, but also be

uniquely helpful in guiding our efforts to resolve the problems which. we whall

consider here.

/It may
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It may possibly strike some of you as somewhat unusual that the World

Bank should take the initiative in promoting an international agreement in a fie.'

which might not be retarded as folling directly within its sphere of activity and

that it is willing and eager to play such an active part in seeking to bring the

proposals now before you to reality.

There is a brief answer to this, namely that the Bank is not merely a

financing mechanism but that it is, above all, a development institution.

We are concerned with the entire process of economic developnent rather than-

with the mere provision of funds for particular projects, and our approach to

the problem of economic developmentlis professional and non-political.

The Bank's activities consist necessarily in large part of the provision

of finance, out of its own capital, out of funds it borrows in the financial

markets, by encouraging private capital to participate with it, and by

organizing and co-ordinating the efforts of national and international sources

of public finance to meet the developnental needs of its member countries in

the less developed areas of the world. But much of the energy and resources

of the World Bank are devoted to technical assistance and advice directed

toward the promotion of conditions conducive to rapid economic growth - to

creation of a favourable investment climate in the broadest tense of the term.

To this end, sound technical and administrative foundations are essential, but

no less indispensable is the firm establishment of the Rule of Law.

In days past there may have been some justification for regarding inter-

national investment as a subject of interest chiefly to the capital-exporting

nations and their citizens. Today it is universally recognized as a factor

of crucial importance in the economic development of the less developed parts

of the World. International investment has become one of the major features

of the partnership between the richer and the poorer nations and its promotion

a matter of urgent concern to capital-importing and capital-exporting

countries alike. This is particularly true of private foreign investment

which, if wisely conducted, can make great contributions to the development

of the economies of the recipient countries.

/Unfortunately
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Unfortunately, however, private capital is not now moving in sufficient

volume to areas in need of capital, And there is no room for doubt that

one of the most serious impediments to the flow of private capital is the fear of

the private investor that his investment will be exposed to the political risk

of unilateral action for which no remedy is available to him such as outright

expropriation, government interference which falls short of c xpropriation but which

substantially deprives the investor of the control or the benefits of his investment,

and non-observance by the host government of contractual undertakings on the basis of
which the investment was made.

Knowing this, we have been led to wonder whether the Bank, because of

its reputation for integrity and its position of impartiality, could not help in

removing this obstacle to international private investment. On a number of

occasions we have been approached by governments and foreign investors who

sought our assistance in settling investment disputes that had arisen between

them, or wanted to assure, themselves that our assistance would be availe:ble in

the event that differences between them should arise in the future. We have

been further encouraged to bend our efforts in this direction by such events

as the recent enactment by Ghana of foreign investment legislation which

contemplates the settlement of certain investment disputes "through the agency

of" the World Bank. And at the Bank's last Annual Meeting the Moroccan

delegate referred to the fact that Morocco and a group of French investors had

entrusted to the President of the Bank the appointment of the President of an

arbitral tribunal to settle disputes that might arise under a series of

long-term contracts.

On the basis of our own experience and our assessment of the possibility

of securing widespre.d agreement at the present time, we have concluded that

the most promising approach would be to attack the problem of the unfavourable

investment climate from the procedural angle, by creating international

machinery which would be available on a voluntary basis for the conciliation

and arbitration of investment disputes in accordance with rules known and accepted

in advance by both parties, Some may think it desirable to go beyond this and

attempt to achieve a substantive definition of the status 6f foreign property

/and of



and of the reciprocal rights and obligations of States and investors. There

is no doubt in my mind that there is need for a meaningful understanding

between capital-exporting and capital-importing nations on these matters and

the Bank follows with great interest the studies made in this field.

But while these studies proceed, there is need, we think, to pursue a

parallel effort of more limited scope, represented by the proposals to be

discussed at this meeting.

Now what are the principal features of these proposals ? To what

extent do they deal only with form and to what extent do they go into substance?

How much of them is no more than a reflection of current law and practice and

how far do they constitute a step forward in the development of international

law? And, finally, why is an international convention required to achieve

the Bank's objectives?

We shall be dealing with all these questions during the coming week.

The answers to some of them, or at least my answers to some of them, you

will find in the Working Paper which you have been studying for some time.

I shall not attempt to restate or summarize that document in this

opening address but I do want to dwell on a few of the principal features of

the Convention.

The Convention would make available facilities to which States and foreign

investors could have access on a voluntary basis for the settlement of investment

disputes between them. The method of settlement selected might be conciliation,

arbitration, or conciliation followed by arbitration in case the conciliation

effort should fail. The initiative for such proceedings might come from a

State as well as from an investor. The Convention would set up a mechanism

for the selection of conciliators and arbitrators and for the conduct of

proceedings. While this mechanism would be linked with the Bank, that link

would be of a purely administrative nature and the Bank would not be involved

in the actual proceedings nor could it influence their outcome in any way. It

is my belief that these institutional facilities and procedures are better

suited to the types of disputes with which we are dealing - disputes between

a State on the one hand and a foreign investor on the other - than those

/offered



offered by other existing or proposed institutions. However, taken by them-

selves, they could be put into effect by corporate action by the Bank and

would not require the conclusion of any inter-governmehtal agreement.

But in my opinion, the institutional facilities, however useful, are

secondary to other parts of the proposals, and those do require to be embodied

in a -Convention.

What are they?

In the first place, a recognition of tha principle that a non-State

party, an investor, may have direct access to a State party before an inter-

national forum. By direct access I mean that the investor will act in his

own name and will not require the espousal of his cause by his national

government. By signing the Convention States would admit this principle; bu

only the principle. No signatory State would be compelled to resort to the

facilities provided by the Convention, or to agree to do so, and no foreign

investor could in fact initiate proceedings against a signatory State unless

that State and the investor had specifically so agreed. However, once they

had so agreed, both parties would be irrevocably bound to carry out their

undertaking and the Convention establishes rules designed to prevent frustra-

tion of the undertaking and to insure its implementation,

Secondly, there is the question of local remodies, which in my opinion

does not really raise any major issue ol n.i U lhe* one hand acceptance

of the possibility of adjudi,.ation by an international forum of a dispute

between a State and a foreign investor implies a recognition that local courts

are not necessarily to be the final forum for the settlement of such disputes.

On the other hand such acceptance does not imply that local remedies cannot

play a major role. At the time when parties consent tolarbitration under

the Convention, they are free to stipulate citr at local remedies _ be

pursued in lieu of arbitration, or that local remedies must first be exhausted

before the dispute can be submitted for arbitration under the Qonvention. It

is only if the parties have not made either stipulation that the Convention

provides that arbitr-taon will be in lieu of local remedies.

.A third
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A third feature is, in my opinion, of much greater importance. In traditional

international law a wrong done to a national of one State for which another State

is internationally responsible is actionable not by the injured national but by

his State. Indeed, the classical view is that the State has been injured in the

person of its national, and that the State seeking redress for the injury done

to its national is pursuing its own claim. Practice has progressed beyond this

point and there are a number of instances in which provision is made for settlement

of investment disputes by direct conciliation or arbitration between the host

State and the foreign investor. Examples may be found in a number of concession

and cooperation agreements of recent years. But what is lacking is recognition

of the internationally binding character of such arrangements, and the Convention

is designed to fill this gap. Thus the Convention would be in harmony with the

growing recognition of the individual as a subject of international law.

Admittedly, an agreement by a State to submit to international arbitration

is in some sense a curtailment or impairment of its sovereignty. However, one

of the essential attributes of sovereignty is the capacity, in the very exercise

of that sovereignty, to accept limitations on it, and this is of course what every

State does each time it enters into an international agreement. What the proposed

Convention would do would be to give internationally binding effect to the

limitation of sovereignty inherent in an agreement by a State pursuant to the

Convention to submit a dispute with a foreign investor to arbitration. But, as

a corollary of the principle under which an investor may have direct an effective

access to a foreign State without the intervention of his national State, the

Convention introduces an important innovation, namely that the investor's national

State would no longer be able to espouse the claim of its national. A host State

would therefore not be faced with the likelihood of having to deal with a

multiplicity of claims and claimants or be subject to diplomatic pressure or

intervention. The Convention would offer a means of settling directly, on the

legal plane, investment disputes between the State and the foreign investor and

would insulate such disputes from the realm of politics and diplomacy. I am

/convinced



convinced that this will serve the best interests of investors, host States arid

the cause of international cooperation generally. It would be unrealistic not

to recogiise that local remedies will sometimes be unsatisfactory from the

standpoint of the investor. In such a case the investor would be left to

claim the protection of his own government, thus transforming the controversy

into a dispute between States, a result which would, more often than not, be

distasteful or embarrassing not only for the investor himself but even more so

for the States concerned.

A fourth feature of our proposals is that awards of arbitral tribunals

rendered pursuant to the Convention would be recognised by, -nd enforceable

in, all Contracting States regardless whether a State in which recognition

was sought was a party to the dispute in question. Thus, in the case of an

award against an investor, the State party to the arbitration proceeding would be

able to enforce the award against the unsuccessful party in any Contracting

State as if it were a final judgmont-of that State. In the case of an award

against the State party to the arbitral proceedings, one may assume that the

State, which has undertaken a solemn international obligation to comply with

the award, would do so. Therefore I consider the question of enforcement as

somewhat academic. But I want to make clear that where, as in most countries,

the law on State immunity from execution would prevent such enforcement, the

Convention would leave that law unaffected. All tie Convention does is to

place an arbitral award rendered pursuant to it on the same footing as a final

judgment of the national courts. If such judgment can be enforced under

domestic law, so can the award. If the judgment ca not so be enforced against

a State, neither can the award.

There is a fifth feature, about which I can be very brief, but I want you

to bear it in mind. The Convention does not lay down standards .for the treatment

by States of the property of aliens; nor does it prescribe standards for the

conduct of foreign investors in their relations with host States. Accordingly,

the Convention is not concerned with the merits of investment disputes but with

the procedure for settling them.

/Gentlemen,



Gentlemen, I have explained why the Bank has taken it upon itself to

initiate and promote the discussion of the proposed Convention. I repeat at

this point that the Bank believes that private investment can make a valuable

contribution to economic developnent. But we are neither blind partisans of

the cause of the private investor, nor do we want to impose our views on others.

it the last Annual Meeting of the Bank, President Woods said

"It is not the business of the Bank, nor of its President,
to tell the developing nc"tions within the Bank's membership
that they must accept private capital from abroad as a partner
in their development efforts or what kind of price it is
reasonable for them to pay in order to achieve such a
partnership.

Nor do we either expect or think it desirable that whenever a foreign

investor feels aggrieved by a host State or whenever a host State feels that a

foreign investor does not live up to its obligations, such a dispute 6hould

necessarily be dealt with by the facilities established under the Convention

rather than by the regular nwtional judicial or administrative channels. There

is no intention to supersede national jurisdiction generally. We do want to

emphasize, however, that there may be inst-nces in which recourse to an inter-

national forum will be in the interest of the host State as well as of the investor,

There are two further points that I want to stress in this connexion:

first, that the Convention is designed to deal with claims by host States

against investors, as well as with claims by investors against host States;

second, that the Convention deals with conciliation as well as arbitration.

Since arbitration poses complex legal problems, and conciliation is a so much

simpler procedure, attention tends to be concentrated on arbitration. This

does not mean, however, that we attach less importance to conciliatidn than

to arbitration. Our own experience with conciliation has made us appreciate

the value of this method, and it may well be that when the Convention comes

into being, the conciliation activities under the auspices of the Center will

prove to be more important than arbitral proceedings.

In conclusion I would like to point out that the Convention leaves States

and investors free to establish their mutual relations on whatever basis they

deem proper. I would also like to emphasize again that by becoming a party

/to the



to the Convention, no State is under any obligation to submit any dispute

either to conciliation or arbitration. The true significance of the

Convention lies in the fact that it insures that if the parties agree to

have recourse to an international forum, their agreement will be given full

effect. In our opinion this would createc. element of confidence which

would in turn contribute to a healthier investment climate. The fact that

thib may be only a modest contribution should not lessen our enthusiasm.

I like to think off all of us who are so deeply concerned with the

problems of development as realists, We have our ideals, but we know that

there is no quick road to success. It is that kniowledge which should find

us prepared to explore every avenue and to examine every new idea, with an

open mind, and with the sole concern to find out whether it is capable of

making some contribution to the achievement of our common goals. It is in this

spirit, gentlemen, that I hope we shall ogether study the proposals which have

been placed before you.
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iTonsieur Cerdinor, onsieur IT'Liba, Tleseieurs lea d614, Meeieu.s le4
observateurs,

u nom de ionsieur George hoods, Pr4oident dekla B3nque mondiale, j aile pleis'.r de Voun souhaiter la bienvenuo A la prdsente runion.
Je voudl'hai:6.renercier Monsieur Gardiner pour ses par6les de bienvenue etd 9ecoroment ainsi que pour l'hospitalit4 qu lnOU5 of fre dans ceo "lnfique b&timent d'Africa Hall, neuf il eat vrai, mais dehistorique.

Le f . .. Oe.e. .. union se droule au siaee de la CEA attest!' unel'o
pus des cxcellente% relati.ons et de lesprit de: coopdration qui 'existententre la Corramsion 6 oonorgqu pour 1'Afrique et la Ban'4ue dans leurs effortsoonjutu6s on vie de prornouvoir le ddveloppennt doonomique et soolal et lebien-6tre dans les pays africains. La anque so 6 licte do Pouroir jouer

un r6le, meme modeste, dnns os trevaux prdparatoires visat , order une
Banque africaine 'pour le d6veloppement et, personnellement, je suis treshonoe'~ denotor ici jujovird hu. la pr sence des membres du Comit4 des Ieuf,

dLa 23ance a organio4 la prdsente .odunion pour permettre aux expertsJuridiques desines par les gouvernemenfts africains de-i.scuter de.~P .e preainsir ded.cte dControfficieuse uf i de COnvention pour le reglement-des
differends reiitifb aux investissements. ans les mois Lyenir deorencontros lnslmoiss i unenintdderoncontros n des expertz juridiques des pays de1 hnisphere cdidental, d 'Europe et d sie.

Jo suis tres heureux de constater que tant de gouvprnements ont rdpondunapel do anque et quils ont elvoy6 des repr4sentants aussi 6minents,
duont i preuve do limportance qu'ils attachent au theme de notrer6unj on.

Queo a promiere des-quatre rdunions r4gionales se d4roule en .frique mparwft ent'iarement justifi4. Il et indispensble et urgentquo ls pays
afIricains encour gt. -,Viff ux de capit x etndoe tetn en
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ont d'aillours ddmontr6 au ocours de ces dernieres anndes qu'ils 6taient
conscients de cette n6cessit6 et prets A order une atmosphere favorable A la
coopdration financiere, et 6conomique.

En outre, nombre de pays repr6sent6s ici nt ont frnchi la pdriode de
transition qui m*ne ' liind6pendence que tout reoemment. L'experience unique

qu'ils ont acquise quant aux probleies qui accompagnent cette transition
permettra peut-.Stre Eat repr6sentants do ces pays de nous faire voir sous urn
angle nouveau les questions a d6battre ici.

0
A k 3k )

D'aucuns jugoront peut-6tre paradoxal que la Banque mondiale prenne
l'initiative d.encourager la conclusion d'un accord international dans un
domaine qui ne releve pas directement de sa comp6tence et qu'elle veuille
participer si activement aux -efforts visant ' concr6tiser les propositions
dont vous etes saisis,

La rdponse en est simple: la Banque n'est pas purement un organisme de
finpnceriont mais, avant tout, une institution pour le d4veloppement. Elle
s'intdrosse davantage au procousus du developpement 'conomique dane son

enoemble qu'au simple apport de. fonds pour la mise en oeuvre de certains
projets et elle aborde le probl.me du d veloppement dconomique sur une base
technique et apolitique.

Naturellement, Uhs activit6s do la Banque consistent, dans une large
mesure, ? r'aliser les op6rations de financement au mbyen de ses propres
ressources et do oelles qu'elle emprunte sur les mwrchds financierse;
encourager les c.pitaux priv6s d y participer, a orgrniser et a coordonner lee
efforts des sources nationales ot internationales de fincincement public pour
pourvoir aux besoinu des pays membres situes dn= les r6gions en voie de
developpeoent. I1Tis une large part de 1 'dnor4io et des ressouroes de la
Th-nque mondiale est oonsaorde A l'assistince technique et a l'octroi do
conseils vis'nt a or6er les conditions f-vornbles au ddveloppement ,6oonomique
rapide, c'est ' dire a la creation d'un clinat favorable aux investissements
au sens le plus large du'terme. A cette fin, des bases administratives ot
techniques sainez sont essentielles; mais la ferme reconnaissance de la
priLiaut6 du droit est non moins indispensable
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f)ans ipn pastep il 6tait pout-etro justifid, dans une certaine mosure, do

consideror quo los in stissocnts internationaux 6taient une question

interessant curtout les pays exportateurs do capitaux et leurs ressortissantou

Lujourd'hui, il ost universollement admis que cetto question 
est d'une

importance priuordiale pour le ddveloppement econoEique des pays en voie de

ddveloppement. Les investi;senents internationaux sont devenus 1 un des

traits prinoipaux de la coopdration entre nations riches: et nations pativres

et le d6volopperent de coo investisserents revet un caractbre d'urgenoe tant

pour lee pays importateurs quo pour les pays exportateurs de Qapitaux*. Ceoi

est pertiulieroment vrai des investisserents 4trangors privys qui, si bien

compris, peuvent contribuer considerablerent au developpement de 1'9oonomie

des pays h6tes.

Malheureusement, lo flux do capitaux priv's vers les r4gions qui en ont

besoin n'a pas l'ampleur voulue et il ne fait aucun doute qu'un des obstacles

les plus s6rieux au nouvernent des capitaux privs 'eat la crainte de

l'investisseur de ! s voir expos4s a des risques politiques tels que

l'expropriation pure et simple sans indermnisation 4quitable, les intervention

ouvernementales assirailables a l'expropriation qui privent l'investiesur du

contr8le ou de, bendfices de ses invostissenents, ainsi quo la non-observation

par le gouvernement importateur de capitaux des engagements oontrnctuels sur

la foi desquels les investissements ont 6t6 r6alis's,

Tenant conpte de oceci, nous avons 4t conduits a nous dermander si la

Bnque, en raison de sa rdputation d'intdgrite' etde sa position

d 'irpartialit4, ne pourrait contribuer i 4carter cet obstacle ait

investisseheonts prives internationaux. A plusieurb reprises, des-

gouvernements et des investisseurs 4trangers se sont adress's h nous, soit

pour obtenir notre assistance on vue de trnnoher leurs diff6rends 
relatifs

aux irivestisseients, soit pour s'cssurer notre assistance dans le'ventualit6 -

do tels conflits. En outre, nous avons egalenient t6 encourag6s dans cette

voie par des faits tels clue la promulgation rdoente ppr le Ghana d'une

14gislation r6giseant lee investisser.ents 6trangers et pr4voyant le r gle-

ment par la amnque mondiale de certAins conflits rolatifs aux investisseents.

En outre a la derniere Aseembl6e annuelle do la Banque, le d414gud du 1oaroo

a fait observer que son pnys at un groupe d 'investisseurs frangais avaient
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invit6 le Prdsident de li Banque ds gner le Trsident d 'un tribunal
d arbitrage charj6 de trncher ler ditf 'rends susceptibles de se produire dana
le cadre de contrats A long terme.

Sur . baoe de notre propre expdrience et de l16valuation des possibilitos,
d'obtenir, liheure actuelle, un accord 6ggn 6ral- nou6 avons oonclu que lamdthode la plus judioieuse Ierait d'aborder le problhme du climat d favorable
aux investis ement* sou l1'anCle de 1, proo6dure, en crdant un mdoanisme
international qui serait disponible. la requ6te des :intdress6s pour la
conciliation et l'arbitrage des Iitiges relatifs aux investissements. D'auouns
penseront peut-6tre qulil serait souhaitable d'aller plus loin et d'essayer de
formuler une ddfinition du'atatut des biens 6trangers. Je suis persuadA rju'un
accord substantiel sur coes questions ost ndoessaire entre les pays expbrtateurs
et importateurs de oapitaux. Et il pe sez6i&: que le projet de Convention SUr
la protection des biens tptrangers, prspar6 au soin de. l'Organisation dedveloppement et de coop6ration cjoonomique. pourrait enstitgr un point 4e

dper 
nsitilen po npart utile P=, disoussitnentre, ces deux' roupes de pay.

Mais, pendpnt que ce dlalogue so dspoule, ii eat Ausoi ndoessaire a
notre avisf do poursuivre un effort paraliile d'une porte plus limi 6ee 1el
que les propositions dont nous Sommes saisis.

0
Quelles sont dono les pnract6ristiques de ces propositions? Dans quele

mesure trAitent-elles de la forme seuleinent et dans quelle mesure entrent-elles
dans le fond du probleme? Quelles sont celles gui n.'offrent qu'un simple
reflet du droit ,et de la coutume couxrants et dans quelle mesure constituent-
elles un par en av3nt,-d9ns l' 6 volution du droit internationrl? Et, enfin,
pourquoi est-il'ndoeslairg d'6tnblir une convention internationale pou:7
atteindre les objeotif6 de la Banaue?

Nous traiterornttoutes ces questions iu opurs de la semaine qui vient.
VQUS trouvereI on riporjep t oertAines d'entre ellea, ou du moinb mes
rdponses a ortaines d lentre elles, dans Ite doonment de trvvail qui eat entre
vos mains depuis quelque, e~pb.
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Je n'ai pas l'intention de reprendre ou de r4sumer ce document dans mon
discours diouverture mais je in arrgterai & quelques-uns des points essentiels
de la Convention.

Celle-ci fourniraitdes services auxquels les Etats et le8 investisseurs
dtrangers pourraient avoir recours volontairement pour le rbglement des
differends. reltifs aux investissements surgissany entre eux. Ia mdthode de
reglement choisie serait la conciliation, l'arbi.trage Qu la conciliation
suivie d'arbitrage, la oi les effortsade oonciliation n'auraient pas abouti.
L'initiativ.e .du recours a cette proc6dure pourrait 6tre prise aussi bien pap
un Etat que par un investisseur. ea Convention 4tablirait un mdcanisme en
vue d'arr6ter la liste des conciliateurs et des arbitres et la procedure a
suivro. A mon, avis, oes facilites institutionelles et ces proo6dures
conviennent mieux Lu genre de litiges dont nous nous occupons - entre un Etat
d'une part et un investisseur (tranger de l'autre - que celles pr4vues par
d'antreo instances existant deja ou en voie do ordation. Ndanmoins, en soi,
elles pburraient 6tre mises eroeuvre au moyon d'une action administrative de
1- Banque et ne nocessiteraient pas la conclusion d'un accord intergouverne-
mental.

Cependant, J'estime que lea facilit6s institutionelles, pour utiles
qu'elles soient,.sont sgonaires .par rapport aux autres points des
propositions qui, eux, doivent fip'urer dans une convention.

Do quols points s'agit-il?

En premier lieu, la reconnaiissanice du principe qu'une partie non-
gouvernmentale - un in-.eotisseur - peut recourir directement contre unt
partie goauvernementale devant -un tiAbunal international,- Par reoours direbt,
j'entends que l'inve tisbeur agira on son propre nom et n'aura pas besoin
d'6tro subrog4 par son Souvernement. En signant la Convention, les Etats
admettraient oe principe sans plus. ucun Etat signataire no sera tenu de
recourir aux facilit6s pr4vues par la Convention ou de s'engager a oe faire
et -aucun investisseur 4tranger ne pourra en fait intenter une action oontre -
un Etnt signataire eh l'absenoe d'un accord pr6alable entre les deux parties.
Cependant, une fois cet accord intervenu, les deux parties seront
irrdvocablement tenues de respecter leurs engagements et la Convention
pr6voit une prooddure destinde a pr'venir quo oeux-oi ne soient oontrecarrds
et ' assurer leur exdoution.
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Douximement, la question des recours locaux ne pose pns, ' mon sons, un
veritable probleme de principe. D'une part, l'acceptation de voir 6ventuelle-
mont rdgler un diff'rend entre un Et-t et un investisseur 6trnnger par in

tribunl international implique lc reconnaissance que lea tribunaux locaux ne
sont pas ndc~essairement les seuls habilit's a tr-noher de tels litiges. Par
ailleurs, l. ne siensuit p .s n'cessairement que les instanoes locales ne
puiwxsst jouer un rleo-essentiel. )Qs lors que les parties consentent a
rocourir a l.rbitrage aux termes dela Convention, elles sont libres de st4-.
ulor quo lea inotanoes locc*lc, peuvent se substituor au tribunal d'arbitrage
ou quo tous les rocours a celles-ci poient 6puises' avant de soumettre le
diffirond A 1'arbitrage prdvu par. la Convention Ceat uniquement A ddIaut

d'un accord des parties dvns ce sons que la Convention pr6vdit une p"oo6dure
d Mrbitrage en lieu et place d'un recours local.

Il est un troicieme point qui me paralt encore 'plus important. Dans le
droit international classique, un tort caus6 a un ressortissant d'un Etat dont
un autro Etat est rosponsable sur le plrn international, est expos6 a des
pournuites judioiaires non pos de la part du ressortissant int'ress6 mais.de
son gouvernemont. in fait, il est g6n6r,1oment admis que 1'Etat a 6t6 16s4
dens L personne de son ressortissant et que l'Etat 'qui cherche a fairo
redresser lea torts oaus6s-a son ressortissant d6pose plainte lui-mme. La
pratique va plus loin et il existo de -.ombreux cas ou' des dispositions ont
6t6 prises pour regler des litiges relatifs aux investissements par voie de
concilietion ou dtarbitrage directs entre l'Etat hote et l'investisseur
6trenrer. .O4h 6n trouvera des exemples den? plusieurs concessions et accords
de cooperation ihtervenus ces dernieres annoes. Cependant, ce qui fait ddfaut,
c'est lt ro'connnissance du caractere excutoire de tels accords sur le plen
international ot la Convention a precis6ment pour but de combler cette lacune.

I1 est admis que, lorsqu'un Etat accepte do so soumettre a un arbitrage
international, il consent, dans une certaine mesure, a affaiblir ou a limiter.
rja souverainot6. NManmoins, l'un des attributs do l'exercice m6me de la
souverainet6 suppose que lion accepte do la limiter; c'est exactement oe.que
fait tout Etat chaque fois ou'il adhere a un accord international. Le r6le
do la Convention envisag6e serait do donner.un effet ex6cutoire sur le plan
internetional a la limitation de la souverainete d lun Etat qu;L, aux termes de
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la Convention, accepte de soumettre a l'arbitrage un litige qui l'oppose -on
investisseur 6tranger. Toutefois, comme corollaire au principe qui autorise
un investiseoe 4 ce rtourner directement et effectivement dontre un Etat
6tranger sans 1'intervention de son propre gouvernement, la Convention
introduit une innovation importante, A savoir que le gouvernement de
1'investisseur ne sere plus en inesure de. subroger la plainte de son
ressortissant. Ainsi, l'Etat h6te ne se verra pas dans I'obligation
d'avoir " faire face a une multiplicit6 de plaintes et de defondeurs. La

C) Convention offrira le moyen de rogler.directement, sur le plan juridique,
les litiges relatifs aux.investissements entre un Etat et un investisseur
6 tranger et permettra d'dcarter de tels diff6rends de la sph4re politique et
diplomatiqe-. 1- Je suis convaincu que cela servira les int4r6ts des-
investisseurs, des Etats h6tes et la cause de la cooperntion internetionale
en g6n6ral. Ii -serait peu rdaliste de ne pas reconnaitre que les reoours
locaux ne sont pas'toujours satisfaisants du point de vue de l'investisseur
qui se trouve Plors dens l'obligation de recourir a la protection de sort propre
gouvernement, trahsformant ainsi la controverse en un litige entre Etats, ce
qui entrafnera, l)e plus souvent, utne situation penible ou embrrassante, non
seulement pour l'investisseur mais surtout pour les Etnts en cause.

Un quatrie'me point de nos propositions pr6voit que lea sentences
arbitrales prononodesaux termes de la Convention seron+ reconnues et auront
force exdoutoire dans tous les Etats contractcixts, que l1Etat'invit6 '
reconnaftre la sentence soit ou non partie au litige en question. Ainsi,
dans le oas d'une sentence contre' un investiaseur, l'Etat.partie ' la
proc6dure d'arbitrage sera en mesure d'appliquer ln sentence contre la pa'tie
ddboutee dans tout Etat contractant,; l' instar d'un jugement d6finitif dudit
Etat. Dans le cas d'un jugement d6favorable A 1'Etat partie .a la proo6dure
arbitrale, on peut supposer que, s'6tant solennellement engag' sur le plan
international a se conformer a la sentence, cet Etat honorera ses obligations.
C'est pourquoi j'estime que la question de l'ex6cution est tant soit peu
aoad6mique. Je oirudrais cependant souligner que la, Convention ne .touche pas--
a, la loi qui, dans la plupart des pays, consacre I'inviolabilit6 de 1'Etat en
matiere d'ex6oution et le soustrnit a l'application de la sentence. La
Convention ne fait que placer une sentence arbitravle prononode au termes de
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see dispositions sur le meme pied que 1.6 jugement d6finitif dos tribunc
nationaux. Si un. tel jugement ,peut &tre appliquO 9Onform, ent -l
lJgislation nationale, il en est 4d m6me Pour la sentence arbitrale. Si le
Jugement ne peut etre appliqud contre un 1Etat, l.a sentence arbitrale no
saurait l'tre non plus.

I1 est uno inquieimd point nur, Ioquol j&'ne m fapesentirai pas, mais qi
merite neanmoinz tvctre attention. -La Convention ne formule pas de normes
sur la fagon dont les Etats doivent traiter 'leE 'biens strangers, pas plus
qu'elle ne przjuge lattitude des, inveotissuras'trangcr dans loiurs relationa,
avoc .'Etat bdnsfiaiaire-. .De memenla Conventidn ne s'occupe pas du bieh-
fondd. des litiges en fnttibre d 'nveti66ements mais die la proc6dure 'suivre
pour les trancher. ' . - -

IeSsieurs, je Vous ai exposd los raisons qui ont amend, la Bnque a
organiser et A encourager la discussion de la Convention qnvisage. I ce
stade, jo r6p6terai que l~a B'nque est persundle que les investissements priv~es
peuvent apporter une contribution pr6cieuse au developpement: 4conomique.! Cela.
ne cinifie n.anmoins pas que nous soyons des partisans aveugles.de la t cause
de l'investisuesr xiv4, pas plus que noUs ne desirons imposer zip a vues '
autrui. A la derni re Assemble annuolle de la Banque, le-Prdsident
Monsieur 'Toods, a ddoar :lax

" Il n'appartient pas a-la Banque, ni A sor Prdsident, de dr.reaux: pay, meMbre6s.en..voio de developpement 'ils doivent aceptor
los fonds privds provegant de 1- ' tranger comme une partip-initgrante de leurs effots de ddveloppement, ni de leur indiquerle prix qwtil. serait raieonn ble do paye6 ( bette fin.

Notii ne noun entt ndons*pas non plus et n ne geon pas souh aitable quochaque Lois qu'un investisseur 6 tranger s'estie 1 pr Etat ht ou

chaque fois qu'un Etat h5te juge qu'un inveetjsseur 6trangor ne respecte pasee obligations, un tel diffArend soit n6oessairement port6 devant lea

instances ore'is par la Convention plut6t que par lea voies judioiaires ou
administratives nationales ordinaires. Loin de nous l'intention de rempl oer
de manierbx' nirale la juridiotion nationale. Nous tenons toutefois
soulianr. de, dW2b.6ertains cas, le recours a un tribunal international
servira les in r6tee o de I Iftfdt hate et de 'inveetiaseur.'
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A cet 6gard, il me reste encore deux points souligner. Tout d'abord

la Convention est conque pour traiter aussi bien des plaintes des Etats h6tes

contrO lea investioseurs quo do coelles des investisseure contre leadits
Etats. En fait, certaines dispositions, telles que celles relatives a
l'ex4cution de sentences arbitrales, revetent une importance particuliere
lorsqu'un Etat intente une action contre un investisseur et obtient gain de
cause.

Dauxibmement, la Convention pr6voit aussi bien des proo6dures de
conciliation que d'xrbitrage. Etant donn6 que l'arbitrage pose des problmes
juridiques complexes, tandis que la conciliation est beaucoup plus simple, il
est evident que l'attention converge plut6t vers l'arbitrage. Cela ne
signifie pas n6anmoins que nous attachions moins d 'importance ' la
conciliation. L'exp6rience a prouv6 la valeur de cette derniere m4thode et
il est fort possible qu'une fois la Convention en vigueur, lea prooddures de
conciliation sous les auspices du Centre soient plus importantes quo lea
proodures arbitrales.

En guise de conclusion, permettez-moi de souligner que la Convention
laisse lea Etats et lea investisseurs entierement libres d'6tablir leurs
relations sur la base qu'ils jugeront la meilleure. Je r6lbverai encore
une fois qu'en devenant partie h la Convention, aucun Etat ne s'engage A
soumettre un litige a la conciliation ou a l'arbitrage. Ia vdritable
signification de la Convention reside dans le fait qu'elle assure un plein
effet a lPaccord des deux parties gui auront convenu de reoourir a un
tribunal international. Je pense qu'un 4l6ment de confiance sera ainsi
r46 qui, ' son tour, contribuera " tablir un olimat plus sain dans le

domaine des investissements. Pour modeste que soit notre contribution,
notre enthousiasme ne devrait pas s'en trouver diminus.

J'aime A penser que tous coeux d'entre nous qui se consacrent aux problhmes
du dsveloppement, sont des r6alistes. Nous avons nos iddaux mais nous savons
aussi que la voie qui mene au succes est sinueuse. Riches de cette
connaissance, nous devons 6tre pr~ts a explorer toutes les voies possibles et
a 6tudier toutes les iddes nouvelles avec un esprit ouvert et uniquement
proocupes de ddterminer si elles sont susceptibles de contribuer a nos
objectifs communs. J'espere que c'est animds de cet esprit quo nous
examinerons ensemble les propositions en question.


